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ABSTRACT 
The need for the mariner to have better weather indicators for efficient 
ship routeing in the middle latitudes is demonstrated. The benefits of an 
early appreciation of the subtle changes in storm behaviour is shown in a 
case study. Monitoring of ship's performance through a frontal depression 
using a modified Tropical .Storm Avoidance simulation, also developed by the 
author, shows the penalties of not minimising the effects of wind and waves. 
To accomplish the aims of this project diagnostic models are developed, 
firstly to show the overall movement of the frontal depression within the 
trough - ridge system and secondly to investigate the field structure 
appertaining to depression movement and development. 
The graphical diagnostic model, an animated movie loop, allows the detail 
from two levels to be combined, surface fronts superimposed on the 500 mb 
flow, and played back in sequence showing the sophisticated nature of storm 
movement. This insight naturally lead to the development of a numerical 
diagnostic model to study simple elements such as wind fields. Analysis of 
these data enabled a movement indicator for the frontal depression, the"TEN" 
Indicator, to be formulated and is based on the 500 mb contours. Further 
improvements in the diagnostic numerical model allows the gradients of 
synthesised elements to be calculated without the lose of boundary values, 
and uses a cubic epline technique based on the Lagrange Interpolation. 
Error analysis of the calculated wind fields is carried out to ·test the 
accuracy of the methods employed. The model is then used to analyse a number 
of depressions using various development techniques to test the model.The 
results from four occasions, of the many observed, are demonstrated showing 
the development ideas of Sutcliffe, Petterssen and the Q-Vector based on 
quasi-geostrophic theory. Divergence is also considered using gradient wind 
substitutions, adjusted for surface friction and modified to satisfy 
curvature effects in ridge systems. The four occasions illustrated 
demonstrates the similarities between each method, the location of vertical 
motion within a deepening depression is located slightly in advance of the 
warm front. The normalising of these vertical field indicators against the 
surrounding flow allows the visual and numerical appreciation of ascent in 
weak fields. This approach may be an advantage in further studies of 
cyclogenesis. 
The model wind fields are tested using operational wind data, both being 
calculated from the same digitised pressure fields. The Oceanroutee 
Operational Routeing Model is employed, using these data, to produce two 
routes using both the analysis and forecast data. The case study 
demonstrates the usefulness of the "TEN" Movement Indicator as it provides 
the mariner with the tools to examine depression movement, to check 
forecasts and to give him the confidence to question routeing orders. This 
method requires data for the surface and the 500 mb level. Recommendations 
are suggested to modify the surface weather chart format for the mariner by 
including both movement and development information which would economise 
and optimiee weather data transmission for greater shipboard efficiency. 
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CHAPTER ONE Introduction 
1.1 Weather and Ship Movement 
The early or on-time arrival of a vessel safely at its 
destination has always produced the best financial returns. 
Even in the days of sail the Master who took benefit of good 
winds and weather was seldom unemployed. His judgement was 
based on years of experience, a good knowledge of the 
''weather signs'' and the ability to have the confidence to 
make drastic decisions. Effective voyage planning was 
achieved without up to date weather information, no daily 
weather reports were available until the 1920's and these 
were restricted. 
With the advent of steam power the skill of weather avoidance 
became a lost art as ships operated at a designed engine speed 
and the speed made good dictated by the wind and sea. 
However sea times were drastically reduced, and over a period 
of thirty years the bulk of commercial and military movements 
were done by steam. 
Subsequent to the loss of the "Titanic" in :t912, some preferred 
routes were established for the Atlantic between N. Europe (and 
the UK) and New York (and Canada). This was to a certain extent 
routeing, but was based on the seasonal avoidance of icebergs 
and fog near the Grand Banks, Newfoundland, and not to expedite 
early arrivals. 
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From 1960 prudent shipowners realised the benefits of 
"weather routeing", especially in the container trade where 
optimising the berth time against voyage time meant a more 
efficient service. 
The oil crtsis of 1972, when the price of oil fuel doubled, 
and also the increase in 1979, made weather routeing more 
attractive even to the most reticent shipowner. However, 
the 1986 collapse in oil prices generally, from 36 US$ to 10 US$ 
a barrel has been a major help in minimising freight rates. The 
Gulf Conflict 1990 certainly saw a rapidly fl:uctuating oil 
market with prices at a high of 40 US$ a barrel but these prices 
have stabilised at 20 US$ a barrel during the summer of 1991. 
During the period 1972 to date the adoption of weather 
routeing as a norm has been encouraged, mainly by the 
requirements of the charterer. This is specified either to 
reduce insurance premiums, or more likely in the case of a 
claim have a fall-back mechanism, giving an independent 
source of weather data to reinforce shipboard records. 
Cargoes have become more valuable and more hazardous with 
complex chemicals carried in bulk. 
1.2 Types of Weather Routeing 
Weather change over the oceans tend to fall into three 
main categories, see Figure 1.1, continuous, bi-annual and 
constant. 
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Figure 1.1 Scales of Global Weather, T- constant ( cat.c ) , M - six months 
(Cat. b), W- continuous (Cat . a) and H - high pressure areas 
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Most meteorological publications show this to be the case, 
e.g. Palmen & Newton. (1969). 
Category a: where frontal storms track mainly eastwards across 
the oceans, allowing for heat transfer from tropics to 
poles, the weather picture is seldom the same and varies 
from one day to the next and covers an area poleward of 
Latitude 25°. This area, with its complicated changes, 
affects the major routes in the North Atlantic and the 
North Pacific. Trade between Japan and America, also the 
trade between Europe and America and vice versa will be 
greatly hampered through bad weather with damage to goods 
and carrier plus any time delay caused. 
Category b: only applies to the N. Indian Ocean which come under 
the influence of the seasonal monsoon. For six months winds 
blow from the north followed by six months of southerly 
winds. This significant change affects the ocean circulation 
but the changes are relatively slow. 
Category c: the tropics, show little change at all. The trade 
winds are the most consistent wind fields on our globe. 
However, within the areas of categories b and c, cyclones are 
encountered at certain times, but these can be allowed for given 
sufficient warning. Sate1li tes can pinpoint the centre of these 
storms as they view the earth every thirty minutes. 
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weather routeing technh;~ues can be employed within the area 
of category a and climatic routeing in both b and c. 
1.3 Methods of Routeing 
It has generally been the policy for the data producing 
centres such as the British Meteorological Office to provide 
a ship routeing department and service. Competition has 
also arisen from independents, such as Ocean Routes Ltd. The 
available weather data being tailored to the needs for 
each ship (for a substantial fee), and usually update the 
shipmaster daily. Thi~ is similar to the procedures followed 
by airline pilots who are offered a number routes for 
selection. If none are satisfactory they must furnish their 
own, which is time consuming and generally not feasible. 
There are no reasons unless restricted by commercial 
restraints to stop the shipmaster from weather routeing his 
ship should he have access to similar weather data as his 
land based counterpart. 
The mariner can obtain excellent weather data through the 
marine facsimile service; Admiralty list of Radio Signals. 
Vol. 3. 1987. illustrating global coverage, with ample 
information for the N. Pacific and N. Atlantic Oceans. 
However, the UK Meteorological Office, also the other major 
centres, have a monopoly on data, and only transmit a 
selection, which is assumed to be adequate. 
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1.4 Ship running costs 
Costs for an average sized container vessel typical of the 
N. Atlantic trade are supplied by the Shipping and Transport 
group in the Institute of Marine studies. Table 1.1 show costs 
for three periods, before and after the oil price collapse and 
subsequent to the Gulf conflict. 
Table 1.1 Ship Running Costs 
1985 1987 
Crew 920 1,200 
Maintenance etc. 550 600 
Insurance 690 700 
overheads 125 125 
Capital 30,000 30,000 
Premium (10%) 3,000 3,000 
Fuel 4,550 1,830 
costs per year 9,835 7,445 
per day 27.0 20.5 
All costs are expressed as thousand £ units. 
Fuel Breakdown No. of days at sea per year 
Fuel consumption per day 
Cost per tonne, 1985 - £250 
1987 - £100 
1991 - £150 
6 
1991 
1,500 
650 
750 
140 
30,000 
3,000 
2,730 
8,770 
24.0 
260 
70t 
Adverse weather from frontal storms can cause as much as 30 per 
cent extra fuel to be consumed and an equivalent ratio of added 
time per voyage. Motte and Ca'lvert. (1988) also maintain that one 
North Atlantic operator has calculated a £450,000 annual service 
cost for an average of 20 delayed passages which are directly 
attributable to these storms. 
1.5 Financial Advantages of Optimising Voyage Time 
Land based routeing agencies claim on average six hours 
saving per crossing of the North Atlantic, Ocean Routes Ltd. 
A saving of 70 hours for the occasional crossing was also 
claimed. Bearing in mind these savings, the Master of the 
ship with an understanding of "weather signs" can come to 
the same decisions as land based agencies, thus minimising 
the cost of the service and maintaining the Master's role 
and responsibilities. Motte,(1981). has maintained that 
shipboard routeing can be achieved by the Master to a 
comparable standard to that offered by land based 
operations, but no study into this claim has as yet been 
conducted ( automatic systems will facilitate this) . 
1.6 Objectives of this research. 
This study is to provide the Master with up to date 
indicators of storm characteristics to enable on•board routeing 
decisions to be made or to enable the master to fully understand 
routeing instructions from an outside agency. 
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To accomplish these objectives an exhaustive literature survey 
was conducted and covers the existing guidelines av:ail:abil.e to 
the mariner, Chapter 2, the mathematical theory applied to the 
atmosphere and 'the state of the art' regarding diagnostic 
modelling, Chapter 4. The need for this research is demonstrated 
in Chapter 3 where early recognition of a frontal storm off 
Newfoundland would greatly improve voyage time, reduce damage 
and generally make the last part of the voyage more agreeable 
for those onboard. 
The development and the construction of the diagnostic model is 
explained, Chapter 5, and incorporates a novel solution of 
fitting a curve through each row or co1umn of data to enable the 
gradients at each grid point to be obtained without losing any 
boundary values common to finite differencing. The diagnostic 
model employs standard geostrophic wind relationships which are 
expanded to obtain gradient wind relationships with adjustments 
for surface friction. These parameters are tested against real 
time data, Chapter 6. The application of the model to 
investigate indicators of depression characteristics is 
explained in Chapter 7. A practical indicator for storm 
movement, which utilises the 500 mb contours is described and 
tested against traditional methods. Development indicators using 
established theory are tested and compared showing interesting 
comparisons. The introduction of a strength factor which 
compares the ascent at the grid point to a mean surrounding 
value is demonstrated. The use of the developed movement 
indicator to improve the mariners comprehension of storm 
movement is applied to data which was used operationally by 
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Ocean Routes Ltd. in their ship routeing model, Chapter 8 .• The 
operational data of surface wind velocities are compared with 
the model output. A summary of the research conducted with 
conclusions and recommendations are found in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER TWO The Mariner and Bad Weather in the Baroclinic 
Zone 
2.1 Understanding of Depression Characteristics 
A knowledge of the general behaviour of depressions has always 
been essential to the mariner and a set of general guidelines 
have been at hand for many years. Most nautical publications 
carry these in some detail, see Admiralty Manual of 
Navigation, Vol.II, 1954, which may be summarised as follows: 
i, the depression generally moves in a NE'ly direction in 
the eastern North Atlantic; 
ii, over the sea the depression will continue its direction 
if this has been maintained over the previous twelve 
hours; 
iii, the movement is usually parallel to the warm sector 
isobars and at a speed approximately equal to the 
geostophic wind in the warm sector; 
iv, the probable movement will be towards the isallobaric 
low and away from an isallobaric high; 
v, the depression is filling or slowing down when the 
barometric tendency is greater behind rather than in 
front; 
vi, the depression is deepening or speeding up when the 
barometric tendency is greater in front than behind; 
vii, a depression which has the same pressure gradient on 
all sides is stationary; 
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viii, a depression tends to move in the direction of the 
strongest winds; 
ix, small depressions tend to move quickly; 
x, a secondary depression rotates cyclonically around the 
primary in the northern hemisphere; 
xi, depressions having wind speeds less than normal tend 
to deepen and those with winds greater tend to fill. 
2.2 General Comment 
over the last thirty years observational techniques have 
improved, knowledge of the physical coupling and the dynamic 
structure of the troposphere has increased. This has been aided 
by the use of high speed computers to enhance numerical 
forecasting and by observations from space. Satellites give 
extra data input for the numerical models and a clearer 
graphical representation of the evolving systems. At least the 
cloud mosaics show areas of depression activity. Significant 
improvement has come from the high speed telecommunication 
links between World Meteorological Organisation participating 
countries enabling data to be transferred very quickly. Any 
comparison between the weather charts of yester-year and today 
would reveal that the systems are more complex than originally 
drawn. Good examples can be found in many old meteorological 
publications, see page 223, Admiralty Manual of Navigation, 
Vol. II, 1954. Although this is an example of the International 
Analysis Code ( IAC it does show a simplistic view of the 
systems analysed. 
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Bearing in mind that storm guidelines were supposed to aid the 
mariner it ~ight be sensible to appreciate the weather ~ata at 
hand in those days and to evaluate their usefulness. The 
mariner could receive by wireless telegraphy weather reports 
and weather observations of both ships and shore stations. He 
could then construct a surface weather chart by analysing this 
data. Also the International Analysis Code allows the mariner 
to put together a weather chart as an artist paints a picture 
to numbers. This method is still available to seafarers but the 
ship report method has been curtailed due to Governmental 
financial constraints. Facsimile data was not available and did 
not appear until later, initially a few merchant ship operators 
had the foresight to install this equipment as it was not 
required under the International Safety Rules. Even today 
facsimile receivers are not fitted as standard to British owned 
ships and the response to questioning of students preparing for 
professional qualifications reveals about 60% have sailed with 
this equipment. 
These general rules would indeed be hard to use considering the 
difficulties in actually obtaining a weather chart. 
2.3 Particular Comments on Guidelines 
Guideline i: this is a very general statement, certainly from 
my experience, depressions on occasions do not follow this 
instruction and move NW'ly or SE'ly. 
Guideline ii: from my observations it is apparent that movement 
can be erratic, see section 2.4. 
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Guide,line iii: this is again a broad statement, depressions can 
be quite active with strong winds in the warm sector yet may 
be stationary. 
Guidelines iv.v.vi: weather charts do not show tendency 
directly. 
Guidelines vii.viii: any weather chart constructed aboard, 
usually by an inexperienced junior officer would not 
necessarily pick up the areas of strongest gradients. 
Guideline ix: this is most likely true for the western part of 
the ocean, but cyclogenesis off Europe when the cold front lies 
north south the reverse is true. 
Guideline x: secondary depressions* have become more difficult 
to recognise on recent charts. 
Guideline xi: it is difficult to visualise a depression with 
normal winds, let alone being able to make comparisons. 
Ships having the benefit of facsimile receivers allow the 
mariner to receive forecast charts which make some of the 
guidelines irrelevant. 
* Secondary Depression is defined in the Meteorological 
Glossary, as forming within the region of circulation of 
another depression with a higher central pressure. 
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2.4 Examples of the Life History of Depressions 
Examples of the part-life cycle of two depressions in mid-
western North Atlantic were chosen from the many situations 
analysed. 
These were typical, not extreme cases, Figure 2.1 shows the 
problems of movement and development. Data regarding these 
examples as shown in Table 2.1 indicate: 
a, depression A moves quickly to the North East; 
b, depression B slows down in the middle of the sequence 
and then turns North before returning to a Easterly 
direction. 
Table 2.1 Position .and Pressure Data. 
Date T~me Pos~tion Pressure 
Depress~on A 
13-2-89 ooooz 4'2° OO'N 60° OO'W 1012 mb 
13-2-89 1200Z 45° 30'N 52° 30'W 1005 mb 
14-2-89 ooooz 54° 30'N 37° 30'W 999 mb 
14-2-89 1200Z 62° 30 'N 18° OO'W 976 mb 
1:5-2-'89 ooooz 67° OO'N 00° OO'W 950 mb 
Depression B 
6-2-87 ooooz 43° OO'N 46° OO'W 989 mb 
6-2-87 1200Z 50° OO'N 40° OO'W 985 mb 
7-2-87 ooooz 55° OO'N 40° OO''W 969 mb 
7-2-87 1200Z 56° OO'N 38° OO'W 955 mb 
8-2-87 ooooz 60° OO'N 32° OO'W 964 mb 
8-2-87 1200Z 61° OO'N 30° OO'W 974 mb 
9-2-87 ooooz 62° OO'N 25° OO'W 980 mb 
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Figure 2.1 Stormtracks, Position indicated with date and time 
Pressure changes occur: 
a, depression A when moving at a high speed; 
b, depression B when moving at a slow speed. 
2.5 New Guidelines 
The comparison demonstrates the need to update the current 
guidelines. 
Two further examples are given in the next chapter: 
a, early appreciation of weather movement changes during a 
trans - ocean voyage; 
b, improvement in ships performance when encountering a 
storm. 
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CHAPTER THREE Application of this research 
This research is primarily intended to aid the process of 
ship routeing but will be useful to various sea users as it 
will provide general guideli!nes for system evolution within 
the baroclinic zone. This information is not generally 
forthcoming, mariners are aware of the importance 
of depressions and the problems they might cause but are 
only given a small insight to the complex structure and 
development. It is not sufficient for the pure meteorologist 
to say that the charts produced today are adequate. 
Occasionally the mariner experiences the bad weather that 
the meteoro!ogist misses on the forecast chart. The furore 
that the October '87 storm over SE England created is often 
repeated at sea but is never highlighted. 
My experience of teaching future shipmasters is that they 
distrust any external instruction on ship routeing. They 
argue that the practice is generally good but sometimes 
they are directed, presumably unintentionally, into bad 
weather when they can see from the weather charts available 
a slight alteration of course made a day earlier would have 
minimised the effects of the storm. 
3.1 Practical Applications of this Research 
Two separate examples are used to demonstrate the need for 
better guidelines 1 rules. The first situation is applied to 
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a hypothetical vessel on a westbound voyage across the North 
Atlantic. The second seeks to demonstrate how vessel 
performance may vary when engaging a depression. 
3.2 Trans - Ocean Crossing 
The vessel, a general cargo / container type, half loaded 
departs from Liverpool at 1800Z on the 31st December 1981 for 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
The vessel is provided with facsimile equipment and it is 
assumed that the following weather charts are 'received: 
Surface Analysis, twice daily. 
Surface Prognosis for 24 and 48 hrs.,daily. 
Sea State and Ice Coverage, daily. 
Sea Temperatures, daily. 
It is also assumed that the upper air charts are not 
received, if taken their importance is not recognised. ( My 
daily contact with serving mariners r~inforces this belief.) 
The synopsis at the time of departure, 1st January 1982, 
from Northern Ireland, see Figures 3.1 and 3.2 ( constructed 
using the graphical model see Chapter 5 ), indicates a complex 
low over the N.Atlantic from Newfoundland to N.Ireland.This 
system has three centres, 57"N 15"W., 50"N 33"W and 46"N 43"W with 
the 990 mb isobar enclosing these positions. Winds to the north 
of these postions are easterly between 25 and 35 knots with a 
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generated wave pattern from the north-east with heights between 
3 and 6 metres. Although this i:s the winter period the sea ice 
has not developed off Newfoundland at this stage. 
The· forecast charts available indicates that this weather 
pattern is likely to persist over the next two days as the 
system moves slowly towards the UK. The master bearing this 
in mind decides on the great circle route and course is set 
from position 55° 30'N 7° OO'W at 0645Z on the 1st January. 
The record of the voyage, Table 3.1, shows the 1200Z position 
each day. Good time is made with the following wind and sea for 
the first three days of the voyage. Speed of the vessel is 
estimated from sea state and performance curves, see Figure 
3.4. From the 5th January, see Figures 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6, the 
speed of the vessel is greatly hampered by the heavy head seas 
generated by the depression centred to the west of Newfoundland 
and the estimated time of arrival is extended. However as this 
depression moves away the better weather allows the vessel to 
arrive at its destination, Halifax on the 7th January at 1640 
local time. If the vessel had maintained an average speed of 
15.5 knots for the crossing the ETA would have been some 
thirteen hours earlier. 
The master who understands the importance of upper air flow on 
storm steering could on the 4th January with the receipt of the 
24 hour surface forecast and 500 mb charts make a better 
assessment of the current situation. 
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From his present basic knowledge he assumes quite falsely that 
this depression is likely to move across Newfoundland and out 
into the Atlantic hoping still to benefit from favourable winds 
in the northern half of the depression. The improved guidelines 
would show graphically various states of upper air flow. The 
master relates the actual pattern to the best likeness and 
obtains future movement details such as angle to the 500 mb 
flow and an indication of speed. 
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Table 3.1 Voyage Record 
Date Time · POsition PreSSUi'e WiJid sea 
1.1 
2.1 
3.1 
3.1 
4.1 
5.1 
6.1 
6.1 
7.1 
1200z 5Se22'N 9e46'W 1006 F SW S S 1-2 
1200z 55°00'N21°30'W 987 F S 15 S 2 
OOOOz 975 F SE 15 E 3 
1200z 53°30'N31°24'W 985 S ENE 40 NE 5 
1200z 51°30'N39°12'W 1010 R NNE 5 N 5 
1200z 48°40'N4~40'W 1025 S NE 5 NNE 3.5 
* Next depressioo over New York asSlm!S lti:IV'eiT1e!lt NE 
OOOOz lOOS F SW 25 S 4.5 
1200z 46~00'NS3°00'W 998 R W 20 S 5.5 
l200z 45 OO'N60°00'W 1016 S S 15 S 2 
caments 
Beam l6.SK 
Beam 16X 
()lart 15X 
Foll l4.5K 
Foll 14.SX 
Foll lSK 
Head 9K 
Bead 9K 
Bean 1SX 
TO HALIFAX 155 n.miles ETA at 15 knots:2140Z or 1640 local time 
Table 3.2 Modified Voyage Record 
Date Time Position Pressure Wirid Sea carments 
4.1 1200z ~e30'N39e12W 1010 R NNE 25 N 5 Foll 14. sx 
* a/c 215 
5.1 1200z 47°00'N45°00'W 1021 R NNE 25 NNE 3 Foll 1S.SX 
5.1 2100z a/c 270~ S 45~ 1015 F SSE 10 SE l Bean 16.SK 
6.1 1200z 45°00'N52 OO'W 1002 R w 20 SW 5.5 Head 9K 
7. 1 l200z 45°00'N60°00'W 1010 F w 10 w 2 Head 16X 
TO HALIFAX 155 n.miles ETA at 15 knots:2140Z or 1640 local time 
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These guidelines would quickly indicate to the master that as 
the upper air flow is weak and that contours are aligned 
northerly the depression will move towards Labrador and thus 
cause unfavourable winds and seas along the planned track. If 
the master acts prudently by taking early action, on the 4th, 
such as a more southerly course the vessel will track around 
the limits of the depression and thereby encounter less severe 
winds and sea. 
Figure 3 . 3 shows this deviation and Table 3. 2 the modified 
voyage record which puts some distance on the voyage but as 
speed increases it makes very little difference to the arrival 
time and that damage to ship and cargo would probably be 
reduced. 
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Figure 3.4 Ship Performance Curves. 
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Figure 3.5 5th January surface (A) and sea State (B) 
Note: Certain diagrams have not copied correctly due to their 
unusual quality from either their fugitive colours or 
poor facsimile reception. 
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3.3 Ship Performance and Depressions 
A second demonstration, which has been developed from my 
"Tropical Storm and Ship Avoidance Simulation", allows the 
performance of a vessel to be monitored whilst traversing a 
depression. The model depression used is of average dimensions 
and can move in any direction with any speed. In this example 
the direction is kept constant ( 070~ ) with the speed set 
either at zero or 30 knots. 
Three situations are investigated using the two speed criteria, 
they are 
i, vessel heading into approaching depression; 
ii, vessel running with the depression; 
iii, vessel crossing the path of the depression. 
In the first two situations three vessels are used, one on the 
path of the storm whilst the others are some two hundred miles 
north and south of the track. In the crossing situation five 
vessels are considered with two ahead i . e . to the east of the 
depression, two behind and one abreast . 
3.3.1 Simulation Details 
A set of algorithms are used to describe the storm which are 
calculated as a distance measured radially from the storm 
centre. 
2 6 
Wind strength, V(R), knots, and wave height, W(R), metres, are 
obtained at a radial distance,R, nautical miles, as follows 
V(R) = 380000 
R2 • 3 (exp(2000/Rl. 6 ) -1 ) 3.1 
W(R) =0 . 018V(R) l.S? 3.2 
Radial Wind Velocities, Equation 3.1, were obtained by fitting 
a curve through plotted wind magnitudes obtained from synoptic 
depression data. The curve which produced the best fit, 
Correlation Coeff. o. 7, was the Planck Radiation Equation, 
however the constants in this equation were modified. Wave 
heights, Equation 3.2, were obtained using the relationship of 
mean wind and significant wave heights from the Beaufort Wind 
Scale. 
Profiles of wind and wave heights from these algorithms are are 
shown in Figure 3.7. 
Ship performance curves, see Figure 3. 8, are obtained using the 
following 
SPEED8EAM=SPEEDcRursECOS ( ....2:.. (W (I) +0. 5) ) 24 
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3.3 
SPEED~=SPEED5~---6-W(R) 180 3.4 
3.5 
Where a represents the angle in degrees of the wave direction 
from the beam bearing, with a beam sea a= o, but with the sea 
on the bow a = 45 degrees. 
These ship performance curves after scaling do fit an actual 
vessel, the Gladys Bowater, which traded regularly across the 
North Atlantic. 
Correlation Coeffs.: Head 0.97, Beam 1.0 and Following 1.0 
This hypothetical yet realistic frontal depression model is 
divided into four quadrants, leading, trailing, top and bottom. 
The bottom quadrant represents the warm sector and has straight 
isobaric contours and the other three having circular contours. 
Wind direction is obtained from the bearing of the storm but 
remains constant in the warm sector. 
3.3.2 Method of Simulation 
Both the vessel's departure and the storm location positions 
are input. A time interval for progression is input and both 
the vessel and the storm progress. The storm movement is set 
and remains constant throughout the run. The vessel's speed is 
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Figure 3.8 Ship Performance Curves 
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obtained by first calculating by Plane Sailing the bearing and 
distance of the vessel from the storm. The distance obtained 
can be fed into the wind equation, 3.1, this result is then fed 
into the wave height equation, 3.2. 
The wind direction and the vessel's course allows the relative 
sea state to be obtained. Entering the performance equations, 
3.3, 3.4 & 3.5, speed can be obtained. The vessel progresses 
at this speed along the set course for the next time interval 
until the run time is achieved, in the demonstration forty-
eight hours is used. Appendix A shows the data for one run. 
Figure 3. 9 shows the vessel's performance heading into the 
storm. Positions are indicated by squares, letters A, B and c 
represent three separate vessels and s the storm. The number 
in the bracket represents the distance made good and the suffix 
PERFORMANCE 
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-
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~ 
AJ0(744) 
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Figure 3.9 Performance Monitoring : Heading into storm 
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indicating whether the storm is stationary ( 0 ) or moving 
( 30 knots ) . The results show quite clearly all vessels make 
good a better distance when the storm is moving. on the 
trackline an extra distance of 76 nautical miles, nm, is 
covered 780 nm to 704 nm ) . On the north side of the 
depression, vessel C, with the following seas for both speed 
conditions extra distance is achieved. Distance made is greater 
with the moving depression, 887 nm as against 766 nm. The 
southerly route taken by vessel B is hampered by the head seas 
but again the moving depression causes least resistance to 
vessel progression ( 744 nm to 614 nm). Figure 3.10 shows the 
performance with the vessel moving through the storm or in the 
direction of the moving storm albeit at a slower speed. Three 
vessels are considered being indicated as in the previous case. 
Vessel B is on the trackline line, C to the north with adverse 
conditions and A to the south with favourable conditions. 
Obviously greater distance made good will be found with the 
storm pulling away from each vessel. However, with the storm 
stationary the greatest distance made good is found on the 
trackline where the wind fields gradually decrease to zero and 
then increase with a reversal in direction. On the south side 
speed is hampered throughout simply because of the strong 
maintained following wind and seas. 
The crossing case, Figure 3 .11, gives more complex results with 
the two examples behind the depression initially making good 
more distance with the depression moving and the two cases in 
advance of the depression initially making good more distance 
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Figure 3.10 Performance Monitoring . Heading with Storm . 
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Figure 3.11 Performance Monitoring : Heading across Storm 
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w~th the storm stationary. 
These three situations demonstrate the need for the mar~ner to 
have better guidelines regarding depression characteristics 
especia·lly movement as this effects ship performance probably 
far more than changes in pressure. The extent of a· major 
depression changes little over a short period even when the 
depression·' s central pressure is changing. This model can be 
further adapted to indicate what course alteration should be 
made at each time interval to obtain the 'best' speed, although 
this increases distance somewhat. This aspect is not considered 
here as only the shortest distance is taken. 
It should be noted that for any increase in distance the 
proportional increase in speed to maintain the same arrival 
time is given by : 
New Speed Factor = New distance 1 Old distance 
Example - Speed made good 18 knots 
Old Distance 1000 nm 
Deviation 100 nm 
New speed factor= 1100 1 1000 = 1.1 
New Speed = Speed made good x New speed factor 
New Speed = 18 x 1.1 = 19.8 knots 
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3.4 Comment 
It is important that any new depression guidelines for mariners 
must accomodate their current knowledge of meteorology and be 
easy to apply. The two examples demonstrated indicate that 
movement characteristics of depressions related to the upper 
air flow can help the mariner positively with voyage planning 
either as a weather routeing aid or as a general guide to storm 
avoidance and to enhance ship performance. It is with these 
aims in mind this research was conducted. A literature survey, 
Chapter 4, was implemented to help in assessing the possibility 
of using a micro-computer to build a diagnostic model 
incorporating detail of the depression. 
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CHAPTER 4 Diagnost:i:c Modelling 
The term d1agnostic modelling is used within this research 
to cover the description of the synoptic situation. Knowledge 
of models previously developed have aided in the construction 
of the diagnostic model used in this investigation. 
4.1 Literature survey 
Diagnostic modelling is in its infancy, Hoskins.C1983l, 
the first realistic diagnostic models were devel:oped by the 
Norwegian School, descriptively explaining the possible 
development, structure and movement of storms. 
This technique, developed during the First World War, has 
been commonly referred to as the Polar Frontal Theory of 
Depressions or Bjerknes Model. 
At a 1920's meeting in Bergen, Bjerknes argued with Shaw, 
that cyclone development was related to vorticity 
concentrated along fronts and afterwards spread over the 
depression, Douqlas,(l952l. 
Frontal Zones were not published on the "Daily Weather 
Report'' until 1933. Bergeron referred to these areas in 
terms of isosteric-isobaric solenoids, this is synonymous with 
baroclinic zones. Upper air knowledge increased as aviation 
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became more popular and J.Bjerknes,(l932), included the first 
dynamical relationship between .upper air divergence and the flow 
round an upper trough. Scherhag introduced ideas on divergence 
and convergence. Rossby (1939) and sutcliffe (1939, 1947, 
1950), incorporated the improvements in upper air data. Rossby 
described the upper air flow in terms of conservation of 
absolute vorticity whilst Sutcliffe described the structure of 
the baroclinic zone in terms of thermal winds, vorticity and 
divergence. 
Descriptive models using simple analysis techniques, 
Petterssen.C1941), outlined the occurrence of depressions on 
the leeside of the Appalachian Mountains, USA. Austin.C1941l, 
described favourable conditions for cyclogenesis near 
the Atlantic Coast. ''Cyclogenesis occurs from frontogenesis, 
this process is characterised by the creation of a temperature 
contrast as well as cyclonic vorticity". An empirical study of 
North American weather charts, Austin, (1947), showed cyclone 
movement parallel to upper air flow but intensity was not 
directly related to temperature contrasts across the cyclonic 
centres. Spar.C1956) closely looked at the surface weather 
(pressure, temperature and rainfall) in a fast-moving 
rapidly-deepening cyclone over Eastern America. Frontal zone 
development, using the Boussinesq equations and integration 
techniques, was attempted by Williams. (1967). A Diagnostic 
Balance Model, giving improvement of ascent using 
quasi-geostrophic theory given by the "w" equation, used twelve 
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forcing terms, Krishnamarti.H:968l. This study of. a ·frontal 
cyclone developing over mid-western United States showed the 
contributions of each of the forcing terms and revealed that 
upper air development is followed by surface cyclogenesis. 
Later the intense rising motion being associated with the 
differential vorticity advection by the non-divergent part 
of the wind. Sanders.C1971) states ''For some years now the 
specific study of cyclones and anticyclones has been almost 
abandoned with the feeling t,hat all questions would be 
answered in due course by generalised numerical prediction". 
Mid-tropospheric frontogenesis was investigated, Bosart. (1970), 
who explained that initial development was accompanied by a 
thermally indirect circulation. 
The review of aspects of cyclone development in the lower 
troposphere, Petterssen & Smebye. (1971), classified cyclone 
growth into two types: 
TYPE A 
Usually development occurs with a straight upper air flow, 
the jet being east-west in the zone of maximum baroclinicity 
(the polar front). Little vorticity advection takes place, 
with no upper cold trough. This develops as the low level 
cyclone intensifies. Vorticity advection remains small and 
intensification is related to thermal advection. 
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TYPE B 
Development occurs within an existing upper trough, with 
strong vorticity advection on its leading side whi'ch spreads 
over a low level area of warm advection. The separati:on 
between the upper trough and low level system decreases as 
depression intensifies (trough line cant). Large vorticity 
advection is found aloft initially but decreases as thermal 
advection increases. 
A case study outlining "w" effects for two storms, type A 
over mid-western states and a type B over the American 
eastern seaboard reinforced this C'lassification. Both these 
forms of cyclone decay in the classical manner and it would 
appear that these pure cases are more likely to be combined 
in reality. 
The presidential address to the Royal Meteorological 
Society, Pearce.(l974), stressed that diagnostic studies were 
the essential means of establi:shing mutual understanding 
between the theoretician and the weather analyst or 
forecaster. This enthused researchers to re-establish 
diagnost:i:c practices, resurrecting techniques or improving 
the accepted techniques of Sutcliffe, Petterssen. The Q-vector 
theory, Hoskins. et al. Cl978 l , suggests certain compensation and 
cancellation between the forcing terms in the equation as 
implied by Williams. 
Further diagnostic studies, Hoskins and Pedder.C1980l, using 
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the Q-vector and "w" equations, analysed the structure of a well 
developed frontal·cyclone in the western N. Atlantic. 
Explosive development where pressure falls more rapidly than 
normal in excess of 1 mb hr-1 for 24 hr, termed the ''bomb'', 
was outlined by Sanders & Gyakum.Cl:980l and is predominantly 
a maritime cold season event formed downstream of the 
upper air trough. The President's Day snowstorm of the 18-19 
February 1979 ~hich caused record snowfall in the mid-
Atlantic coast states was caused by a frontal depression formed 
in the baroclinic zone which extended from Texas to Cape Cod, 
Mass. Bosart.C1981) pointed out this event was missed on the 
models used at the National Meteorological Centre, similar to 
the hurricane force winds which struck the UK in October 1987. 
Further work, Pagnotti & Bosart.C1984l, looked at two cases of 
east coast cyclogenesis using a diagnostic ten-level non-linear 
balance model, Results indicated the importance of forcing from 
thermal advection and latent heat release on low level 
convergence and vorticity production for a weak cyclone event. 
Differential cyclonic vorticity being crucial to the deeper, 
more intense development. 
An analysis of a cold front using Q vectors, Thorpe,(1985l, 
showed the cross front structure. Further east coast of 
America studies, Keshishian & Bosart. (1986), looked at a 
"zipper" low, this terminology is used by many researchers, 
which form in a pre-existing baroclinic zone along the coastal 
region, where large temperature contrasts exist between the cold 
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land and warm sea. 
The synoptic~dynamical evolution of the intense depression of 
the 15/16 October 1987 which caused widespread damage across 
southern England is described using Petterssen's development and 
"w" equations in conjunction with a series of composite charts 
using parameters obtained from the Meteorological Office 
operational numerical prediction models, Morris. (1988). A study 
of frontogenesis, Bennetts, et al. C 1988 > , describes development 
as a positive feedback mechanism, where synoptic-scale 
horizontal deformation fields tighten the thermal gradient. 
Thermal wind balance along the front implies acceleration which 
induces an ageostrophic cross frontal circulation which 
increases the thermal gradient, etc., etc. 
Other studies of particular events, severe weather damage or 
exceptionally a bad forecast event, using large computing 
capacity have shown changes with time of a frontal depression, 
Nuss & Anthes. (1987) ,O'Handley & Bosart. (1988) and Rogers & 
Bosart.C1990). The latter paper analyses two intense oceanic 
storms using Q-Vector and "w" techniques to study fields at 500 
mb and 850 mb. The authors use of a new unit, the Bergeron, to 
define strong intensification is given as: 
1 Bergeron = 24 mb dy-1 x sin(!/1) /sin (60) 
where q, is the latitude of the storm. 
Diagnostics have been used by the Austrian Meteorological 
Service for a number of years, Zwatz-Meise.C1980). Using 
vorticity and thermal indicators in conjunction with satellite 
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imagery frontal zones are located and estimation of cloud depth 
is made for snowfall forecasts. Climatological studies of 
cyclogenesis and of storm tracks, Whi ttaker & Horn. Cl981) , 
Rbeitan. (1979) and Hayden. (1981), show only general trends. 
4.2 Comment 
The literature survey revealed very little with regard to 
the problems that sea users e,ncounter, but has proven invaluable 
as it has provided the basis for the construction of the 
diagnostic model developed in this project. The Forecasters' 
Reference Book makes little reference to cyclone development 
and movement especially well to the west of the UK, but does 
cover much of the ideas of Rossby, Petterssen and Sutcliffe. The 
publication Meteorology for Mariners. (1978) shows lack of 
emphasis in the interaction between upper and surface air 
circulations. Movement of frontal depressions is related only 
to continuity of flow and to the geostrophic wind in the warm 
sector. 
The literature survey shows that in recent years, 1975 onwards, 
most diagnostic studies have used extremely powerful computers, 
with researchers studying the changes taking place within 
depressions as they evolve. Early research mainly covered the 
movement of storms, the solution of complicated development 
equations could not be attempted until the advent of larger 
memory and faster computers but this was not the vogue initially 
as much emphasis was placed on large scale forecasting 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER 5 Diagnostic Modelling of Depressions in the 
Baroclinic Zone 
Improvement in the mariners knowledge of the circulation of the 
atmosphere in the weather zone from the general rules, see 
Chapter 2, is long overdue. The updated movement rules 
will allow clearer decision making aboard and better acceptance 
of instructions from the routeing agency because the mariner 
will be able to understand how the forecast chart has evolved. 
To up-date these basic ideas a number of synoptic situations 
need to be analysed. 
This can be achieved through: 
i, graphical models; 
ii, diagnostic (structure) models. 
Graphical modelling is described in section 5.1 and the 
structure model which comprise of a digitising package, is 
explained in section 5.2 and the analysis model in Chapter 6. 
I have developed these models independently, the evolution has 
been based on ideas gained through my experience as a lecturer 
and from the literature survey, see published paper Appendix B. 
5.1 Graphical Diagnostic Models 
Visualisation of the evolving atmosphere in way of the 
baroclinic zone is complicated as it involves four 
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dimensions (t, x, y, z). Viewing published charts separately 
causes continuation problems, an event is difficult to follow 
over a few days. This is further complicated if flow at 
different layers is also to be comprehended. To circumvent 
these problems I have deve1:oped computer software using a 
drawing tablet on an Apple II micro-computer to display in 
sequence events as they evolve. Each chart/picture was traced 
and shows pertinent features with surface fronts superimposed 
on the 500 mb flow. 
It is possible to do this for any level or for any synoptic 
weather sequence, such as tropical cyclone movement against the 
anti-trades or the development of the NE and SW monsoons of the 
Indian sub-continent. This latter example shows three levels 
and indicates the jet stream reversal near the Equator. Many 
sequences of middle-latitude N. Atlantic atmosphere circulations 
have been drawn up and these show quite clearly movement and 
development at various times of the year. The graphical model 
showing multi-level flow was developed prior to any other 
published package and has been used by many students of 
meteorology at Polytechnic South West, especially the mariners 
who find it invaluable for understanding evolving systems. 
For convenience of rapid playback the computer generated 
sequence of pictures have been transferred to a video 
recorder, the Apple computer being compatible with the video 
recorder. A typical sequence is included, Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 
used earlier but repeated here for clarity, show a typical 
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winter pattern for the period 1st to l!Oth January 1982. Upper 
air contours, representing the height of the 500 mb pressure 
level, are drawn at 5760, 5600, 5440 and 5280 metres 
(geopotential metres) with their associated polewards gradient. 
The surface fronts are indicated by the thick shaded lines and 
coincide with strongest flow at the upper level. 
This set of pictures indicate at the 500 mb level a pronounced 
trough, a common seasonal ·feature, over the east coast of 
America. The flow trends poleward towards Greenland lessening 
in strength as the contours diverge. Over the indicated ten day 
period the exit region, beyond Greenland, undergoes considerable 
change. Midway through the sequence the fl:ow in mid-Atlantic, 
south of Greenland bifurcates, but later towards the end of the 
period the flow strengthens with a resumption of the continuous 
jet. It is apparent from this sequence that cyclones form within 
this narrow zone, generally in the poleward moving air downwind 
of the upper air trough. They are advected and intensify as 
they move across the Atlantic, contained within the 'control' 
of the strong upper air flow. The upper flow weakens by the 5th 
January and the cyclone formed to the west earlier escapes out 
of the flow and progresses in a northerly direction up the west 
coast of Greenland on the 7th and 8th January. Temperatures 
could be increased by 25° c, as the warm sector of the 
depression passes over West Greenland causing rapid snow melt 
etc. At the end of the sequence the cyclones are again 
constrained by the upper air and move across the Atlantic into 
NW Europe. 
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Figure 5.1 Weather: 1st January 1982 to 6th January 1982 
500 mb height contours - lines 
Surface Fronts - shaded lines 
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Surface Fronts - shaded lines 
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This particular sequence outlines some of the forecasting 
difficulties involved over the oceans in middle latitudes, 
which may be summarised and categorised as follows: 
A. detection of initial cyclone growth (cyclogenesis); 
B. movement and development related to a continuous upper 
air jet pattern; 
c. movement and development related to weak upper air jet 
pattern when the upper low centre is enclosed with two or 
more contours. 
Ship routeing, whether intuitive or formal, involves avoiding 
the worst effects of frontal cyclones and the extremes of 
generated sea wave patterns. This means traversing them on the 
"favourable" side, other factors permitting. If the weather 
situation relates to case B, with each cyclone forming on the 
trailing cold front of the preceding cyclone and crossing the 
ocean within the control of the narrow zone of the upper air jet 
the process of cross ocean ship routeing is reasonably 
straightforward. When this sequence is broken new cyclones can 
form away from the previous pattern. This situation is typical 
of case c, cyclones may escape from the weak jet flow or become 
stationary. The advantages of early recognition of this type of 
synoptic situat:i!on in its early life by the mariner was 
demonstrated in Chapter 3. Awareness of these subtle changes, 
involving areas of cyclogenesis and undue deviations in the 
track of these cyclones, can assist in route planning. 
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5.'2 B~agnostic Model Dey~lo~~eht 
~he study of the field r~lationships within the depress~on f 
barocli!nlc zone requires basic weather data such as surface 
pressures, contour heights and temperature f i!el:ds. It was 
thought preferential to use similar information' to that 
available to the mariner. Certainly digitised data are 
available, but these are ,not presently or planned to be 
transmitted to the marine world. The data available .. at present 
was not sufficient for this research and organising such a 
package through the UK Meteorological Office was not feasibil!e 
due to expense. The data for this research was. obtaine~ as 
follows .• 
The usual practice is to overlay a regular grid' on the chart 
and then digitise each grid point value. · This may seem good 
practice when all charts used are the! same scale and size but 
when these alter a varying grid is necessarily employed, based 
on latitude and longitude. 
The data as supplied by the radio facsimile broadcast from 
·Bracknell, UK, sho.ws various chart sizes,, see Table s .• L 
All map projections are polar stereographi:c but scales vary 
from 1:20 to 1:40 million. Published data, daily weather 
reports .from UK Meteorological Office and· the German Weather 
centre are readily available ahd also use the polar 
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Table 5. 1 Weather Char.ts and Map Sizes, from 
Admiralty List of Radio Signals. Vol. III. 1987. 
Chart Type Map Size 
Surface Analysis F 
ASXX EGRR 
surface Prognosis 
FSXX EGRR c 
500 mb 
AVXX EGRR A 
N Atlantic Wave Analysis G 
AXNT EGRR 
Surface Analysis Circumpolar D 
ASXN EGRR 
stereographic projection. The European Meteorological Bulletin 
from the latter has been mainly used, as it contains both 
surface and upper air data, unlike its British counterpart and 
are purchased by this Institute. 
The digitising package has a menu display and allows 
data to be viewed, stored and updated as required. The flowchart 
for this package is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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The digitising software developed will also allow surface 
pressure adjustment to the 1000 mb level, this aids the 
analysis technique, see Chapter 6 and is based on the 
hydrostatic equation 
dp =-pg 
dz 5.1 
and assumes a mean density, p, of 1. 2 kg m·3 • Adjustment gives 
the height in metres of the 1000 mb pressure contour 
Ht=100 (p- 1000') 
1;2x9.81 
Example - Within a cyclone surface pressure of 970 mb the 
height of the 1000 mb surface equals - 255m. 
5.2 
The digitising software has also the facility to adjust grid 
point values, such as for surface friction. 
Arithmetic manipulation of variables or constants is a feature 
of this programme and comparison of the central grid point 
variable can be made with the surrounding values. 
The number of data points chosen initially were 11 in the east 
{west direction and 9 in the north fsouth direction. 
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START 
N 
INPUT 
DATA 
STOP 
RECALL y 
Figure 5.3 Flowchart for digitising software. 
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This was because of the set lim.ft .of 40 characters per line 
±n this type of computer ( 1980 ). 
5.2.1 Finite Difference Methods 
Finite difference methods were employed to calculate any 
variable and the network of geographical grid points give a 
constant separation distance in the north 1 south j, 
direction. The east 1 west distance between grid points, i, is 
constant for the same latitude, but changes with latitude1 
d cos 8, see Figure 5.4. The distance, d, is the data point 
separation and has been set at 5° degrees although variations on 
this interval have been tried and 8 is the latitude. 
Distance between latitude grid points ..... 555 km 
Distance between longitude grid points 
Latitude 20° ..... 521.5 km 
Latitude 60° ..... 277.5 km 
The forward-backward finite differencing method takes into 
account these scale variations. During the initial stages of 
development when considering the basic variables it was thought 
reasonable to use the grid data either side of the point in 
question. As the variables became more complex and as each 
differencing procedure loses the boundary values the actual area 
analysed reduces so that after the first differencing the grid 
becomes 9 by 7, subsequently after the second 7 by 5. Thus the 
50 by 40 degree section is reduced and the exercise becomes 
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pointless. 
j9 
jB 
j7 
j6 
j5 
j4 
jJ 
j2 
jl 
il i2 iJ 
d 
. --+· ·(:--dcos8 
i4 .i:5 i6 i7 
Figure 5.4 Finite Difference Grid. 
iB i9 
Lat 
8 
Ho ill 
Gradients or the spatial rate of change of a given variable at 
a grid point using finite differencing is measured over two 
divisions, ignoring the central point, this distance is ten 
degrees, the length of the UK. This distance will create major 
errors as synoptic systems of smaller scale can pass through 
undetected. 
To resolve these problems two alternative solutions were at 
hand: 
i, to reduce the grid interval and to increase the 
number of data points; 
ii, to retain the existing grid and fit curves 
horizontally and vertically through each line of 
data. 
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The first a:Lternative did not appeal, firstly the constraints 
of the computer disp,lay and secondly the time taken to d.lgi,tise 
99 values was exhaustive. The increase in data points would 
consequently restrict the number of possible situations I could 
consider later. 
The second alternative seemed a viable solution as it allowed 
the gradient to be obtained at each grid point without any 
reductton in the number of points considered. 
5.2.2 curve fitting 
Utilising the Lagrange interpolating polynomial technique, see 
Conte and de Boor. (1981). 
The Lagrange formula 
n 
pol (x) = L f (xk) lk (x) 
K=O 
5.3 
ts a polynomial of degree ~ n which interpolates at X 0 , ••••• x •. 
With four pairs of data, a cubic is the highest degree 
polynomial possible. 
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Using a tabil!e of data, of x and f(x) values: 
X f(x) 
XI fl 
x2 f2 
X) f) 
x4 f4 
The interpolated value x is obtained from 
5.4 
This method is employed to obtain values at x2_05 and ~.95 along 
either a meridian or parallel. Assuming the gradients are 
required for a slice i.e. along a parallel of latitude, dummy 
values are inserted at i 0 and i 12 using the boundary values at 
i 1 and i 10 • Two interpolated values are obtained for each section 
of four values. Using i 0 , i 1 , i 2 and i 3 interpolated values are 
obtained at i1.05 and i1.9,. 
Using i 1 to i 4 produces values at i 2_05 and i 2_95 • 
The gradient obtained at the boundary grid point is obtained 
using: 
value 1 -value1 
- 1,0! 1 
- dist (il.05-i1 ) 
5.5 
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and at grid point i 2 
Value 1 -value1 
- 2.05 1.95 
- Dist (i2 . 05 -i1. 95 ) 
5.6 
Further interpolations along the parallel gives the gradient at 
each grid point. Thus a number of curves are spliced or splined 
together to pass through all grid points in that direction. 
A slice of data at Latitude 50"N giving 500 mb height fields 
against longitude is shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5. 2 500 mb Height contours at Latitude 50"N 
Long. (x) 
60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
Heights=f(x) 
504 dm 
504 
520 
531 
539 
538 
535 
529 
529 
534 
542 
A comparison of the gradients at grid points between the two 
schemes is shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Two points are 
chosen to show the variations between the two methods and are 
shown in Table 5.3. 
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-.1!::: 
Table 5. 3 Dif.fer:'ences in Gradient values at two Grid Points, 
Units m per m. 
SO"N SS"W SO"N JS"W 
Grid Pts. 2.2425E-4 -5. 604·6E-5 
Lagrange 2.3598E-4 -7.0072E-5 
Although the computer solution in this form is time consuming, 
about thirty minutes for one data set (11 x 9), better results 
accrue as the smoothing errors are reduced, all data points are 
considered and none are lost at each differencing. 
~~----------------------------------------~ 
~ ~ E ID 
I...Cf.IGriU[[ 
Figure 5.5 Fitted curve using Lagrange Spline Technique 
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Figure 5.6 Data Points showing Forward/Backward 
Differencing 
The Lagrange interpolating spline technique has been employed 
in the diagnostic model, is an independent process and can be 
replaced with any other curve fitting technique reasonably 
quickly. The diagnostic model is explained in the next chapter 
and tested against basic wind fields. 
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Chapter 6 The Diagnostic Model 
The model has gone through a series of development stages and 
tuning, therefore it is appropriate to discuss the following: 
i, the reasons for development; 
ii, a general description of the model; 
iii, the mathematical equations empioyed; 
iv, the accuracy of the wind fields obtained. 
REASONS FOR DEVELOPMENT 
The interactive structure model constructed allows analysis 
of synoptic situations by producing wind fields and other 
parameters. Incorporating these data with those for other 
occasions statistically, indicators or rules are designed to 
estimate frontal cyclone behaviour. 
This will aid the mariner, ship router or others who are 
interested in weather movement and supplement the excellent 
weather information available by showing how the forecast is 
related to the previous data. It will provide the shipmaster 
with updated decision rules, see Chapter 2, to aid voyage 
planning. 
The diagnostic model employs standard mathematical equations 
which express the physical coupling in the atmosphere. Finite 
difference methods as described in Chapter 5 are employed to 
solve the diagnostic parameters. 
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6.1 Standard Equations, Holton. Cl979) 
Horizontal Momentum Equations 
Du - fv + 1 c3p = 0 
ot "Pax 
Dv + fu + 1 c3p = 0 
Dt p CJy 
Hydrostatic Equation 
where 
D/DT 
u, V I w 
f 
p 
p 
g 
1 c3p 
g + ""j)Tz 0 
is the total derivative foillowing the fluid 
particle 
are the wind components along the cartesian 
co-ordinates x, y, z 
coriolis parameter 
pressure 
air density 
gravitational acceleration 
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6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
Ideal Gas Equation 
p = pRT 
where 
R Planetary Gas Constant 
Total Derivative 
D = a + Ul_ + V a + W.E.._ 
Dt at ax (Jy az 
6.2 Simple Diagnostic Indicators and the Model 
The following basic parameters are used: 
Geostrophic wind velocities, ug and vg, which assume the 
terms Du/Dt and Dv/Dt are small in Equations 6.1 and 6.2. 
The geostrophic velocities are: 
surface 
u = -g 
V = g 
1 ap = 
Tpay 
1 ap = 
Tpax 
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Upper air 
g az 
f. ay 
g az 
f.ax 
6.4 
6 •. 5 
6.6 
6.7 
They are in this form as surface weather charts show 
contours of equal pressure ( isobars ) and upper a~r charts 
show contours of equal height etc. 
The hydrostatic equation, 6.3, relates the two methods 
1 c3p = g az P" ax ax 
The resultant geostrophic wind is obtained from the 
relationship 
and the direction from 
North (y) 
East (x) 
where 6 = tan·• ( u8 I v8 ) 
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Air flow is to the north east but the wind direction is 
"from whence it blows". Wind direction, wd, :Us 180° + 8". 
The thermal wind, yT, the difference between geostrophic 
velocities at two levels, is represented 
YT = Zs - YIO 
where y is a vector having magnitude and direction and the 
subscipts 15 and 10 are the upper and lower level winds. 
Ou =-g 
Ov = g 6.9 
The depth of air between two pressure levels, z~ - z10 , is a 
convenient way of determining the thermal structure and may 
be obtained from the Integrated Hydrostatic Equation 
Replacing the height difference, z~ - z10 , in Eq.6.9 with 
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the Integrated ·Hydrostat.iic Equation and then dividing gives 
aug 
= 
g en' 
c3z - fT fly 
avg 
= 
_JLcn' 6.10 
c3z fT c3x 
Horizontal Divergence of air at a level is given by 
6.11 
The vertical component of relative vorti:city (a measure of fluid 
spin) r, is given by 
6.12 
The solution for gradient wind values are obtained from 
Equations 6.1 and 6.2 by including the ageostrophic 
contribution. 
The Total Derivative, Du/Dt, assuming the terms ou/ot and 
wautaz are small, is reduced to 
uoutax + vou/oy 
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The Gradient W~nd Equations are 
1 
f 
1 
f 
c3u +V~ + 
+VCJy + 
6.3 Solution of Basic Variables 
6.13 
The solution of the geostrophic wind components at any level 
makes use of the Lagrange interpo:l:ating technique, see section 
5.2.2, Equations 6.4 and 6.5 are modified 
u = 
9t,j 
V = 9i,j 
JL dz/dyi.j 
fj 
JL dz/dx1 . f j • J 
where dz/dY;j and dz/dX;j are the gradients. 
6 •. 14 
Similarly using the gradients of the geostrophic wind components 
the following can be obtained: 
i, gradient wind components; 
ii, geostrophic vorticity. 
From the gradients of the gradient wind it is possible to obtain 
divergence. 
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Gradient wind components are obtained by inserting geostrophic 
wind components and their gradients for the curvature terms in 
Equations 6.13 as follows 
~ ( u9 du9 / dx + v 9dug/ dy + 
1 
f 
6.15 
Thus a first approximation to gradient wind component values are 
obtained. The next stage is to obtain a first approximation of 
their gradients using the Lagrange interpolating technique. 
These values are now inserted as before and the process is 
repeated, thus producing a second approximation of gradient wind 
components .and their gradients. It was found that most grid 
point values remained the same after the first substitution but 
some did not ( four from the ninety-nine grid ) . To reduce this 
instability both the wind components and gradients were averaged 
over the first two approximations and these results were used. 
Much larger values did occur occasionally with anti-cyclonic 
flow when the curvature term controlled the flow rather than the 
pressure term. This is the situation where the maximum wind 
strength in anticyclonic flow is equal to fr/2. 
The solution for this condition is dependent on the radius of 
curvature, r, which is obtained as follows 
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However as V in this case is the gradient wind velocity the 
radius of curvature is always over-estimated. A better fit was 
obtained after comparing fifteen super - geostrophic cases to 
substitute geostrophic wind values in the curvature term. This 
in fact under-estimates the value r which is increased by a 
factor of 2.2, the solution then takes the form 
The solution for relative geostrophic vorticity, Equation 6.12, 
can alternatively be solved using 
' 
= g V2z 
gi.j -f j 
6.16 
where the Laplacian, V1z, Haltiner & Martin. (1957) 
indicates 
The finite difference solution for relative geostrophic 
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vorticity using initial grid point data is 
Where <z> is the mean height of four points equal distance 
from the central point, Z;J, in the i and j positive and 
negative directions. Distance is between east/west grid 
points, d cos 91 , and values for the north and south grid 
points are calculated. 
+ (Z··I - Z· i) COS~ IJ• I,J J 
where z"N and z"s are the interpolated north and south grid 
point values. 
The mean height value is given by 
6 .. 4 Frontal Indicators 
The analysis model is used to inspect several synoptic 
situations over the North Atlantic Ocean. The results of one 
synoptic event showing basic variables is demonstrated. 
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The area covered by th~s model is 40° of latitude by 50° 
of longitude (9 x 11 grid points) which is large enough to 
enclose any synoptic feature of interest. Events were chosen at 
random with frontal depressions at various stages of their life 
cycle. 
Frontal location indicators similar to those utilised 
by the Austrian Meteorological Office, zwatz-Meise. 
(1980), are used: 
a) Thermal Front Parameter (TFP) , fronts are located where the 
change in horizontal temperature structure is maximum, i.e. 
indicated by the proximity of the temperature contours, 
where the temperature gradient is maximum; 
b) zero line of relative vorticity at the 500 mb level; 
c) zero line of relative vorticity of the 5oo~looo mb 
thickness. 
6.5 Running the Analysis Model to observe basic features 
Digitising the surface and 500 mb flow over the pertinent 
section to be analysed is a time consuming exercise. It 
takes approximately thirty minutes using the digitising 
programme to enter the 99 bits of data for each level, requiring 
careful interpolation from the chart. Heights are read to 1 dm, 
pressure at the surface to 1 mb and temperature to 1°C. 
The Analysis Model employs an interactive menu technique and raw 
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The Anal:ysis Mode:l. empil;oys an interactive menu techniique and raw 
data stored .. through the digitising programme is recalled. 
This data can be displayed as a table, an array .or a colour 
coded picture before any calculations are done so that a visual 
check can be made. The flowchart descibing the Analysis Model 
is shown in Figure 6.1. 
Operating the programme the following basic data for the 
analysis level can be obtained, stored and printed. 
(i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(X) 
Raw data, Heights or thickness 
Zonal geostrophic wind 
Meridional geostrophic wind 
Geostrophic wind velocity, strength 
Geostrophic wind velocity, direction 
Zonal gradient wind 
Meridional gradient wind 
Gradient wind velocity, strength 
Gradient wind velocity, direction 
Geotrophic vorticity 
The synoptic situation for 16 January 1982 is analysed and 
described. This is not normally required as only selected values 
are used in the research but are demonstrated to show the 
versatility of the model and aids its description. The 16 
January 1982 synoptic event, although nine years old, was chosen 
because these data were used to test the various experimental 
methods tried during the model development. 
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RECALL 
SAVE 
TABLE 
CHART 
COL OR 
SPEED 
DIRn. 
a 
STOP 
Figure 6.1 Flowchart for the Diagnostic Model Basic Variable 
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The analysis is for an area in the North Atlantic Ocean for 
OOOOZ hours on the 16th January 1982. The published data 
for this period, see Figures 6.2 and 6.3, shows a frontal 
cyclone centred, 49"N 57"W,, with well marked fronts. The 
cyclone is shown to be decaying (occluding) with the upper 
air (500 mb) low centre also at 49"N 57"W. The records for this 
period of depression locations and central pressures are found 
in Table 6 .1. The various outputs have been manually 
analysed, Figure 6.4 composite, at the 500mb level, Figure 6.5 
composite, the fields at the surface and Figure 6.6 composite, 
the thickness fields. The position of the fronts from the 
published data, Figure 6.2, are located on each picture with the 
input data, heights or any of the calculated parameters. These 
are geostrophic wind strengths, gradient wind strengths and 
geostrophic vorticity values. With Figures 6.4 (C), 6.4 (D), 6.5 
(C) and 6. 5 (D) clearly showing as expected the differences 
between geostrophic and gradient wind values where curvature is 
large. Gradient values being larger with anti-cyclonic flow but 
less in cyclonic flow. 
Table 6.1 Depression Characteristics 
Movement 
Date Position Pressure Tendency Dir.x Spd. 
mb.hr-• "T x ms·• 
15 Jan 3 8"N, 72"W 988 mb 
16 Jan 4 9"N, 57"W 955 mb -o .. 92 044 X 17.44 
17 Jan 53"N, 40"W 965 mb 
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At the 500 mb, ·Figure 6. 4 (A), the maximum flow is 1110 km to the 
south of the· low centre showing a poleward movement west of JS"W 
with an equatorwards flow to the east of this point. 
The area of maximum vorticity, Figure 6.4(8) indicates the upper 
low centre and occurs where the curvature and shear 
contributions are large. The line of zero vorticity is 
approximateiy i'n the same position as the core of the 
maximum flow west of 45"W. This suggests that the frontal 
zone at this level, 5.5 km, is in this position. Within the 
ridge vorticity is negative and to the east as flow separates. 
Zero vorticity isopleths are found either side of the ridge, the 
western most zero line coincides with the surface cold front. 
Gradient wind, Figure 6.4(0), extends the 40 ms·• isotach ahead 
of the geostrophic wind, Figure 6.4(C), in way of the ridge but 
downstream at 25"W gradient strengths are less because the flow 
is now sub-geostrophic. 
The thickness chart, Figure 6.6 (A), shows the three dimensional 
effects of temperature. The intrusion of warm air into the cold 
air is clearly seen at 45"W. The thermal wind fields are 
maximum at 40"N 57"W and also at 55"N 45"W. Two separate flows 
come together in way of the ridge but the southerly arm 
separates from the northerly part to accommodate the preceding 
cold front. 
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Figure 6.2 Surface Analysis : 16th January 1982, ooooz 
Figure Quality, see note on page 24 
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Figure 6.3 500 mb Analysis 
16-1-82 ooooz 
~ ' : Upper Air 500mb 
Isotherms,----~----
16th January 1982, OOOOZ 
B 
0 
0 
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Figure 6.4 500 mb (A) Height Contours, (B) Geostrophic 
Vorticity, (C) Geostrophic Wind and (D) Gradient 
Wind. 
The area of maximum thickness vorticity, Figure 6.6(B), centred 
near 44"N 600W, is seven degrees to the south-west of the 
vorticity maximum at 500 mb. The surface patterns, Figure 
6.5(A), identifies two low pressure areas one which has 
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ll 
virtually occluded and shows a cold front running north/south 
on the eastern edge of the chart and the other centred at 50~ 
59"W, the system of interest, being partly occluded but with 
well defined warm and cold fronts. Figures 6.5(C) and (D) show 
the differences between the geostrophic wind and gradient wind 
fields. The maximum wind strengths, 30 ms·•, are 900 km from the 
centre of the depression but the gradient winds are not so well 
defined. The maximum positive geostrophic vorticity, Figure 
6.5(B), are located at 51~ 55~ and are also of the same value 
on the eastern edge of the chart. 
ffi ffi~----------------~----~~~~ 
0 
16-1-81 ooooz 
SURFACE PRESSURE ( mb) and FRONTS ;!i'--- --------------------J 
16-1-82 ooooz 
lOOOmb OEOSTROPHJC VORTICITY ( x 10"1 s·1 ) 
(5 
m 9J tl J) J) I) m 9J tl J) Il I) 
ffi~------""T"""-r---r----------:---~----. 
'-•o 
ffi 
c D 
' \~ 1 ~ 10 
;!; 16-1-81 ooooz lOOOmb OEOSTROPHJC WIND ( ma·') ;5 16-1-82 0000Z lOOOmb GRADIENT WIND ( ma·1 ) 
m SJ tJ JJ ~ IJ m SJ t1 JJ IJ ll 
Figure 6.5 Surface, (A) Isobars, (B) Geostrophic Vorticity, 
(C) Geostrophic Wind and (D) Gradient Wind. 
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Figure 6.6 500 - 1000 mb Thickness, (A) Contours, 
(B) Vorticity, (C) Wind and (D) Front Indicators. 
The relative positions of the various frontal indicators, 
Figure 6. 6 (D), are compared with the published surface location. 
All indicators locate the overall aspect of the depression. 
Analysis at the upper flow level locates the cold front behind 
the surface position, with the warm front ahead of its surface 
position, as the warm air overlies the cold air to the north. 
The Thermal Front Parameter (TFP), the line where maximum 
horizontal temperature contrast occurs, defined alternatively 
where the strongest thickness wind fields occur, mirror the 
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surface fronts but lie 225 km to the north. 
The movement of the frontal depression is obtained by 
transferring the three positions to a Mercator Chart 
and fitting a curve through each ,point. The direction of 
movement and speed at the central position can then be 
estimated. Table 6. 2 shows various parameters for the developed 
cyclone which can be compared to its movement. 
Table 6.2 Calculated Parameters 
Date Position Movement Dir. "T x Spd. ms·• 
Warm Sector at 1000 mb level 
16 Jan 40"N 1 45"W Geostrophic Wind Flow 056 X 24 
500 mb level 
16 Jan 4 5"N 1 4 5"W Geostrophic Wind 052 X 37 
4 5"N 1 55"W Maximum Flow 
Thickness (1000 - 500 mb) 
16 Jan 4 7"N 1 49"W Thermal Wind 
5 5"N 1 45"W Maximum Flow 
4 O"N I 57"W Maximum Flow 
Positive Vorticity Fields 
16 Jan 48"N 1 5 5"W 
44"N 1 60"W 
50"N 1 55"W 
500 mb 
Thickness 
1000 mb 
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059 
025 
091 
048 
Value 11E-5 s·• 
BE-5 
13E-5 
X 59 
X 24 
X 33 
X 39 
The parameters used· have been obtained from the data 
display and show interesting comparison with the European 
Weather Bulletin. Interpolation has been achieved using ·the 
Lagrange polynomial. Pressure at 0000 Z is still falling and the 
direction of movement of this frontal depression is more 
closely related to the 500 mb flow than the surface flow, 
however the warm sector wind strength gives a better estimate 
for speed. The thickness parameters on first inspection 
do not seem to indicate movement but clearly show warm and 
cold advection along the frontal zone.If the thermal wind is 
taken within the location of the warm sector, 45"N 45"W, a 
much closer value is obtained, 057"'1' x 11 m s-•. 
6.6 Comment on the Analysis 
These calculated data outputs evolved after many trial runs 
using various interpolating methods and with different grid 
sizes. With many differencing schemes boundary conditions are 
lost at each stage. The scheme incorporated in this model 
retains these boundary points and fits a number of cubic curves 
which are spliced together, see Chapter 5, in one direction. 
The basic parameters used in this demonstration were not meant 
to provide indicators for depression forecasting, but 
to show the possibilities of using a scheme of this type to 
enable the structural detail of depressions to be observed. 
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The parameters calculated must be realistic to enable a 
worthwhile :i!nvestigation to be made. The initial data to be 
digitised must represent the optimum situation, this poses the 
question "How accurate is .a weather chart?". Numerical weather 
prediction models require the "best" initial conditions as 
input. Var±ous schemes have been employed, Lorenc. (1986), such 
as variational methods, spl:ines, Kriging, optimal interpolation, 
successive corrections, constrained initialisation, Kalman-Bucy 
filters and data assimilation using adjoint models. To 
incorporate such schemes is beyond the scope of this project, 
bearing in mind this is not a prediction model but a diagnostic 
model. 
It is assumed that the weather charts used are the best 
condition available, confirmed by the U.K. Meteorolog:i!cal Office 
by phone in response to my request by letter, see Appendix B. 
The diagnostic model used in this project has been tested by 
comparing wind velocities at the 500 mb and 1000 mb levels. The 
following wind velocities were obtained: 
i, observations as plotted; 
ii, manually calculated geostrophic velocities from 
chart; 
iii, manually calculated gradient Velocities from 
chart; 
iv, model geostrophic velocities; 
v, model gradient velocities; 
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The method of comparison uses a vector error technique, Axford 
(1968), which shows 
where v, is the forecast wind and VA is the actual wind. 
The mean vector error is given by 
Cancellation of value differences occur with I <VE> I so it is 
more appropriate to use an average of the absolute vector errors 
The variance., 2 al! , of the vector error distribution is given by 
a 2 I! = < (VE - <VE>) 2> = < [(V, - <V,>) - (VA - <VA>) ]2> 
or al = ap2 + a 2 A 2 ap aA R 
where a A, ap are the standard vector deviations of VA and v,, 
with R is the stretch correlation coefficient between VA and v,. 
Solutions may take the form 
IVEI 2 = IVEopmtl 2 + :1vEdlm:dool 2 
where I VE .pm~ I is a vector error in speed and I VE dir<dloo I is a 
magnitude error in speed due to the incorrect direction. 
In this analysis speed and direction are separated to give a 
clearer visualisation of the errors and are shown for the 
500 mb level in Table 6 .. 3 and for the 1000 mb level in Table 
6.4. The data for these tests were taken from six separate 
events, see Appendix c. Observations at grid points were used 
where available. Otherwise grid points were chosen at random and 
manual calculations made to estimate both geostrophic and 
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manual calculations inade to estimate both geostrophic and 
gradient values. 
Table 6.3 500mb Velocity Errors 
Strength ( ms·• ) , Direction ( o ) 
Comparison No. <VE> a (·mean) <I VEl> a(average) 
Obs - c _g_eos 20 
Strength -3.555 8.725 5.965 7.293 
Direction -1.0 2.550 1.0 2 .. 550 
Obs - C g_rad 20 
strength -2.24 4.319 3.650 3.216 
Direction -1.0 2.550 1.0 2.550 
Obs - M geos 20 
Strength 0. 25 6.916 5.25 4.510 
Direction 10.2 21.13 18.8 14.03 
Obs - M grad 20 
Strength 0 6.607 5.6 3.506 
Direction 7.75 21.344 17.75 14.16 . 
c geos -M geos 55 
Strength 1. 324 6 .. 464 4.58 4.75 
Direction 7.145 16.023 12.78 12.02 
c grad -M grad 55 
Strength 0.602 7. 770 5.900 5.088 
Direction 3.981 17.741 13.40 12.90 
where C:- published chart, M:- model. 
The comparison between the published chart at 500 mb and the 
model output indicates standard deviations of 4. 75 ms·• for 
geostrophic strengths and 5. 09 ms·• for gradient 
considerations. The directional standard deviations are about 
surface flow shows a smaller vector error than at the upper 
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Table 6.4 1000 mb Velocity Errors 
Strength ( ms·1 ) , Direction ( o ) 
Comparison No. I<VE> I a(mean) <I VEl> a(average) 
Obs - c geos 17 
Strength -4.512 4.226 4.90 3. 77 
Direction 1.471 5. 077 2.059 4.87 
Obs - c grad 17 
Strength -4.353 4. 9.17 5.01 4.244 
Direction 1.471 5.077 2.059 4.87 
Obs - M geos 17 
strength -5.206 4.359 5.618 3. 813 
Direction -8.0 23.507 21.06 13.16 
O;Qs - M grad 17 
Strength -5.441 6.070 6.03 5.486 
Direction -9.47 21.552 19.12 13.74 
c geos-M geos 46 
Strength -0.3 3.822 2.63 2.788 
Direction -4.41 18.50 r5 .11 11.55 
C grad-M grad 46 
Strength -0.022 3.186 2 .. 239 2 .. 267 
Direction -6.717 18.18 15.5 11.63 
where C:- published chart, M:- model. 
level but this must be expected when the velocities are 
considerably less. Directional errors are larger approximately 
The model results compare favourably with the measured variables 
from the chart and show using the calculated wind fields further 
parameters can be derived, assuming the published chart is a 
reasonable likeness to the real atmosphere for this time. 
The programmes for the digitising and diagnostic packages are 
listed in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 7 Indicators of depression characteristics 
The major concern of the mariner planning a voyage is for the 
vessel to maintain a prompt service, possibly keeping to a tight 
schedule. This must be achieved in a seamanlike manner in 
compliance with any international rules and to ensure that any 
damage to the ship and cargo is k~pt to a minimum. Middle to 
high latitude trans-ocean passages necessitate crossing the 
oceans where frontal depression activity is strongest. The 
mariner requires knowledge of how existing depressions move, 
where new ones form and how these low pressure areas develop or 
decay. The most important of these is the first, the movement 
characteristic. Depressions can travel at 50 knots and the 
generated sea wave patterns from the storm wind fields can alter 
the ocean wave distribution sufficiently over 24 hours to 
adversely affect the vessels performance. When depressions are 
first detected by a weather centre and placed on the chart they 
are generally very small, maybe 400 nm in diameter with a 
central pressure a little below 1010 mb. After two days the 
central pressure could fall to 990 mb and the storm diameter 
could increase to 1200 nm. Geostrophic wind velocities, 
Equations 6.6 and 6.7, assuming the depression was at Latitude 
25° initially and later at Latitude 50°, with standard surface 
pressure at 1!013 mb gives velocities of 14.6 ms·• for the first 
condition and 18. 6 ms·• the latter. 
This demonstrates that changes of wind speeds in depressions 
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are generally small even with large pressure changes over the 
twenty-four hour period. To. appreciate the mechanisms for 
movement and pressure change within the depression, situations 
have been analysed showing the relationship between the basic 
variables at an instant and its characteristics. 
7.1 Structure and Movement of the Frontal Depression. 
Eight separate synoptic situations were selected to demonstrate 
the relationship between the structure of the depression, its 
movement and the pressure tendency. 
Structural detail, in terms of the basic variables, were 
obtained using the diagnostic model, outputs being manually 
analysed. This simplified analysis for each occasion shows the 
location of: 
i, surface fronts; 
ii, surface low centre; 
iii, main 500mb flow with maximum wind strength; 
iv, main 500-lOOOmb thickness flow with maximum wind 
strength; 
v, maximium positive and negative relative 
vorticities. 
The depression characteristics were obtained using the European 
Weather Bulletins. Storm locations prior and after each selected 
event were transferred to a navigators Mercator Chart. Direction 
of movement were obtained by measuring the direction of the 
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track curve through each point ( ± 2° ) and the speed estimated 
by interpol:ating along the track. ( ± 2 ms-1) • Pressure tendencies 
were obtained using the Lagrange Interpolating. Technique., see 
Chapter 5, section 2.2, with time substituted for distance .. The 
distribution of field variables and its characteristics, see 
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are summarised in Table 7.1. 
The eight cases demonstrated outline the difficulties in 
relating the basic variabl:es within the depression to its 
characteristics and any similarities to other depressions. 
Although the maximum fall in pressure, in the cases 
demonstrated, occurs when the movement is greatest, it is 
Table 7.1 Contingency Table for Depression Characteristics 
!FJestion !date 14.2.8'1 7.2.87 16.1.82 4.3.85 21. !.87 10.4.87 18.5.87 20.3;8'1 
Pressure change 12 hrs -25 -13 -11 -10 -8.5 -2.5 -1 
Direction (degs True) 65 22 55 25 9Q 25 35 28 
Speed (1/secl 20 8.2 8.5 10 10.8 12 10 3.8 
Trrugh Line Cant ~(ht) y y y y n y n 
Thict FlOM to H· cl 500 y y y y y y y y 
SC.Ml F!DM Acci:Front Apex (-) (-) (-) (-) ( -) (+) 0 (-) 
Thick Fl Ace! :Fr111t Apex 0 (-) ( +) () 0 0 0 (-) 
SOIHI llax:Fr111t Apex n n n n n n n 
Thick Fl llax:Fr111t Apex y n n y y n y 
SilO Fl llax:Trail Cold/F y y y y y y y y 
Thick Fl llax:Trail Coldlf n y y n n y n y 
Surf Re! Vurt (1e-5l 11 7 13 24 5 8 6 12 
500 Rei Vert (le-5) 9 11 11 11 12 11 9 10 
Vert Dill (1e-5) 2 -4 2 13 -5 -3 -3 2 
Distance (nal :+ll Mith ht 139 351 2n 300 0 302 650 -300 
Thicl.ness ldll 515 520 ~ 527 560 531 545 520 
Slope er Cant cl Trrugh 0.020027 o.~ 0.010342 0;0094'15 0 0.007m 0.004532 -Q.00937 
fvlgle 1.147406 0.458849 0.592603 0.544076 0 0.454318 0.2596'15 -Q.53685 
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Figure 7.1 Depression Characteristics: showing surface fronts (heavy lines), 
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Figure 7.2 Depression Characteristics: showing surface fronts (heavy lines), 
500 mb core flow (lines) with maxima and minima speeds, 1000-500 mb thickness 
(pecked lines) and surface relative vorticity (double lines) . 
not always the case. The tilt of the core of the depression 
with height, understood to be a good indicator of pressure 
change,Green, (1970), should show maximum decrease in pressure 
with time when the tilt is close to the horizontal in the 
upwind direction. The exampil:es chosen shows maximum pressure 
fall of 25 mb in 12 hours with the tilt of 1.14° to the 
horizontal yet in four of the other examples where the pressure 
tendency is between 10 and 13 mb over the same time period the 
slope is reduced to between 0. 45° and 0. 59°. The occluding 
example, 20-3-89, does at least show a reversal in the slope 
where the cold air at the upper level is ahead of the surface 
flow. The superimposing of the upper low over the surface 
feature on the 21-1-87 however does not reveal that decay is 
imminent, another accepted indicator, as pressure is still 
falling, 8.5 mb in 12 hours. The patterns of relative 
vorticity, positive in all cases, shows that in four cases the 
greater values occur at the surface (50%). The greatest 
difference occurs on 16-1-82 when the surface relative 
vortici ty exceeds the 500 mb value by lJE-5 s·1 and the average 
difference of the other cases being 3E-5 s·1 • This extreme case 
did not produce excessive pressure change, -10 mb in 12hrs or 
movement, 025~ at 10 ms·1 • The core of the thickness flow in 
all cases near the depression is on the cold side of the 500 
mb flow. This must always be the case to satisfy the "drawing 
up" of the warm air within the depression. Along the trailing 
cold front the thickness flow is on the warm side of the 500 
mb flow or even at the same position. 
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The crossing of these contours reflects the importance of 
temperature advection and baroclinic instability to the 
development process. 
7. 2 Comment 
The use of basic variables did not produce any clear indicators 
of development and the wind fields were not sufficiently good 
indicators of movement bearing in mind the erratic nature for 
storm movement, see Chap. 2. The initial emphasis was placed 
on determining more appropriate movement indicators as routeing 
decisions are mainly based on the geographical translation of 
the storm, not its development. 
7.3 Movement of Depressions 
Sixty-five situations between the years 1981 to 1989 have been 
analysed to show storm movement, these data are shown in 
Appendix E and are categorised as three basic cases, Figure 
7 . 3., they are: 
i, fast moving depression associated with well defined 
straight 500 mb flow, generally on the poleward arm of the jet 
wave, Figure 7.3 (A); 
ii, stationary or slow moving depression associated with 
enclosed 500mb low or deep trough, Figure 7.3 (B); 
iii, surface depression having formed on the trailing 
cold front of a previous occluding system running north 
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south and is blocked from progressing eastwards by an anti-
cyclone, Figure 7.3 (C). 
The use of surface warm sector wind fields as an indicator of 
depression movement, bearing in mind the three cases 
categorised, will on many occasions either over- or under-
estimate speed of progression. The direction of average 
movement of the depression should closely follow, within 25°, 
the 500 mb flow and the surface warm sector isobars/wind fields 
when moving rapidly, greater than 15 knots, but if the 
depression is moving slowl:y or stopped the fronts will rotate 
in the direction of-the flow. In this situation neither the 500 
mb maximum wind or the surface warm sector wind will provide 
a good indicator. In case iii it is likely that the movement 
is better determined by the surrounding surface pressure 
pattern or the downwind "stationary" ridge at the 500 mb level. 
Any movement of the depression over twenty-four hours will be 
negligible and for routeing decisions could be assumed 
stationary. 
An alternative indicator, termed the "TEN" indicator which 
utilises the average flow at the 500 mb level near the 
geographical surface location of the depression is tested 
against other indicators. Sixty-five situations were analysed 
and the following information were obtained: 
i, location; 
ii, pressure tendency; 
iii, actual storm movement: direction & speed; 
iv, ''TEN'' degree distance across 500 mb pattern in way of 
Surface Low; 
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v, 50.0 mb flow,: direction anci strength; 
vi, surface warm sector flow: direction and streng,th. 
Data for the movement indicators iv,v and vi are demonstrated 
in Figure 7.4 were obtained as follows 
TEN Degree Distance Indicator. Initially marking surface low 
centre on the 500 mb chart and measuring five degrees of 
latitude as a distance perpendicular to the flow each side of 
the low centre. The contour gradient over this distance gives 
an average geostrophic wind and the direction of movement is 
normal to this line. 
500 mb Indicator. Obtaining the geostrophic wind over the 
surface centre. 
Surface Warm Sector. Obtaining the average geostrophic wind in 
the warm sector. 
Comparison of the actual storm characteristics, direction and 
speed, with the three movement indicators show the "TEN" Degree 
Indicator a more realistic measure. The results of each 
regression using ''Curfit-PC'' Software are shown in Figure 7.5 
and summarised in Table 7.2 . 
Three regression tests on each indicator were carried out, 
linear for speed and direction and a polynomial for deviation 
against speed. 
The direction regression between the actual and the indicator 
shows a slightly better correlation for the ''TEN" indicator 
although the standard error is greater than the warm sector 
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Figure 7.5 Regression Results, showing Speeds, Direction and Speed/Deviation 
Table 7.2 Regression Results. 
DIRECTION (0 ) : Linear Regression (Actual v Indicator) 
Coefficients "TEN" 500 Warm Sector 
Correlation .635 .615 .586 
Determination .403 .378 .344 
Stand. Error 32.9 33.6 22.26 
SPEED (ms-1) Li,near Regression (Actual v Indicator) 
Coefficients "TEN" 500 Warm Sector 
Correlation .514 .235 . 211 
Determination .264 .055 .044 
Stand. Error 7.96 9.18 5.90 
SPEED (ms-1) v DIRECTION DEVIATION (0 ): Poly. Regression (x3 ) 
(Actual Speed v Diff (Actual Dir. -Indicator Dir.)) 
Coefficients "TEN" 500 Warm Sector 
Correlation .316 .286 .335 
Determination .lOO .082 .112 
stand. Error 34.0 35.2 32.0 
indicator. The regression of speed shows that the "TENn 
indicator produces the best fit. The third test, important 
because this shows the relationship between storm speed and the 
deviation of the actual direction of the storm from the 
indicator, reinforces the belief that slow moving storms tend 
to rotate, fast moving storms are carried with the 500 mb flow 
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with little deviation yet at speeds near20 kno.ts considerable 
deviation occurs. The warm sector polynomial regression however 
produced the best fit although the "TEN" indicator did produce 
a corre'lation coefficient which did compare favourably with the 
warm sector correlation. 
Software was constructed to facilitate quick calculation of 
the "TEN" indicator to ease analysis but this could be replaced 
by a scale similar to the familiar Geostrophic Wind Scales so 
that shipboard interest would not be lost through computational 
difficulties. 
The "TEN" Indicator Scale, see Figure 7. 6 is entered as 
follows: 
a, On the vertical scale enter the latitude of the depression, 
b, Enter the gradient obtained on the horizontal scale, 
c, The intersection of these two data gives the indictor speed 
of depression movement. 
The speed obtained is an over-estimation but can be adjusted 
using the equation for the line in the regression, 
y = A + Bx 
where the coefficients for the regression of actual speed and 
the "TEN'' indicator are: A = 8.83 and B = 0.926. Table 7.3 
shows this relationship. 
The deviation of the "TEN" indicator direction from the actual 
direction of movement using a cubic polynomial shows increasing 
deviation when speeds are greater than 10 ms·1, however the 
quadratic po:lynomial over-simplifies the deviation at speeds 
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Figure 7.6 "TEN" Indicator Scale for estimating Depression Speed 
Table 7. 3 "TEN" Indicator Forecast Speeds 1 ms·•. 
"TEN" Speed 
5 -3.55 
10 1.17 
15 5.80 
20 1:0.44 
25 !5.06 
30 1:9.69 
greater than 25 ms·• and therefore the best fit might be 
obtained using the mean of these two values. Table 7.3 gives 
the various values of deviation from the flow against speed for 
the two regressions with the calculated mean. Figure 7.7 shows 
the curve of mean deviation plotted against speed. 
Table 7. 4 Polynomial Curve Values and Means 1 ms·•. 
Act.Speed Poly. (2) Poly. (3) Mean 
0 18.0 -18.8 0 
2 21.0 5.6 13.3 
3 22.5 14.5 18.5 
4 23.7 21.3 22.5 
5 24.6 26.3 25.5 
10 25.5 29.7 27.6 
1:5 20.8 13.5 17.1 
20 10.6 0 5.3 
25 - 5.8 11.5 3.1 
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7.4 Movement Indicators Summary 
The analysis shows that forecasting the movement of the 
depression can be obtained using the "TEN" Indicator. Speed 
being derived by using a spacing of 300 nm perpendicular each 
side of the surface storm centre at the 500 mb level. Analysis 
using a different distance might produce a better fit but this 
was not pursued, the "TEN" distance was thought more practical 
and easier for the mariner to use. 
Direction of depression movement using the "TEN" Indicator, 
Figure 7.8, reveals rotation of the depression is maximum when 
the storm is stationary, and rotation is minimal at 5 ms·1 as 
movement increases. Maximum deviation, approx. 3 0°, from the 500 
mb flow occurs at 8 ms·1 and decreases to 20 ms·1 when the 
depression can be assumed to move closely with this flow. 
7.5 Indicators of Storm Development 
Diagnostic modelling of storm development have been based mainly 
on the Momentum Equations. The following have contributed to the 
theory of development: 
i, Sutcliffe, 1939; 
ii, Petterssen, 1956; 
iii, Krishnamarti, 1968; 
iv, Hoskins, 1978. 
The Diagnostic Model incorporates the following development 
equations, these are described and tested. 
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The results of each method are compared. 
The theories of development by Sutcliffe and Petterssen use the 
Vorticity Equation. 
D Dt ( { + f) = - f V h. y 7.1 
which shows the relationship between forcing from the divergence 
term ( R.H.S. ) and the total derivative of absolute vorticity. 
This equation is obtained by differentiating the components of 
the Momentum Equation in terms of the co,..,ordinate at 90° from 
the component as follows: 
a 
~ 
ax 
subtracting gives 
D 
Dt { = 
Du 
Dt 
Dv 
-Dt 
D 
Dt 
= . . . . . . . . ) 
. . . . . . . . ) 
The Vorticity Equation shows the relationship between the 
horizontal divergence and the rate of change in absolute 
vorticity at a level. 
When the divergence approaches zero, absolute vorticity is 
conserved and balance is maintained between the Coriolis term 
and relative vorticity. 
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Conservation can occur: 
a, at the level of non-divergence, usually considered between 
the 500 and 600 mb levels, about half depth between the 
jet core near the Tropopause and MSL; 
b, where development is non-existent. 
Using Quasi-Geostrophic theory, which implies the wind velocity 
remains in approximate balance with the pressure gradient, 
geostrophic wind velocities can be substituted for vorticity 
values but not for divergence. 
When development is non-existent the equation can be reduced 
a at c = - Y. • v ( c + t l 7.2 
The local derivative of vorticity is replaced in the Sutcliffe 
development by 
7.3 
The development theory was not considered at a level but between 
two levels. Hence the three dimensional structure could be 
analysed. The method could describe development in terms of the 
thi:ckness, the Sutcliffe approach or in terms of the boundary 
conditions as adopted by Petterssen. 
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Important relationships between any two levels are 
GeostrophicVelocity 
Divergence 
ReL Vorticity 
Y:upper 
Dupper 
C upper 
- Y: lower 
- D lowe:r 
- (lower 
= y: 
T 
= D T 
= 'T 
For simplicity, as the upper level is 500 mb no subscript is 
used. The subscript 0 is used instead of 1ower and means 1000 
mb level. 
The difference between two levels 
7.4 
Sutcliffe replaces the local derivative using Eq.7.3 
The normal form of the Sutcliffe Development Equation is 
7.5 
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The Diagnostic Model uses Equation 7. 5 in the form· 
7.6 
The Petterssen Development Equation uses the Vorticity Equation 
at the level of non-divergence and substitutes thickness and 
surface vorticity in the local derivative 
with manipulation the total derivative of surface absolute 
vorticity can be expressed 
D 
Dt ( ( o + f ) = 
7.8 
This development replaces the local derivative with the 
Laplacian of the thickness advection 
a at ( 'T + t l = Rf V2 ( - .Q y . V ZT ) R o 
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The Diagnostic Model incorporates the Petterssen Development 
Equation in the form 
7.9 
Hoskins Development Theory, the Q-Vector, is in the form of the 
Omega Equation, Krishnamarti, but simplifies the input variables 
to horizontal geostrophic wind components and potential 
temperature fields. 
= 2 ( ~o ) V.Q 
where the Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
1 
N=(gaa)2 
6 az 
7.10 
The sign of Q is an important aspect in diagnosis, upward motion 
occurs when the sign is negative, convergence, and downward 
motion when divergent. The sense of the circulation is with Q 
pointing in the direction of the low-level ageostrophic motion 
and towards the rising air. 
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Application of Q-Vector theory by Hosklns & Pedder. (1980), 
Thorpe.Cl985) and others have studied particular storms . 
• 
Temperature fields were obtained from 10.00-500 mb thickness 
values, these are assumed to reflect the temperature structure 
at 700/750 mb, are transformed to potential temperature values. 
Charts at 700 mb level are used to provide geostrophic wind 
velocities. The gradient of these two variables were used to 
find the Q-Vector at this level. 
Potential Temperature, 8, is replaced in Equation 7.10 with 
temperature, T, as the European Weather Bulletins shows plotted 
temperature detail at 500 mb. By hand analysing this information 
the temperature structure can be obtained for this level. 
The Q-Vector has two components 
Q = ( Ox • Oy ) 
~ au in' Ovg in' = 2 (- __ g 
To Ox Ox ax Oy , 
aug in' ~ in') ay Ox Oy ()y 7.11 
The R.H.S. of Equation 7.10 can be written in the form 
2 ( ~ ) V. Q = 2 ( ~ ) ( 00x + ~Y ) 
T 0 T 0 ax ox 
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The Diagnostic Model incorporates the Q-Vector, separation of 
each term is maintained as follows 
Ql 
aug ifr 
= ax c3x 
02 = 
Ovg ifr 
ax iJy 
QJ 
aug ifr 
= ay c3x 
04 
Ovg ifr 
= ay iJy 
Os = aol c3x 
06 = ao2 c3x 
07 = aoJ c3x 
Oa ao4 c3x 
The model resolves for the divergence of Q 
7.12 
7.6 Model Results 
The three theories, section 7.4, were used to analyse 
development, four occasions are selected, these have been hand 
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analysed and are shown in this section. 
The basic vorticity equation is used with gradient wind 
velocities to find divergence, with reduction for friction at 
the .1000 mb level. 
Each.method is effectively a measure of vertical motion. Well 
established depressions showing larger values of "ascent" than 
smaller storms which may be forming rapidly. A measure of this 
ascent to the surrounding condition is necessary so that 
strength of development can be ascertained. The model can 
compare the central grid point field value to the four grid 
point values around this point, as follows 
Strength Factor = F ( i · j ) 
F 
This method must be adjusted to cater for negative development 
indicators, as follows 
i, If all values are negative :- change to positive values 
ii, With both positive and negative values a constant is 
introduced to make all values positive with the largest 
indicating maximum ascent fields and takes the form 
Strength Factor = c + F ( i · j ) 
C + F 
The following occasions were used to demonstrate development at 
a frontal depression, they are 
16 - 1 - 82, Figures 7.9A and 7.98 
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4 - 3 - 85;, Figures 7. lOA and 7. lOB 
21 - 1 - 87, Figures 7.11A and 7.118 
18 - 5- 87, Figures 7.12A and 7.128 
Five diagrams are constructed for each occasion and show the 
following fields 
sutcliffe 
Petterssen 
Q - Vector 
500 mb Vorticity Equation 
1000 mb Vorticity Equation 
Calculated data using various substitutions in these equations 
generated many data files. The 16-1-82 occasion produced 
sufficient data to fill fifteen 5 1/4" floppy discs, although 
single sided, something like 15 x 20 kbytes of space. 
Typical data calculated but not demonstrated includes 
1, 200 mb wind velocities, vorticity and vorticity advection 
2, 200-500 mb thickness, winds and vorticity etc. 
3, 200 mb Q-Vector fie'.l:ds 
4, Petterssen development at 500 mb using 200-500 mb layer 
5, Vorticity equation at 700 mb 
6, 750 mb thermal structure 
7, 700mb Q-Vector fields 
8, Potential Vorticity 
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16 - 1 -82 
This event shows a well estabiished frontal depress:i!on partly 
occluded. The surface analysis suggests that the depression is 
the first in a new family as it is separated by a relatively 
high pressure area from the previous sequence seen on the 
eastern side of the chart, Figures 7.9A. The characteristics of 
this storm, see Table 7.1, shows pressure falling 11 mb in 12 
hours and movement 055"T at 8. 5 ms-1 • 
Figure 7.9A shows strong similarities between the three 
recognised methods. Both the sutcliffe and Petterssen methods 
are easily comparable, strong ascent, negative values for 
Sutcliffe, occur at the front apex and also ahead of the warm 
front. Q-Vector differences although much smaller also show 
clearly ascent associated with the frontal zones. 
Figure 7.98 show rates of change in vorticity at the 500mb and 
1000 mb. Ascent indicated by positive values occurs along the 
warm front and partly along the cold front at the 500 mb level, 
whilst at 1'000 mb positive vorticity change occurs at the apex 
or meeting point of the fronts. The Strength Factor charts for 
these fields show positive values in all the diagrams associated 
with the meeting point of the fronts. Areas of positive Strength 
Factor values are found along the cold front in all diagrams 
except the 1000 mb Vorticity Equation, this implies that 500 mb 
vorticity advection contributes largely to subsequent 
development. The area of positive values visually appear greater 
than the negative values and this would confirm that this storm 
is still deepening. 
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4 - 3 - 85 
This surface analysis for this event indicates a depression 
nearly fully occluded with a wave on the trailing cold front. 
Characteristics, again see Table 7.1, show pressure falling at 
10 mb in 12 hours and movement 025"T at 10 ms·•. Figures 7. lOA 
and 7.108 show areas of ascent again occurs in advance of the 
warm front and at the apex of the fronts or top of the occluded 
front. The wave on the trailing cold front does show increases 
in the Strength Factor this is clearly marked on the Q-Vector 
and 500 mb Vorticity Equation charts. Positive Strength Factor 
areas outweigh areas of negative values within the ciculation 
of the main depression agreeing with the pressure tendency. 
21 - 1 - 87 
This storm is moving more to east than the previous two events, 
090"T at 10.8 ms·• with pressure falling 8. 5 mb in 12 hours. The 
surface analysis shows a mature depression with a trailing cold 
front extending westward with a small wave to the left hand side 
of the chart. Ascent is found in Figure 7.11A on all charts 
slightly in advance of the warm front close to the apex. Figure 
7.118 shows positive values of vorticity behind the apex of the 
fronts yet the Strength Factor charts shows some ascent in 
advance of the surface warm front at the 500 mb level yet at the 
1000 mb positive va1ues agree with Figure 7.11A. This 
development apparently does not depend upon the 500 mb vorticity 
advection as in the 16-1-82 and 4-3-85 events as flow is more 
zonal but splits in advance of the surface system. 
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Figure 7.9A 16-1-82: Development using Sutcliffe, Petterssen and Q-Vector 
techniques, top magnitudes and bottom strength factor %. 
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F i gure 7.9B 16-1- 82: Development using the Vorticity Equation, top magnitudes 
and bottom strength factor %. 
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Figure 7.10A 4-3-85: Development using Sutcliffe, Petterssen and Q-Vector 
techni ques, top magnitudes and bottom strength factor %. 
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4-3-85: Development using the Vorticity Equation, top magnitudes 
and bottom strength factor %. 
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Figure 7.11A 21-1-87: Development using sutcliffe, Petterssen and Q-Vector 
techniques, top magnitudes and bottom strength factor %. 
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Figure 7.118 21-1-87: Development using the Vorticity Equation, top magnitudes 
and bottom strength factor %. 
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Figure 7.12A 18-5-87: Development using Sutcliffe, Petterssen and Q-Vector 
techniques, top magnitudes and bottom strength factor %. 
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Figure 7.128 18-5-87: Development using the Vorticity Equation, top magnitudes 
and bottom strength factor %. 
18 - 5 - 87 
This event shows a storm with fronts appearing as a wave with 
little or no pressure change, -1 mb in 12 hours, and moving 
035"'1' at 10 ms·•. Ascent can be seen on Figures 7 .12A and 7.128 
with the exception of the 500 mb Vorticity Equation. The 
Strength Factor diagrams show strong ascent along the frontal 
zone in all diagrams, except with the 500 mb Vorticity Equation. 
This large region of sinking air may indicate why the pressure 
tendency is negligible. 
General Comment 
The four occasions demonstrated show that a small memory 
personal computer can be used to study the complex diagnostic 
structure of storms along the baroclinic zone.. The five tests 
used show surprising similarity, the Vorticity Equation 
reinforces the existing development algorithms and shows the 
contribution made by the following terms 
i, 500 mb Vorticity Advection 
ii, 1000 mb Divergence. 
The contribution to development in the events illustrated are 
16 - 1 - 82 
4 - 3 - 85 
21 - 1 - 87 
mainly 500 mb vorticity advection 
mainly 500 mb vorticity advection 
mainly 1000 mb divergence 
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18 - 5 - 87 probably 1000 mb divergence 
In all cases demonstrated the systems were developing although 
one event showed only a small pressure change over 12 hours. 
Generally the Strength Factor diagrams show that ascent 
( positive values ) are greater than descent values over the 
extent of the depression. 
The latter two events show that 1000 mb divergence contributes 
to the development, both having a straight 500 mb flow pattern 
extending over hundreds of miles. The first two studies when the 
Index Cycle is low, 500 mb pattern globally producing three 
troughs and ridges, contribution is from the 500 mb vorticity 
advection. 
Further studies are required to extend these ideas, however at 
this stage it was thought to be unrealistic through time 
restraints. 
In the next chapter a case study is conducted. Using the "Ten'' 
movement indicator the mariner can test the shore based routeing 
instructions sent to the ship and question course orders 
accordingly. 
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Chapter 8 A case study 
Oceanroutes Ltd. are undertaking a research project in 
conjunction with the Institute of Maritime studies, PSW, under 
the supervi·sion of Prof. R. Motte. The research team was able 
to obtain digitised ocean environmental data from Oceanroutes 
(USA), California. These data are commercially available from 
the Meteorological Forecasting Services in America unlike the 
U.K. Oceanroutes have kindly provided data to cover the period 
24-4-91 to 14-5-91, which has allowed model performance to be 
monitored and the "TEN" movement indicator applied to a route 
west-bound across the Atlantic, using performance data from an 
existing vessel. 
Data are stored on floppy discs for ease of transfer and were 
brought from America etc. Each day of data are held in three 
files, surface fields, surface pressures and 500 mb heights. 
The surface fields contain the following information: 
a, Wind Direction; 
b, Wind Speed; 
c, Primary Wave Direction; 
d, Primary Wave Height; 
e, Primary Wave Period; 
f, Secondary Wave Direction; 
g, Secondary Wave Height; 
i, Secondary Wave Period·. 
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Each daily file contains analysis and forecast data, differences 
occurring through grid point spacing,, forecasting period and 
data availability. Data are available for a 2.5 by 2.5 degree 
or 2.5 by 5 degree grid, and forecasting periods extending to 
240 hours with data at 12 hour intervals. 
The wealth of data supplied has allowed the surface winds 
calculated by the diagnostic model to be compared to "real 
values" as produced by a national forecasting centre for marine 
operations. 
8.1 Diagnostic Model Performance 
The digitised surface wind detail was compared to the calcu}ated 
geostrophic, gradient and friction reduced winds. 
Results show that the model works well for surface wind values, 
this suggests as surface spatial changes are l:arger than the 
spatial height differences at 500 mb, a better correlation would 
be obtained at this level. Results are shown in Table 8.1 using 
all 198 grid point surface wind velocities. The removal-of wind 
velocities of less than 2.5 ms·•, reduces the number of data 
points by forty-seven but considerably improves the fit for wind 
direction. 
Surface wind values for the 4-5-91., using all 99 grid points, 
were compared to the model calculations of various wind types 
the results are shown in Table 8.2. These results compare 
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favourably with earlier tests on model performance, see 
Chapter 6. The tests comparing model wind values to the 
surface w.ind values in the European Daily Weather Bulletins 
(EDWB) gave an average speed errors of 2. 63 ms-1 and direction 
15.11°. Average speed errors beirig smaller using the digitised 
data, but with direction the reverse is true. 
Table 8.1 Geostrophic Wind Velocity Comparison and Errors 
Correlation 198 Points 151 Points 
I 
Speed ' 0.69 0.68 
Direction 
' 
0.89 0.95 
' 
Speed Error ' m per s m per s 
Avg. Diff. 2.49 2.33 
Stan. Dev. 1. 88 1. 77 
Dir. Error degs. degs. 
Avg. Diff. 33.27 24.00 
Stan. Dev. 32.60 19.40 
This is probably due to the source information being different. 
Pressure and 500 mb Height data is down loaded from the National 
Meteorology center (NMC) and the surface calculated fields from 
the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC). Any differences 
between the data FNOC uses for the field calculations and NMC 
data might be sufficient to produce these errors. 
Digitising the surface weather chart from the European Weather 
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Bulletin of 4-5-9·1 .ooooz and comparing the ·FNOC data for the 
same occasion, gives 
Largest Pressure Difference 4 mb 
Average Difference 1.26 mb 
Standard Deviation 1.12 mb 
Correlation Coeff. 0.977 
Reasonable care was taken in digitising EDWB data, reading to 
1 mb. The analysis from EDWB locates the depression near 
4'5"N, 60"W, four degrees of longitude further to the east than the 
American analysis. These differences although not pursued in 
this project could cause considerable errors in wind veJ:ocit:Les 
and the fields calculated from them. 
Table 8.2 Model Wind Correlations and Errors 
Correlation Geostrophic Gradient Friction 
Speed o. 72 0.73 0.73 
Direction 0.88 0.88 0 .. 88 
Speed Error m per s m per s m per s 
Avg. Diff. 3.45 3.14 1.42 
Stan.Dev. 2.68 2.23 1. 07 
Dir.Error deg deg deg 
Avg. Diff. 31.21 31.29 28.84 
stan. Dev. 30.37 30.35 31.24 
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8.2 Ship Routeing: A Case Study 
The practical use of the ''TEN" movement indicator, outlined in 
Chapter 7, is demonstrated. The data obtained through 
Oceanroutes California were used for a hypothetical routeing 
exercise using an operational routeing model, Calvert.C1990). 
One run was made using the forecast data at the l!st May 1991 and 
another uses the analysed data from the 1st May to the 4th May. 
The ASTOR, 20,606 GRT a multi-purpose cruise liner having a 
design speed of 19.5 knots uses 7,0 tonnes of fuel a day from 
a power unit of 11, 7 65 kW. Ship performance is given by the 
standard operational data algorithms, Evans. et al. (1992). 
The route, which may seem unusual, was from the North Norwegian 
coast and returning to the Gulf of Mexico for further cruise 
duties. The passage with passengers aboard was intended to be 
pleasant and comfortable as possible with the vessel skirting 
the iceberg box, Figure 8.1, calling at Bermuda prior to Nassau 
in the Bahamas were the passengers will dis-embark. The route 
is from 59"N,15"W to 40"N,45"W a great circle distance of 1611 
nautical miles. 
The weather in the Atlantic at this time, 1-5-91 to 4-5-91, 
see Figures 8. 2 to 8. 9, was dominated by a blocking high centred 
at 57"N 15"W which moves south to 50"N 23"W by the end of the 
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Figure 8.1 Sea Ice Chart, 2nd May 1991: Received at IMS Met.Station 
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Figure 8.3 EDWB 500mb Analysis, 1st May 1991 at 1200Z 
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Figure 8.5 EDWB 500mb Analysis, 2nd May 1991 at 1200Z 
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Figure 8.6 EDWB Surface Analysis, 3rd May 1991 at 1200Z 
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Figure 8.7 EDWB 500mb Analysis, 3rd May 1991 at 1200Z 
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Figure 8.8 EDWB Surface Analysis, 4th May 1991 at 1200Z 
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Figure 8.9 EDWB 500mb Analysis, 4th May 1991 at 1200Z 
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period. West of this blocking. feature, from 35"W to 50"W., the 
isobaric pattern was meridional with a frontal zone north/south 
with a number of waves. By 4""'5-91 the frontal zone has weakened 
sufficiently to allow .the depression south of Nova Scotia, 43"N 
63"W, to push eastwards increasing the isobaric gradient at 45"W 
as the high pressure resists this eastward progression. The 500 
mb chart also reveals this change as the poleward arm of the jet 
weakens at the end of the sequence. Winds at the destination 
also show these changes as they back to the southwest and 
increase in strength to 26 knots. 
Using the forecast data the routes obtained by the model, Figure 
8. 10 and Appendix G, was to the east of the great circle or 
least distance track (LTD) as the maximum fields coincide with 
the direct route. Between forty and seventy hours run time the 
maximum fields occur to the east of the direct route and 
coincide with the chosen route and the ships course is altered 
to the west to avoid these adverse fields returning to the LOT. 
The analysis data does not indicate the fields intensifying to 
the extent suggested by the forecast data and the route produced 
by the model was between the forecast route and the least 
distance route. Both surface winds and significant wave heights 
are plotted, Figures 8.11 and 8.12, for each section of the 
voyage. These composite diagrams show analysis data and forecast 
data, in brackets, appropriate for each day and possible ship 
position. At the destination, 40"N 45"W, on the 4-5-91, analysis 
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indicates strongest wind and wave fields and these weaken 
towards the east. Table 8. 3 shows wind data from the EDWB 
surface charts and both analysis and forecast digitised data at 
selected positions near the route over the four day period. 
The routeing model uses 12 hour information commencing at 0000 
hrs. The "TEN" indicator has been used on the 1200Z EDWB 
analysis and 500 mb charts, Figures 8.2 to 8.9, which reflects 
the mean flow over the 2 4 hours. These charts are assumed 
similar to the weather data available to the mariner through the 
worldwide facsimile service. 
The route is divided into four l:egs, representing each day of 
the voyage and the "TEN" indicator was applied to the 
appropriate depressions effecting each section with comments as 
follows: 
1st Leg Time interval 0 - 24 hours. 
The dominating feature is the blocking anticyclone, 56"N 15"W, 
to the south of the vessel and two depressions to the west and 
south. 
Speed· and Direction adjustments are obtained using Figures 8.13, 
8.14 and 8.15. 
Actual depression movement was measured using successive EDWB 
surface charts. The location of each system was assumed accurate 
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Table 8.3 Wind and Wave data: Comparison between EDWB observations, 
FNOC analyses and forecasts 
Date Time Position Chart Wind Anal. Wind F/C Wind Anal. Wave F/C Wave 
1991 Lat. Long. Dirn. Spd. Dirn. Spd. Dirn. Spd. Dirn. Ht. Dirn. Ht. 
N w 
May 1 ooooz 57.5 17.5 Var. 48 4 48 4 216 6 216 6 
May 1 1200Z 55 22.5 170 10 162 15 162 15 216 9 216 9 
May 2 ooooz 52.5 25 170 17.5 162 22 150 21 204 9 204 9 
May 2 1200Z 50 30 140 30 150 4 150 18 156 15 156 13 
May 3 ooooz 50 32.5 160 25 132 31 138 32 156 18 156 20 
May 3 1200Z 47.5 35 170 10 258 17 216 16 144 14 156 14 
May 4 ooooz 45 40 170 15 168 16 186 21 144 8 192 9 
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Figure 8.13 "TEN" Indicator Scale for estimating Depression Speed 
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to 60 nm and the distance ·calculated between these posi tiohs,, 
error 1 nm, was obtained using plane sailing, a standard 
navigational technique. Over a twenty-four hour time interval 
the distance error would be a maximum of 120 nm and the speed 
error of 5 knots, the calculated distance error being minimal. 
The depression, 50"N 42"W, on 30-4-91 at 1200Z, 
pressure 999 mb, moves as follows 
10 degree gradient 290m gives 23 ms· 1 
Speed after reduct. 
500 mb Direction 
Direction Adjust. 
Depression Direct. 
gives 13 ms·1 or 26 knots 
3 3 5"'!' 
315"'!' 
Actual Depression Movement from successive charts 
Speed 14.5 ms·1 or 29 knots 
Direction 3 02"'!' 
The wave depression, 44"N 40"W, on 1-5-91 at 1200Z using the same 
method above gives 
"TEN" 005"'!' * 4 o knots 
Actual 006"'!' * 35 knots 
The mariner would interpret this information as follows: 
Northern Depression moves to the west thus easing the present 
gradient if the anticyclone to the east is stationary. At this 
stage this appears likely as the 500 mb ridge is well 
established in this area and would mean weakening winds and sea 
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state. The wave depression to the south as it progresses rapidly 
poleward would tighten the isobar:i;c spacing thus increasing wind 
and wave fields at the end of the period. Wind fields near the 
LDT indicates 24 knots. 
2nd Leg 24 - 48 hours. 
The EOWB surface chart for the 2-5-91 1200Z shows the blocking 
high at 53"N 17<>w maintaining its dominance with southerly winds 
on its western side. The route which passes through this region 
is influenced by the north/south trailing frontal zone on which 
a number of waves and wave depressions were found during the 
early part of the voyage. The routeing instructions were based 
on the assumption that the strong wind and wave fields along the 
LOT are maintained but weaker to the east. The wave at 57"N 400W 
on the 2-5~91 1200Z using the ''TEN" indicator gave a movement 
330~ at 30 Knots and suggests a weakening pressure gradient as 
it moves west. The mariner rightly interprets an easing of the 
wind fields along the LOT. 
The FNOC analysis shows this detail with the wind along the LOT 
at 21 knots, 4 knots less than the forecast, and to the east the 
wind fields are maintained. The wave depression, with enclosed 
contours, at 41 "N 3 7<>w was much stronger than the wave to the 
north and would influence the route later after 36 hours have 
elapsed. 
1:46 
The movement characterics are 
"TEN" 
Actual 
325~ * 24 knots 
350~ * 25 knots 
At the end of this leg wind strengths increase to 34 knots to 
the east of the LOT, 100 nm, backing slightly and are 
encountered until 60 hours have elapsed, but near the LOT the 
values are less. 
3rd Leg 48 - 72 hours 
The EOWB surface chart for ooooz on the 3-5-91 locates the wave 
depression at 46"N 37"W, on the LOT about 300 nm from the ship, 
but within its circulation. The mariner notes this rapid 
movement to the north west and with the reception of the 1200Z 
surface chart sees the depression is well to the north of the 
LOT at 54"N 41"W, with the following movement detail 
"TEN" 350~ * 48 knots 
Actual 347~ * 41 knots 
The "TEN" indicator apparently over-emphasises the speed but 
over the twenty-four hours speed has increased from 24 knots 
and the actual speed is measured over the last twelve hours. 
With the wave depression well to the north with a weakening 
frontal zone the chart shows a weak high pressure at 40"N 40"W. 
Winds and waves in this area would decrease over the next 24 
hours from the LOT eastwards. The FNOC data shows a general 
easing of both the wind and wave fields, winds drop 5 knots on 
average. 
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The experienced mariner at this point of time, would expect the 
weather pattern to change,the weakening of the trailing frontal 
zone to the west of the dominating blocking high may be the 
precursor of the winds veering to the west indicating eastward 
progression of frontal depressions on the east coast of America. 
The EDWB 500 mb charts over the three days show a weakening of 
the trough and the poleward arm as flow at this level becomes 
more zonal. 
The chart shows at 46"N 62"W, south of Nova Scotia, a frontal 
depression, pressure 995 mb, its movement indicators are 
"TEN" J 2 O"T * 6 knots 
Actual J14"T * 7 knots 
The depression at this stage would not influence the winds and 
waves over the third leg and passage would progress with wind 
and sea conditions improving. 
4th Leg 72 - 96 hours 
After an elapsed time of 84 hours the EDWB for 1200Z on the 
4-5-91 shows a warm front at the destination. In advance of this 
feature the winds are S*E at JO knots and cover a large area 
between J5"N 45"W to 50"N 40"W. Behind the warm front winds are 
much weaker, 10 knots, and have veered to the SW. 
The FNOC data at OOOOZ 4-5-91 suggests a general easing of the 
winds along the LOT, a reduction of 4 knots on average, whereas 
the forecast data shows the fields maintaining or even 
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strengthening. To the east of the LOT the winds weaken 
considerably and at a distance of 200 nmiles a strength of 10 
knots was indicated. After 90 hours elapsed time and near the 
ships destination the winds increase in strength to 26 knots, 
an increase over the twenty-four hours of 19 knots, the forecast 
shows 37 knots. The shore router would be aware of this change 
from the previous days analysis and 24 hour forecast but the 
mariner may not be aware. The mariner on receipt of the 1200Z 
surface chart would check the movement of the depression to the 
west and would note that it has started to occlude. The present 
weather over the last twelve hours to mid-day along the LOT has 
been winds southerly at 17 knots, cloud thickening with rain at 
times becoming more continuous. He would appreciate an increase 
is likely if the depression moves east or if the fronts rotate 
which seems more likely. From the charts received it is apparent 
that the depression has not moved over twenty-four hours, 
however the wave shown on the cold front would indicate any 
rotation. 
Applying the ''TEN" indicator to this feature gives 
"TEN" 005"'1' * 31 knots 
Actual OOO"T * 25 knots 
This rapid movement north of the warm front would be apparent 
to the mariner and would be sufficient for him to realise that 
a more eastward route to Bermuda would allow a more pleasant 
passage missing the worst of the weather at the destination. 
However, the criteria for the way points were nominated at the 
outset and for these reasons the vessel is directed through the 
heavy seas to reach its destination. 
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8 .. 3 Comments on the routeing case· study 
These data were not selected, they were the only available data 
at the time that Cceanroutes could obtain. These data were not 
ideal to test the effectiveness of the "TEN" movement indicator 
but the results are encouraging. The "TEN" indicator would 
provide better results when depressions progress eastward 
across the ocean, unlike this situation when the 500 mb level 
shows a cut-off situation which implies a surface. blocking high 
pressure to the east. 
The "TEN" indicator would be useful to the mariner as it could 
provide 
i, movement detail of depressions when not being routed 
ii, reinforce or provide a check for the mariner on the 
instructed route. 
The relative change in winds over each leg of the voyage are 
demonstrated in Table 8.4 and shows both analysis and forecast 
detail. The results of using the "TEN" movement indicator are 
compared to actual system movement along each leg and are 
summarised in Table 8. 5. The largest differences were 25° in 
direction and in strength 7 knots. 
The case study showed slight differences in surface data from 
different sources, this is to be expected as it is more than 
likely the routeing model would be based on digitised data, 
such as FNOC. The mariner is unable to receive this at present 
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only the data available through facsimiille transmissions, but 
even these might·be slightly different as .forecasters each side 
of the ocean construct their charts independently with their own 
interpretation. The use of different shipboard data from the 
shore based routeing agency as in this case study would reflect 
normal practice. 
The study used demonstrates to the mariner and the routeing 
agencies the benefits of the 11 TEN 11 indicator especially when the 
weather pattern changes. It would allow on board modification 
to the route, which is the masters prerogative, as in this case 
when a route further to the east at the destination location 
would be beneficial. 
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Table 8.4 Summary of Average Relative Winds from FNOC Data for each Leg of 
passage showing changes for Analyses and Forecasts (Bracketed) 
LEG/DAte MA '::I 1 M•'::l 2 M•'::l 3 M a '::I 4 
ONE 0 Stronger (Stronger) Stronger <We.aker) Weaker (Stronger) 
TWO 0 We.aker (Weaker) Stronger (Stronger) We.aker (Weaker) 
THREE 0 Stronger <Stronger) Stronger <Stronger) Weaker (Weaker) 
FOUR 0 Stronger (Stronger) Stronger <Stronger) Stronger <Stronger) 
Table 8.5 Summary of "TEN" Indicator Performance versus Actual Movement: 
location given with type of system 
LEG 1 LEG 2 LEG 3 LEG 4 
SON 42lol o.p. 41N 37W lolave O.p. 54N 41lol lolave Dep. 46N 62W Dep. 40N 53lol lol..ve O.p. 
TEN 31ST * 26 knots 325T * 24 knots 350T * 48 knots 320T * 6 knots OOST * 31 knots 
ACTUAL 302T * 29 knots 350T * 25 knots 347T * 41 knots 314T * 7 knots OOOT * 25 knots 
Chapter 9 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The Graphical Model developed allows for the construction and 
storage of composite weather pictures. Software permits the 
rapid recall and playback of this data as an animated film. The 
initial construction of sequences shows the intricate evolution 
of the frontal depressions and the upper air flow over the 
N.Atlantic. The knowledge and interest gained from these loops 
naturally led into the design of a diagnostic model to analyse 
fields appertaining to the movement and development of these 
systems. 
The construction and operation of a diagnostic model using a 
limited memory desk top computer has enabled the study of 
synoptic scale phenomena, namely mid-latitude frontal 
depressions within the baroclinic zone, to be accomplished 
successfully. This research has been carried out within the 
limits of the capability of the technology prevailing in the 
early to mid nineteen eighties. 
The Apple II computer has a limited memory of 64K, was 
programmed to facilitate: 
i, the digitising of real time weather data; 
ii, the computation of relevant field variables using the 
Basic programming language; 
iii, the illustration of flow fields using colour graphics 
which could be recorded on video ( compatibility 
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between computer and VCR. is not always easy or 
feasible). 
The initial research involved the time consuming construction 
of a multi-purpose yet flexible software package to enable field 
variables to be calculated, stored and retrieved as required. 
A cubic spline technique is adopted to obtain gradients at each 
grid point of any variable, whether real or synthetic, this 
prevents boundary data loss, optimises computing time and 
produces reasonable results. 
Velocity errors at the 500 mb level, see Chapter 6, were: 
Observed v calculated geostrophic wind 
Speed ± 5. 97 ms·•, Direction ± 1. 0° 
Observed v model geostrophic wind 
Speed ± 5. 2 5 ms'1 , Direction ± 18. 8° 
The objectives of this research is to update the criteria for 
forecasting storm characteristics so that the mariner or other 
users are able to follow the evo:l!ution of any storm, whether 
forecast charts were available or not. The "TEN" indicator, 
requiring both the surface and the 500 mb level data, gives a 
more realistic guide to storm progression. It is obtained by 
measuring the difference in height fields at the 500 mb level 
over ten degrees of latitude perpendicular to the flow., but 
centred about the storms surface location. 
The method the mariner currently uses depends on the warm sector 
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wind fields, which means that if there is a wind the storm must 
be moving. The sole use of the 500 mb chart also presents 
practical problems with regard to the location that best 
reflects the storm movement. The method developed, the "TEN" 
indicator, does allow for strong winds to be found in stationary 
systems. Sutcliffe development theory suggests that storm 
characteristics are controlled to a certain extent by the 
thickness pattern, namely the thermal wind. If the surface 
feature lies within an enclosed upper trough then the thickness 
fields tend to rotate the surface low in an anticyclonic 
direction as the winds on the western side of the trough are 
N'ly, at the trough W'ly and on the eastern side S'ly. The "TEN" 
indicator encompasses this element and this is reflected in the 
results obtained. When the upper air flow becomes more zonal 
surface storms are steered along the jet stream. This research 
shows that as depression progression increases from zero, the 
rotation decreases and the deviation from the 500 mb flow also 
increases. This deviation is maximum, 28°, to the cold side of 
the flow when the speed of movement is approximately 8 ms·1 , this 
gradually decreases to zero deviation as speed increases to 
23 ms·1 • The research shows that the "TEN" movement indicator 
produces a better approximation to depression speed, correlation 
against actual speed 0.54, than either the warm sector method 
0.21 or the 500mb wind fields 0.235. The direction correlation 
also shows a similar trend although all the correlation 
coefficients are of the order 0.6. 
The provision of digitised data from the USA, kindly obtained 
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through oceanroutes Ltd., allows the diagnostic model wind 
fields to be compared with Fleet Numerical Oceanagraphic Center 
(FNOC) outputs. Using the surface pressure fields from the 
National Meteorology Center (NMC) as the source data , the 
diagnostic model produced wind fields compare favourably with 
the FNOC data, also the same source data, producing the 
following correlations, speed 0.68 and direction 0.95. 
Speed errors were 2. 33 ms·• and the direction errors 24°. 
The case study is conducted with the benefit of additional 
information from Oceanroutes Ltd. whose Plymouth research 
department were willing to run, using their operational ship 
routeing software and their recently designed ship performance 
algorithms, a number of sequences with both analysis and 
forecast data. The routes obtained are analysed in relationship 
to the weather movement, and the "TEN" indicator is used to 
explain the differences between the forecast and analysed 
tracks. 
The use of the "TEN" indicator in the case study shows how this 
indicator would aid the mariner. Over the four days of this case 
study the mariner is able to forecast or readily appreciate the 
movement of the five low pressure systems which affect his 
chosen route. The accuracy of these forecasts give a maximum 
error of 25° in direction and 7 knots in speed. Bearing in mind 
that over the period of the case study three of the systems were 
wave depressions on the trailing cold front of the primary 
depression, these errors are acceptable. The forecast of the two 
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depressions over this period gives a directional error of 13° 
and a speed error of 3 knots. Errors in direction are greatest 
at low speeds whil'st speed errors are greatest at speeds greater 
than 40 knots. Using these errors the depression moving at a 
speed of 10 knots could be 104 nm from its forecast position 
after 24 hours whilst a depression moving at a speed greater 
than 40 knots may be 170 nm ahead of its forecast position. 
Storms which are mature have a diameter of 1000 nm so these 
errors are not significant. 
Whilst the search for better development indicators is not so 
rewarding as the search for better movement indicators the 
versatility of the diagnostic model is demonstrated. The four 
cases illustrated show three existing theories of development, 
Sutcliffe, Petterssen and the Q-Vector. These use geostrophic 
winds and the results show that ascent is greatest just in front 
of the warm sector towards the centre of the depression at the 
meeting point of the fronts in all cases where pressure is 
falling. The 18-5-87 diagrams shew an area of ascent behind the 
frontal apex and in this case pressure is steady. 
The vorticity equation which uses gradient wind approximations 
also show regions of marked ascent at the 500 mb level close to 
but in advance of the warm front near the frontal apex in the 
three cases where pressure is falling. The 18-5-87 case where 
pressure is steady does not show any ascent near the frontal 
apex. Similar results are found at the 1000 mb level, gradient 
wind values are adjusted for surface friction, show ascent near 
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the frontal apex or just behind it where pressure is falling. 
Again the 18-5-87 case does not show such a definite pattern as 
the others. 
Vertical motion in the three cases where pressure is falling are 
summarised in Figure 9. 1 and shows the relationship between 
ascent and descent in terms of the strength factor. The average 
depression characteristics shows pressure falling at 10 
± 1. 5 mb in 12 hours, speed 10 ± 1. 5 ms-1 and direction 050 
± 25°. Maximum development using the sutcliffe, Petterssen and 
/ 
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\ 
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/ 
...... -
Figure 9.1 Average Depression Development showing vertical 
motion expressed as a percentage, double lines from 
Sutcliffe,Petterssen and Q-Vector, single 500mb and 
pecked 1000 mb Vorticity Equation. 
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Q - Vector theories, marked as double lines, show the average 
strength factor as a percentage, positive values indicating 
ascent stronger than the surrounding flow and negative values 
descent. Singie lines indicate ascent and descent using 
gradient wind values in the Vorticity Equation at 500 mb level, 
which agree with the recognised theories, and pecked lines the 
areas of ascent and descent at 1000 mb level. 
The vertical motion in a developing depression shows a uniform 
pattern of ascent fields, these are modified when the system 
starts to occlude. More research is needed to relate these field 
changes to pressure tendency and storm movement, which is 
outside this brief. 
The movement indicator produced by this research provides the 
mariner or sea user with some additional insight into the 
complexities of storm movement. It is believed that this type 
of indicator could be improved, using the same approach, with 
further studies incorporating storm size. The storm's behaviour 
must be related to its size and pressure tendency, thus by 
varying the distance over which the 500 mb gradient is measured, 
say the diameter of the 1000 mb isobar a better fit might 
obtain. 
Prior to any further work into the study of depression behaviour 
the designed diagnostic model should be modified to reduce 
computing time. The first essential is to convert the software 
so that it could be used on IBM compatible machines and to use 
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a more efficient language, such as 'C', this will allow the 
incorporation of both the digitising and analysing software into 
a single package. The possible adoption of a technique to 
produce the gradient of any variable more effectively than the 
time consuming method currently employed will speed up any 
further studies. 
The modified diagnostic model will then be ideal for use as a 
teaching aid as well as a research tool. Its interactive 
features will allow users to comprehensively investigate the 
structure of depressions within the baroclinic zone using simple 
or even the more complicated parameters as outlined in this 
project. Further research should be conducted into the dynamics 
of frontal activity and storm evolution making more use of 
digitised data as it becomes more accessible. Multi-level 
diagnostic analysis of storm structure and the continuous 
analysis every six hours over the storms life might provide some 
of the indicators for development that this research has started 
to investigate. The model could also be easily modified to 
include tropical storm features and sea wave mechanics. 
The sea user or mariner will benefit from any study into storm 
indicators but only if these are of a practical nature, easy to 
use and visualise. currently the weather charts for the North 
Atlantic Ocean can be obtained through WMO facsimile 
transmissions and appropriately include surface analysis, 
500 mb analysis together with thickness information. Forecast 
information at these levels are available for various periods 
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up to 120 hours. These charts are transmitted at various. times 
during the day and the task of receiving these data pl:aces an 
undue burden on the ships crew, especially with the practice of 
reduced manning. 
For example the United Kingdom Meteorological Office station 
Bracknell (GFA) transmit OOOOZ data for areas A and F as follows 
Surface Analysis 0341 hrs 
24 hr Prognosis 0431 hrs 
500/1000-500 mb Anal. 0438 hrs 
24 hr Prognosis 0630 hrs 
Forecasts for greater periods, 48 and 72 hr., are available only 
for the Eastern North Atlantic. 
To receive these data alone means considerable inconvenience, 
however, bearing in mind these data are for one synoptic period, 
the receipt of any additional data do indeed put considerable 
strain on the watchkeeper. The transmitting centre could 
provide information of system evolution on a composite chart 
utilising both movement .and development indicators, this will 
reduce the data needed for the mariner to make his pertinent 
routeing decisions. The Japanese marine broadcast transmitted 
via Tokyo does utilise some of these ideas on their surface 
charts, Figure 9. 2, showing the movement of all pressure systems 
over the North Pacific Ocean. Movement is indicated by an arrow 
in the direction of travel, unlike the UK Met.Off. which mark 
the track of some fast moving storms, also the speed is 
indicated alongside in knots. Even stationary systems are 
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Quality, see note on page 24 
· I l!!!l.ft - '"1 flSRS .JMii 7ooooz ~~·. 1 m ~~{._ ~ YSJ·~-
Figure 9.2 Surface Analysis ooooz for 7th September 1990 from ASAS JMH TOKYO 
indicated as such. If an indication of tendency could also be 
included, it .makes the mariners decision making process easier. 
The Japanese also provide simple indications of fog, ice and 
heavy seas, and in tropical regions always show tropical storms, 
typhoons, with danger areas. Additionally there are simple notes 
about the characteristics of each storm, which include tendency, 
strongest winds and heavy seas. 
The search for better storm characteristics, both movement and 
development, and their inclusion through the marine weather 
facsimile service will be of great benefit to the mariner, 
optimise data transmission efficiency, improve the shipboard 
understanding of shore routeing decisions, cultivate better 
shipboard choice of route and thereby reduce time at sea, damage 
to ship and cargo etc. 
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Appendix A 
The output data using the programme "Depression" monitors the 
performance of a vessel passing through the centre of a 
stationary depression. 
The ves&el departs from Lat. 42° SO'N, Long . 39° 34'W on a course 
of 250~ with a smooth water speed of 18 knots. The run time of 
forty-eight hours is used and vessels speed with the sea state 
are indicated for each hour. 
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DATA OUTPUT USING "DEPRESSION" SOFTWARE 
SHIP HEADING THRU' STATIONARY STORM CENTRE 
TimeShip LAT Ship LON course Speed DIST Wave HT Dirn 
0 42.85 39.56 250 17 0 2 . 50 330 
1 42.76 39 . 92 250 17 17 2.60 330 
2 42.66 40. 27 250 17 33 2.70 330 
3 42.57 40 . 63 250 17 50 2.80 330 
4 42.47 40.98 250 16 66 2.90 330 
5 42.38 41.33 250 16 83 3.00 330 
6 42.29 . 41.67 250 16 99 3.10 330 
7 4 2.2 0 42. 01 250 16 115 3.20 330 
8 42.10 42.35 250 16 131 3.40 330 
9 42.01 42.69 250 16 147 3.50 330 
10 41.92 43.02 250 16 163 3.70 330 
11 41.84 43.35 250 15 179 3.80 330 
12 41.75 43.68 250 15 194 4 .00 330 
13 41.66 43.99 250 15 2 09 4.10 330 
14 41.58 44.31 250 15 224 4.30 330 
15 41.49 44.62 250 15 239 4.50 330 
16 41.41 44.92 250 14 254 4.70 330 
17 41.33 45.22 250 14 268 4.90 330 
18 41.25 45.51 250 14 282 5.10 330 
19 41.17 45.80 250 13 296 5.30 330 
20 41.10 46.08 250 13 309 5.50 33 0 
21 41.02 46.35 250 13 322 5.70 330 
22 40.95 46.62 250 13 335 5.80 330 
23 40.88 46.88 250 12 348 5.90 330 
24 40.81 47.13 250 12 360 6.00 330 
25 40.74 47.38 250 12 372 6.00 330 
26 40.67 47.64 250 13 384 5.80 329 
27 40.60 47.90 250 13 397 5.50 329 
28 40.52 48.17 250 14 410 4.80 329 
29 40.44 48.46 250 16 424 3.60 329 
30 40.36 48 . 78 250 17 440 1.80 329 
31 40.26 49.13 250 18 457 .20 329 
32 40.16 49.50 250 18 475 .oo 328 
33 40.05 49.87 250 18 493 .00 321 
34 39.95 50.24 250 18 511 .00 155 
35 39.85 50.61 250 18 529 .oo 152 
36 39.75 50.97 250 18 547 .so 151 
37 39.65 51.34 250 17 565 2.40 151 
38 39.55 51.67 250 15 581 4.20 151 
39 39.47 51.97 250 13 596 5.20 151 
40 39.40 52.23 250 12 609 5.70 151 
41 39.33 52.48 250 12 621 5.90 151 
42 39.26 52.71 250 12 632 6.00 151 
43 39.20 52.95 250 12 644 6.00 150 
44 39.13 53.18 250 12 656 5.90 150 
45 39.06 53.42 250 12 667 5.80 150 
46 39.00 53.66 250 12 679 5.60 150 
47 38.93 53.91 250 13 692 5.50 150 
48 38.86 54.16 0 0 704 5.30 150 
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Appendix B 
Paper read at the International Conference on Computer 
Applications at the Royal Institution of Naval Architects, 
19-20 November 1985, London. 
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Dl.AGNOSTlC AND DYNAHICAL KJDELLIMG POI W!ATHEl IOUTEINC OF 
SHIPS USINC OM-IOAJU> KlCIOCOHPUTElS 
l.HOTTE, B. J.MANHIR! AND J.l.RICKAK.* 
PL YK>1Tl'H POLYTECHNIC AKD* l.IL E • C. 1 HANADON , PL YK>t.ml. 
1. Dn'IODUCTION 
There would be no problem in precitely 
veatbar routeina a vettel acro11 an ocean if 
it vae po11ible to foracaet vith total 
accuracy the actual eaa etate exietina for 
the duration of a voyaae ... kin& tbe 
&llu.ption that the performance of that 
~•••el throu&hout a ranae of eea condition• 
.. , be quantified. Such an ideal 
circ~tance ii not, •• yet, poaeible. 
DependiD& upon the aaneral eynoptic 
aituation existina for the period, it it 
fair to .. ke the 111umption that the actual 
accuracy of a veather forecatt deteriorate• 
aa time proarestea. Thi1 ie, of course, in 
spite of the ma11ive atrides -.de in 
tecbDoloiY and conaiderable contribution in 
laarDiD& of the variou1 forecastin& aaenciea 
over tha recent pa1t decade. The new 
forecaatina techniques of dynamical models, 
bouaed iD uuive compuuu, have made it 
possible to extend, with 1ome confidence, 
the forecast period. Mariners may receive, 
on board, throu&h the machinery of a 
ttandard .. rine facaimile device turface 
forecatts of tea atate for forty-eiaht hour• 
ahead and aeneral lower atmotphere lteerin& 
indieator• for up to one veak ahead of the 
analyeie time. The latter aive, in certain 
cir~tance1 1 an indication of the future 
move.eDt of aiddle latitude depresaiona or 
cyclonu1 • 
Tba environmental information .. y be matched 
to abip performance data by uaina a 
aicroeo.puter on board ahip or, iD,;,.,.d , on 
ebora. Dyuaaical proar-ina teclm i .. .;u 
aay tbaa be uaad to aenerate opti~ -outea 
and a dia,aosis of individual etoraa aaai1t 
ia •OJ•&• plannina, 
2. SBIP DAMAGE AND LOSS 
A ebip .. , be daaaaad or delayed by the action 
of eaa va~•• an bar bull, etructura or carao. 
Paradoaically, the recent rapid tranefar of 
freiaht to the tbrou&b traneport aode of 
cootaiDeriaation bat bi&hliahted tbie . 
The fliaay container, (flimsy, that ie, in 
ca.parieOD vith the hull of a conventional 
frciahter) often bear• the brunt of a 
•reakina ••• vitb dieaetroue con.equaneee~ 
!ha relatively poorer eea keepina 
characterietice and biaher potential epead 
of tbaaa .aeeala, allied to tha raquiremen: 
to aaintain a achedule 11 part of a .ulti-
aodel ay1tam, .. y cauee abip oparatora to take 
a harder look at the advantaaea a ayetem of 
weather routeina hat to offer. Much of the 
recent effort to reduce ehip daaaae and lo11 
by application• of techooloJY haa not been 
directed to lo11 due to environmental cauees. 
ladar and neviaational inatrumentation are 
directed toward• reducina eollieiona and 
aodern inertial aaa ayet..a reduce the riak 
of explosion and fire in tankers. Little 
haa been done iD the application of new 
underatandinaa and/or DIV technoloaiea 
toward• ainimieina the effects of etresa of 
weather leadina to damaae or founderina and 
abandonment . 
The Table I indicatel that tome 0 . 3 of all 
ahip losaea are ae a direct result of presa 
of veather and this relatel to approximately 
half a million tonnea of ehippina each year. 
Coneideration abould be &iven iD attemptina to 
reduce thie alarmina atatiatic. 
Not eurpriainaly the aain area• of ahip loa• 
are in the aiddle latitude• of the North 
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceane. By far 
the areateat number of loeeea due to non-
suetainable extremes of weather occur in theae 
araa1 , Of COUrle tbell are the den1e1t trade 
routes but that ia not tha complete anewer. 
It ia, coincidentally, the home of aiddle 
latitude, extra tropical, depreasions, vhich 
aveep acroea thie baroclinic aone. They 
da.inate the veather in thaee areae, coverin& 
araat area• of ocean vitb uninterrupted vind 
fieldt of lona duratioD, vbich, in their turn, 
build up vida aDd fully developed eea etatee. 
On tome routae 11 auch aa 30% aztra fuel ia 
conauaed, and an aquivalaDt ratio of time 
added to voyaae ltD&thl, becauee of their 
affacts2. Tbay alao eauae damaae to veaeel 
aocl carao. ODe lortb AtlaDtic operator hae 
calculated an aaaual eerYice colt of 
taoo,ooo, ae directly attributable to theee 
atoraa'. Tbe depreaaione travel in ao 
approxiutely aaaterly or DOrth of aaat 
direction at variou1 epeecla, vbich over the 
opea ocean uy be aeanad to 1oae thirty or 
forty knota. Vaaeele are aoet "at riek" on 
veetbouncl paeeaaea vben they are ~loeina 
tbeee eyete .. at a ralati.a fifty or aixty 
bott (for a tventy bot .aual). ne 
conaidaration auat be to .!ni~•• tbia 
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1y1te. effect by judicioualy plaunina a 
courae throuah leaat vind and aea effects~ 
3. Pl1DELLINC 
The .. teoroloaical services uae vorld vide 
data collection methods and the laraeat 
computers ever devised in a aulti-million 
pound operation. Weather patterns are 
forecast for days ahead uaina complex and 
intricate. aulti layer proanoaia models. 
The numerical models nov in uae, for example 
in the lritiah Heteoroloaical Office, 
incorporate physical principles such •• vave 
arovtb, interaction and dialipation, the 
advection of avell cnP.riY, refraction and 
friction. The }.;;si:; l)f tbe 110del it a 
dhcnu directioo·.ll 1ave eneray spectrum, 
(14 frequencies ana 16 directions) vbich il 
4eterained by the surface vind field• 
forecast by the numerical weather prognoai• 
model. Info~tion on vave heiaht and 
period can then be obtained by calculatina 
the appropriate atatiatical moment of the 
eneray apectrum5 • The current ocean vave 
forecaat are run on the huae CDC Cyber 205 
computer, producin& open ocean forecaata up 
to forty-eiaht hour1 ~head for areaa of the 
North Atlantic and North Pacific Ocean• north 
of l8°N. 
The authora do not intend to compete vith the 
vaat reaourcea or complexitiea of theae 
Prornoatic model• . R.ther, •• it i a 
recorniaed by moat aeafarera that middle 
latitude cyclone• are "the ene11y", an attempt 
ia aade to understand the Jtructure, 
developaant and future aovement of each 
potential atorm vith a viev to avoidin& 
their ability to adversely affect a vo,.ae. 
It ia auaa~ated that atorm avoidance .ay be 
practiced either by diacnostic 110dellina of 
each storm and/or by dynamic proarammina, 
whereby the criteria of ti .. , fuel economy 
and carao dama&e aay be conaidered for 
optimiaation procedures. The data input ia 
•• provided by the .. teoroloaical aervicea 
throuah atandard aarine fac1i11ile channels. 
the 110dellina reliea entirely on thi1 input. 
4. CJW'HIC.U DIAGNOSTIC J«>DELLINC 
A booated ~cro-co.puter .. y be uaed to 
produce inetructive infor.atioa OD weather 
1y1te... Uaina a dravina tablet, charta 
uy be reproduced 1hovina pertinent weather 
feature•. ror·exa.ple, front• of ~d4le 
latitude depree•iona .. y ·be 1uperimpoaed OD 
cbe SOO llb upper air flov. ly vievina a 
continuous eequence of 1ucceaaive overlays. 
a etudy of evolvina events ia .. de . This 
facilitate• analyeie •• the ob1erver can .are 
ceadlly vieualiee the c~lete pattern. thua 
80Y ... nt and developaent la eaaler to 
COIIPrtbend. Thua bl pneral the 80Ynenu 
of frontal depreaaiona are related, in tbe 
ve1tern part of the ocean, directly to tbe 
jet flov field', and on the eastern -ide they 
aenerally tend tu ••cape polevard tram the 
jet flov, to follow preferred spin patterns 
at the entrance and exit reaiona of the jet 
complex 7• 
Fiaa 1 and 2 ahov a typical vinter sequence of 
overlay charta for the period lat to lOth 
January 1982 over the North Atlantic Ocean. 
Contours, repreaentina the beiaht of tbe ~ mb 
preaaure level, are dravn a: 5760, 5600, 5440 
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VESSEL LOSS STATISTICS 
(i) TOTALS AND 
(ii) LOSS DUE TO SnESS OF 
WEA111Il, FOU'NDEIUNC AND 
AIAHDONKENT 
and 5280 .. trea. vith their aaaociated 
polevardl preuure aradient. The lurface 
fronts are indicated by thick ahaded lines. 
The aenerel flow indicates a atationary 
l' 
i 
I 
I 
I 
trouah at SOO 8b over the eut coast of 
America. The flow treDda polevard leuenin& 
in. ltnnath •• the aradient decre••••. Over 
the ten day period the e•i•t reaion underaoe• 
coaaiderable cbanae. Kid~ay tbrou&h the 
sequence the flow aouth of Greenland bifurcate• 
but tovarda the ad of the period the flov 
atrenathena vitb a reau.ptioa of tba 
continuoua jet. 
North Atlantic depreaaiona fo~ vithin tbia 
flow, aenerally in the polevard .ovina air 
dovovind of the trouah, eloae to Florida. 
They are advected and inteDiify a1 they 
110ve acrou the Atlatic eontainec! vi thin the 
"control" of the 1trona upper air flov. The 
depreulon over Jlevfoundlancl OD the .5th 
Janury h unied tovard Creenlancl u the 
ut~ air flow veabna. It baa .aved 
~teard and la o.er tbe vest eoaat of 
Creenland ·on tfle Ttl\ .nd tfth January 
insreaaina aeasonal temperature valu~s by aome 
2S c. ly the end of the aequence, the 
depresa~ona are aaain conatrained by the 
gpper a1r and move acroaa the Atlantic Ocean 
into N.W.Europe. 
Thia particular aequence outlinea aome of the 
difficultiee involved ia eynoptie forecaatina 
over the oceana in .Uddle latitude• vhich 
aay be •~riaed and cateaoriaed a; follova: 
A. Initial depreeaioo for.ation and arovth 
(cycloaenuil). 
~. Hove .. nt and development related to 
etrona upper air jet patterna. 
C. Movement and development related to veak 
upper air jet patterna. 
Strateaic ahip routeina involvea avoidina the 
vorat effecta of frontal deprea1ion• and the 
aenerated aea vave_ patterna, or traveraina 
the• on the "favourable" aide. If the 
weather aituation relatea to caae J, vith each 
depreaaion formina on the trailina cold front 
of the precedina depreaaion and croasin& the 
ocean vithin the control of the narrow zone 
of the upper air jet the proceaa of ahip 
routeina ia reaaonably atraiahtforvard. 
However, vhen tbia aequence ia broken, nev 
depreasiona may form vell away from the 
precedina family. If the aituation ia 
typical of C, the depressions may escape from 
the veak jet or become atationary. An 
early awareneaa of theae aubtle changea, area• 
of development and undue deviation• in the 
flow, can aasiat in route plannina. A 
epecific analysis of available data will 
afford the aariner or routeinc officer a 
clearer indication of the evolvina weather 
pattern. 
S. SPECIFIC ANALYSIS 
A aet of equation• expre11ina the phy•ical 
. eouplina and eneraetica of vuther aysum• 
1ill aaaiat in their diaanoaia . 
s .1 Standard Eguatiou 
HoiDintum 
Du fv • !*. 0 Dt- 11 X 
Dv+ Dt fu .!.!lo. e> ay 0 
l.!l 
a ·•- • o 11 h 
Continuitl 
au + av + av 1i 11 h. 0 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
vhere: 
'D/Dt is the total derivative following a 
fluid particle u, v, v are the vind 
component& alona the cartesian co-ordinates 
. •• y, •• 
f eoriolia parameter 
p preuure 
p air denaity 
1 aravity 
5.2 Preuure - Heiaht tr.":11Fforaatiem 
Upper air charta ahov heiaht chan&ea of the 
relevant conatant preaaure aurface . In 
Iquationa 5.1 and 5 . 2 the teraa containina 
preasure may be replaced uaina the 
hydroatatic relation1hip: 
!.!!. h 
P ily a ay 
5.3 Eatimation of Diagnostic Component• 
The aeoatrophic velocitiea u and va to a 
firat approximation, are obtfined from 
Equation• 5.1 and 5.2 by aasumina the total 
derivative, D/Dt, ia small. The aeostrophic 
velocitiu are: 
u
1 
• -(a/f)(ilz/ily),v
1 
•(a/f)(ilz/ilx) 5.5 
The thermal wind Vt• the difference bet~een 
aeoatrophic velocitiea at tvo levela, i• 
represented: 
5 . 6 
·- vhere U, L are upper and lower levels. 
ilu
1 
• - (&/f)il/ily(Zu-ZL) 
ilv
1 
• (a/f)il/ilx(Zu-ZL) 
au /ila • - a(ilt/ily)/(ft) 
I 
a.
1
/aa • a<ilt/ax)/(fT) 
5.7 
5.1 
The depth of air betveea tvo preaaure levela, 
Zu - 'I.• ia a coavenieat vay of deter.iniaa 
the themal etruciure. Tbil relatioaahip aay 
be obtaiaed froa the lataarated B7droatatic 
Equnioe. 
6% • 'o. 'L • (IT/a) le.(P0 /PL) 
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The UIUal thicknell C~t·t 1 ~ • 1000 ab 
and Pu • SOO mb, ahows the three di.ensional 
movement of the lower half of the 
tropoaphere, containina both near aurface 
and upper level data. Surface to 1000 ab 
level adjuatment, uaina the hydrostatic 
equation and aasumina a mean denaity, ia 
DeCesaary, 
The aeostrophic vertical component of 
relative vorticity, (a meaaure of fluid apin), 
t • aa av /ax - au,/iy can be repreaented: 
I I 
S.9 
where the Laplacian, v2z, indicatu 
The more complex diagnostic relationships, 
omega and Q vectora 9 are not attempted in 
thia paper diagnoais usina the latter method 
for a cold front model outlinina the 
atructure etc, ~s been auccesafully 
attemptedl o. The intention i• to ahow 
the basic ideu ·of diagnoatic 110delling 
utilia i ng a micro-computer and ita 
application to weather routeina of ahipa . 
5 .4 Availability of Data 
Facaimile network• transmit charta 11 
ahowing circulation• at varioua levela of 
the atmoaphere. Various acalea and 
proj9c t i ons are uaed, creatina difficulties 
in compariaon. To ainimiae thia effect a 
aeo,ra~hical ari d il employed rather than 
a reaular rectanaular arid. Uaina 
latitude and lonaitude data are di&itiaed 
and filed, ua i na array techniquea. Finite 
difference methoda are employed to eatimate 
valuea of variables uaed in diarnoaia. 
S.S finite Difference Hethoda 
The aolution of aeoatrophic wind velocitiea, 
equation• 5.8,are: 
a, ..• -<alt. .)(z .. 1 - z . . 1> /C2d) l,J l,J+ l,J-
l,J ' 
'" • Ca/f . • )(zi 1 . . -zi-l J. )/(2d coa e> I· j l.J + , J ' 1, 
The diatance, d, between the aeoaraphical 
ari d poiotl in tbe nor th/aouth, j, direction 
are the tame everywhere . The eaat/veat 
diatance between arid pointa, i, is conatant 
for the aame lat itude, but variea vith 
latitude, cl COl 8, aee fi& ), 
The reaultant aeoatrophic vind can be 
obtained fr~ the relationabip 
V • lu 2 + v 2)1/2 
I· · I · · I · · l,J l,J l,J 
The aolution for gradi ent wind values can be 
obtained fro. Eqnt S.l and 5. 2 by including 
the aaeoatrophic contribution vith ita 
&eoatrophic effect. 
The finite difference aolution for relative 
aeottrophic vorticity, equation 5. 9, ia: 
-2 t •(4/&/f. .)(d t:'oa8.) 
,. j 1 ,J J 
l, 
[z - z .. J l,J 
vhere 
equal 
f ia the mean beiaht of four pointa 
diatance from the central point, 
z. . • 
1 ,J in a croaa pattern. Utin& the 
east/welt 
d COl 8 
north and 
&rid point• to obtain distance, 
interpolated values for the 
lOuth arid pointl can be cal culated. 
* zN • z. . ! coa 8. cz . . +l - z1 . > l,J J l.J .J 
* ZS • Z . . ! COl 8. (Z .. - Z . . l} 
1,J J l,J 1,J-
* where z~ * and z5 are tht interpolated north 
and toutb &rid point values. 
• • % • (ZN + Z. l . + z5 + Z. l . }/4. 1• ,J 1- ,J 
Finite differencina vill always effect ively 
reduce the aize of the arid, each application 
loaea the boundary valutl and therefore the 
number of &rid points SUit be Cboten vith this 
in •ind. ~ diatance between arid points 
uain& unit• of 5 dear••• for latitude and 
lonaitude lpacina aivea: 
Distance between latitude arid pointa •• 560 km. 
Dittance between longitude &rid point1 
· at Latitude 20° 322 b . 
Diatance between lonaitude arid pointa 
at Latitude 60° 278 km . 
3.6 lDput Procedures 
Surface &Del SOOab ebartl are di&itiaed uaina 
developed software . The follovina fields can 
be calculated and diaplayecl . 
a . Surface 
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Adjus~t to 1000 8b level 
Geoatrophic vind and ca.ponanta 
Cradiant vind aDd coaponenta 
Geottropbic relatiYe vorticity 
b, soo llb 
Geoatrophic wind and component• 
Gradient wind and ca.ponenta 
Gaoatrophic relative vorticity 
c, Thickneaa (uaina 500 - 1000 mb levels ab 
ltvela) 
Thicltneu 
Theraal wind end co~~ponenu 
Thickntaa aeoatrophic relative vorticity 
Mean aeoatrophic vorticity. 
Diaplay of any of theae feature• ia possible 
either ahovina a tabular diaplay or a 
colour coded i .. ae. 
5. 7 1ndicatora 
'!be a&in indicatora12, for front ,..,, . . don 
are: 
a, Thtraal Front Parameter (TFP). 
Fronta art located where the change in 
horizonatal temperature 1tructure i• 
maximum , i . e . indic~ted by the proximity of 
the te~erature contours. 
b, Zero line of relative vorticity at the 
SOO mb leve 1. 
c, Zero line of relative vorticity of the 
SOO - 1000 mb thicknes• value1 . 
d, Zero line of the mean relative vorticity 
of the ~ - locO mb thickne••· 
The movement of aystems may be related to the 
thickness flov and intensification to the 
slope of core of the low with heiaht6, 
measured by the change in the position of the 
maximum politive relative vorticity field 
with heiaht and by comparina the poaitive 
vorticity advection fields. 
6. Obaervat ion 
The example for diacno•is ia for an area in 
the North Atlantic Ocean bounded by 
latitudes 30 and 60 dearees and lonaitudes 
7S to 20 dear••• for the 16th January 1982. 
The aurface chart, Fi& 4, ahgvs • 
depre11ion centred, 49° M 57 W, vith vell 
establiabed froota. The deprea1ion ia 
decayina (occludin&) and the fields of 
poaitive relative vorticity, not thovn, 
art coincident vith the itobars. 
At the SOO llb level an upper level lov h 
centred at 59° J 58° W, ~il 5, with tbe 
ani- flow 110 1al to the aguth ahovina 
polevard .ove•nt vut of 38 V and an 
eq~torvarda co.poneat to the teat . 
Tbe area of aax~ positive relative 
.orticity, 48°M 55 V, ia betvwen thtae tvo 
feature• vbert curvature .ad abear art a 
aaxi.ua. Tht line of &ero vorticity ia 
epproxLaately iD tbt aame potition I' tbe 
con of the aaxi- flow vut of 45 V. 
Tbi• auaae•t• that the frontal &one (at 
thia level, 5.5 lal), ia iD thit poaitioa. 
Additional indicators show positive 
vorticity &dvection vithin thit aree. 
East of 4S V near the ridae the zero 
vorticity line and the line of aaximum 
flow uparatu. 
The thickneaa chart, Fi& 6a, shows the 
effecta of the turface disturbance on the 
SOO ab flow •• a distinct northward vedae 
of varm air e~edded in the cold flow. 
Tbl the~l wind parameter i• aaximua at 
35 M 70 W and aplita inAo tvo parta near 
the wedae of var. air, 40 M 52° w. The 
arsa of w-xiwu. .. an relative vorticity. 
50 N SS w, it aituated at the apex of the 
vera air vedae. The zero line of .. an 
relative vorticity is coincident with 
aaxiwua thermal vindt vett of the split 
and Uu between the tvo thermal vind 
indicator• to the teat. Fi& 6b also ahova 
thickneta but with additional indicator•. 
Theae aeparate chart• are produced for 
clarity. On thit chart the thermal front 
parameter •n4 the zero line of thermal 
relative vorticity indicate the boundAry 
of the warm air within the wedae. The 
position of aaximum potitive thermal 
vorticity it loaated close to the cold 
front, 45° N SS W. 
Fi& 7 aivea the relative potitions of the 
variout frontal indicator•, these can be 
compared with the turface analyait location. 
All the indicators locate the overall aspect 
of the deprestion. Hiaher level analysit 
locate• the cold front behind the surface 
petition and the vara front ahead of it• 
surface position, as the warm air overlies 
the cold air to the north . 
The movement of the depretsion ia ahovn on 
Fiaa 4 and 6 (b), •• .. rk 0, for the 
follovina and previout days. The linea of 
conttant thicknets tend to tteer the 
deprettioo and tpeed ia related to the thermal 
vind, ••• Table 11. 
Pretsure chanae over the period it also thavo 
in Table 11., Pretture falla over the 
period 15th and 16th January vitb a 
tubaequent riae over the laat twenty-four 
houra. Tbia veakeoina of the dtprtation 
wa~ thavo oo the aurface chart, Fi& 4, and it 
to be e~cted •• the iodicatora abov little 
or no alope betvaeo the aurface and upper 
level relative vorticity ..xiaa. The upper 
vorticity field it 110 ka to the aouth and 
140 ka to the eaat and ahead of the aurface 
lov. 
7. Application to weather routeioa 
It it the .iddle latitude depraaaion vbieb 
in aeneral eau••• the d ... &• to thipt over 
the .. in biah dentity abippina routes. It it 
surely necetaary for aariDtrl to elicit full 
kaovleda• of each particular atora to aaaiat 
iD their a&naa..-nt deciaion; .akin& for the 
aafety aDd econo.ic benefit of the vo,aae. 
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..... ·-d cose 
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Fi& 3. Finite Difference arid 
Fia 5. SOO .t> le-.el, heiaht pecked linea 
Pia 6b. 500/1000 w, Thiebau pew&! lin•• 
Fia 4. Surface. indicatina isobars. fronts 
and atorm movement 
fia 6a. S00/1000 ~ Thickneaa pecked linea 
1 7)\1 7. rroat lDdicatora 
' r., 
Diacooatic aodellina allova for 'on the apot' 
analyaia uaina ai~le indicatora. The tx&Gple 
choaen indicatea the baaic featurea 
important for voyaae plannina. It indicatea 
the poaition of the deprea1ion; frontal 
location and aoveaent vith aa1ociated 
pre1aure chanae. Althouah thia information 
ia aenerally available on the appropriate 
ayaoptic and forecaat charta for an 
exiatina depreaaion; the diaanoatic aodel aay 
be uaed to deter.ine the likelihood of the 
next depreaaion formina, either on the 
trailina cold front of the laat depresaion 
in tbe aequence or elaevhere. The uae of 
cold front theraal diaano•i• and 
development uaina vorticity field• vill 
provide further information for the mariner. 
There ia little point in plannina to avoid 
a potential atora if, by the time a ve11el 
ia due in the vicinity, it haa dimini1hed to 
&D acceptable level. 
8. DYNAMIC PROCRAMHING 
8.1 Application of Micro-computers for 
veather routeing 
A micro-computer may be used to generate a 
route or a aelection of routes at the start 
of a voyaae and, utilisina current weather 
information. 
The approach employed to the problem involves 
the application of Dynamic Programming to 
obtain an optimum route and Diagnostic 
modellina to obtain the lonaer term weather 
information required by the aodel. The 
criteria for optimisation initially used is 
minimum time . Future development vill 
include optimisation of auch factor• as fuel 
conaumption and cargo and ahip safety. 
It i1 important that the relative response 
characteriatics are accurately cataloaued. 
Thia i' the difference in behaviour of the 
vesael in various 1ea conditiona. For the 
purpoae of model development typical 
performance curves have been eatimated and 
are outlined in Fiaa 8A and I. Abaolute 
performance criteria are uniaportant on 
relative reaponae characteriaticl. 
8.2. Dynamic Proarammina Theory applied to 
ahip veather routeina 
Dyn .. ic Proaramadna is a aath~tical 
technique that can be uud to aake a uquence 
of inter-related deciaiona to produce an 
opti.ua reault. It vaa ~eveloped in the 
1950'• by lichArd lellman and is baud on 
bit principle of optiaality vbich ataaea: 
"An optt.ue poliC7 haa the property that, 
whatever the initial atate and initial 
deciaiona ere, the reaainina deciaion. 8Uat 
coaatitute an opti•um polity vith reaard 
to tba ataae ruultioa h~ the lint deciaioo" 
To apply Dyoaaic Proar...dna to veather 
routeina eonaider a arid of point• in the 
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The arid ia chosen to cover the portion of 
ocean that ia likely to contain the optimum 
route. In computing the optimum route the 
path• from each point at Stage i to every 
point at Staae i + 1 are conaidered. 
Suppoae the ve1ael leaves the origin P0 at 
time t • 0. Its three po11ible couraes lead 
to P11 , P12 and P13• If the sea condition 
over these pathl are known, then the ship 
!p~ed for each of these patha can be computed 
from the ahip performance characteristics, 
and the earliest timea t 11 , t 12 and t 13 at 
vhich the ahip can arrive at the point• P11 , P12 and P13 can be computed. Then 
conaider the 15 poaaible cour111 from each 
point at Staae 1 to each point at Stage 2, 
aaaio aiveo the relevant aea conditions and 
ship performance characteriatica, time• for 
theae patba can be calculated. To calculate 
the earlieat time of arrival at each point 
P2K at Staae · 2 the follovio& is applied: 
That ia the earlieat ti .. to a•t to p2k 
ia tbe .ini.ua over all poaaible predeeesaor 
pointa P1 ~ of tbe au. of the earlieat ti.e 
tlj to att to plj plua the tt.l to ao fr~ 
Plj to P2k. In eoaputina t 2k' the j that 
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aivea the •lnlmum inaicatet to point at 
Staa• 1 vhich it before r 2k OD the ahorteat 
route to P2k, Thia route upent (Pij'r2k) 
ia recorded for uae later in recoaatruetina 
the overall optimum route, 
Ravina calculated t 2k for k • 1, ,,, S the 3S poaaible route aepenta from each point 
at ataa• 2 cAD be coneidered. lepeatina 
the above procedure aivea: 
Alto tbe route ugmenu CP2., r 3k) for uch of the eeven pointa l 
P3kfor k • 1 ••• · 7 are recorded. Thia pfocedure ie then repeated until at the 
laet etaae the earliest time the ahip can 
arrive at the destination is 
Then the optimal route vhich achieve• this 
•inimal time can be found by workin& 
backwards through the network of pointa uaina 
the peir1 CP . . • P , + 1 ~> previoutly recerded lJ 1 ... 
at each Ita&•. 
l.l Application to weather routein& in the 
ltorth Atlantic 
Dynamic Proarammina haa been applied to ehip 
routeina for a number of yeara, uaina a 
aainframe computer on ahore, peraittina the 
uae of very larae arida and arrayal~. 
To implement a Dynamic Proaruaina model OD a 
•icro-co.puter require• that 1 balaace it 
obtained between &rid tile lftd co.putiD& 
capability. Development of thia model bat 
•••n pureuad initially on a aainfr ... 
ca.puter to enable AD aaaea ... nt of the data 
etoraa• ad h&DdliD& capacit7 required. Tbe 
model conaidert·veat bound P••••a•• in tbe 
lortb Atlantic 3 • dafiaiga a arid vitb 
extra .. li•ita of 2S0 N to 60 N aad other limit• 
defined bl the land ........ TJpi~lly • arid 
eiaa of 1 of latitude b7 4 of loaaitude haa 
bean found to be 'uaeful. For a route from 
the Channel Approachll to Nev York tbh 
i-,liae a modal vith 17 etaa•• and a .. xi.u. 
of 35 point• on each ataae. For e1cb ataae, 
ti... taken betveea arid point• are calculated 
at a function of diatanca, forecaat ••• 
etate and the abipe perfoniUct. .U llrp 
c.bua•• fr011 the rhUJIIh line bltven the tvo 
pointa are not prectical only 1 limited 
number of llternativea need be evaluated . 
... 
. ,. 
. ,. 
• a• 
. ,. 
• • • • • · ..,. utc..t•'" 
___ ........ .. 
Takina point• ! S0 either aide of the rhum 
line aivee a maximum po11ible eouree 
diveraence at each etaae of approxi .. tely 
ss•. 
An initial Dynaaic Proarammina run it then 
aade to find ·aa optimal route utin& thia 
rather coaree arid. B1vina obtained a 
route a 1econd finer arid ia conatructed 
around thie route, coverina a diver3ence 
from the oriainal route of up to 2j of 
latitude. Inveetiaatioaa into the optiaum 
arid lilt a~e continuina but !YPitally I arid 
ai&e of 1/4 of latitude by 2 of lonaitude 
appear• to be eatitfactory. For the Channel 
Approachea to Nev York route tbi1 i~lies a 
model of 33 etaa•• and a .. ximua of 21 point1 
1t each at•&•· Time• taken between points 
are again calculated and a eecond 'fine 
tunina' Dynamic Proarammina run ia .. de. 
The weather informAtion uted in the model 
consi1t1 of tvo typet. for the tucceedina 
48 houra a detailed vave heiaht 1nd direction 
information can be uaed provided throuah the 
etandard .. rine facaimile channele, For 
lonaer term weather information it i1 
propoted to ..,loy the information aiven by 
the Iona term forecatt SOO mb eharta to 
predict 111 areaa to be avoided and it ia 
hoped th1t for each aea area 1 apeed reduction 
factor can be •••••aed. Thia .. tbod of 
obtainina the lona term weather data 
required by tbe model ehould provide a more 
realietic input than .. rely uaina ••••onal 
averaae• which can frequaatly produce incorrect 
info~tion &Dd can Diver ebov extr ... a. 
1.4 Software 
The model baa ban vdttaD in STAJfDAID PASC.U.15 
ae thi• i• an efficient ttructured lanruaae 
vith co.pilert available for moat 8icro-
eo.puteu. AD outline of tbe ltructan h 
&iven in Fia 11. The five ~ulea are at 
preeent teparata proar ... linked vith 4ata 
filae. The modulea perfora tbe follovina 
taeke: 
CTl - DefiDII the arid between departure 
ad anhal poinu. 
Calculate• the arid thift vector at 180 
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each ataae. Calculate• the tiae1 required to 
cro11 between arid pointa . 
CDP U1ina the Dynamic Proar~ina 
alaorithm calculate• a leaat ti .. 
route. 
CTF Define• a finer arid around the route 
calculated by CDP. 
Calculate• nev arid 1hift vectora. 
Calculates the timea required to croaa 
between arid pointl. 
FCDP - Oaina the Dynamic Proarammina alaorithm 
calculates a leaat time route on the 
fine arid. 
C1A - Producea a arapbical output 
(illustrated in Fia 10) 
Initial 1oftvare development haa ta)en place 
on a mainframe computer to aive an indication 
of the memory and speed required from a 
micro-computer . Initial utiJUtea of the 
aoftvare in ita present confiauration indicated 
that aome 32k bytea of memory vert needed 
for application proarama and data. 
The aoftvare vaa then tranaferred to a BBC 
aicro vith a TORCH extension providina 2 
floppy diac drives and a 1econd proce11or 
vitb 64k bytea and a CP/H operatina 1yatem, 
providina adequate memory and suitable speed 
of opnation. 
8.5 Illustrative example 
For eaae of illuatration, and due to editorial 
conatrainta, an idealiaed and limi ted veraion 
i• aiven. The model has been run uaina an 
input simulated 1ea state pattern (Fia 9) 
and ruults compared usina tvo repreuntative 
aeta of ahip performance curvea (Tiaa 8A and 
B) • 
The aea state pattern i• a aiapliatic 
representation of the expected condition• 
reaultina from a deep 1tati~ary depreasion 
centred on a latitude of 50 N and lonaitude 
30°W. The •ea croasina ia froa the Channel 
Approaches to Nev York, the areat circle route 
ia incorporated Fia 10. 
The follovina re1ult1 obtaine4: 
(i) U1iua abip1 perforaance characteristic• 
(A) 
Voyaa• tiae u1ina areat circle route 
• U8.2hn · 
Voyaae t~ Ulina recommended v.ather route 
route 
• 148.1 hn. 
Ti .. 1avina ~ 10.1 hr1. 
(ii) Oaina ahipa performance characteristics 
(I) 
• Voyaae time uaina areat circle route 
196.3 bra •• 
Voyaae time uaina recommended weather route 
• 148. 1 hu. 
Time ••vina • 48 .2 hrs . 
The optimum routes produced are shown Fi& 10 
and are the same for both aets of perforaance 
characteriltica. The optimum route diverts 
north of the atorm tbua avoidina tbe severe 
head 1eaa exiatin& to the 1outb of the storm 
The result• d«SSnatrate the aensitivity of 
the .odel to the ahips perfor.ance in 
various aea ltatea . Further reaearcb vill 
incorporate accurate perforaance 
chara~reri•tics for specific ve1aels. 
9 . l;! Vl.i ,1PHENT 
-- .... ---
The author• are convinced that aicro-
computers properly pro&rammed and uatd can 
be invaluable in both aaaiating in the 
underltandina and future development of 
atorm activity and in route planning. This 
exerciae can take place either on bo1rd or, 
aaaumina a 1uitable communication• network 
such aa TELEX, from OD shore aiving advice 
to the Ship Master. 
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Appendix c 
Communication to the UK Meteorological Office regarding the 
accuracy of wind fields. 
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POLYTECHNIC SOUTH WEST 
Plymouth 
hslita11 './ Mriu Sww 
D~JN~rtmnll of MariN Stinttt Mi Ttclwloo, Drd.t Circw.s, P!JrutUA, Dn. PL, UA, VrciUi XU.,iom 
T~: VJ511JI410 Fu: tJ7511JIZ9J Tllu: 45413 PSWAS G 
The Advi~ory Servic•, 
Meteorolo;ical Office, 
Brackn•ll, 
23 rd. May 1989. 
Berhshire. 
I r•cently telephon•d your offic• with • qu•ry r•;ardin; t~ 
accuracy of publish•d weath•r charts a;ain~t publi~h•d 
balloon d•tails or plotted observed data and it was 
su;;ested I put in writin; · ~he problem. 
My inter•st in this area results from the construction of • 
dia;nostic model to investi;ate frontal d•pression 
characteristics over th• ocean•· I h&ve •~ployed • cubic 
splin• t•chnique to prevent loss of boundary values and to 
reduce smoothin; effects when usin; • five de;re• ;rid 
spacin;. However in testin; the p•rformance of the model, at 
this sta;e only at the 500mb level, certain problems hav• 
arisen in checkin; the wind field~ ( both ;eostrophic and 
gradi•nt velocities ). 
I have u•wd Met. Office faK. charts with balloon ascent data 
for • number of coastal stations for N.W.Europe comparing 
the observ•d values with !,individually calculated 
geostrophic and ;radient values, ii, •odel ;eostrophic and 
gradient values. I have also carried out the ••m• eKercise 
usinQ the Europ•an Meteorological Bulletin ( Ger~an ) data, 
these charts carry a number of plotted data •odels. Three 
cases were used such that the Jet exit was cyclonic, 
straight and anticyclonic over N.W. Europe. 
Th•s• results are summarised. 
Correlation coefficients for wind strength •t the stations 
are as followsa 
Chart source ftet. Office (40) E.f1.B. (25) 
Cal. geostrophic v's Obs. .78 .96 
Cal. gradient v's Obs .74 .81 
Cal. v•os. v's f1odel .eo .88 
Cal. grad. v's f'todel .79 .76 
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Cal. ;•ostrophic 
Cal. ;radi•nt 
v's •od•l 
v's 11od•l 
.94 
,93 
Th• diff•r•nc•s b•tw••n calculat•d and •od•l output s••• to 
b• normally distribut•d. 
I fully und•rstand that during th• construction of any chart 
oth•r inputs ar• mad•,such as, sat•llit•, aircraft, ship, 
buoys, plus num•rical data both past and pr•••nt to 
•stablish th• b•st lik•ly pictur•• this could b• born• out 
in th• r•sults I hav• obtain•d. 
My qu•ry is to asc•rtain wh•th•r I can obtain b•tt•r basic 
data than th• information curr•ntly availabl•. Also wh•th•r 
th• corr•lation co•ffici•nts obtain•d ar• r•asonabl• bearin; 
in •ind th• numb•r of cas•• ••asur•d as I cannot find any 
information (MWR,M•t.Ma;.,QJ •tc. 1963> ) re;ardin; chart 
v•rification or •rror analysis app•rtainin; to this 11att•r. 
S. s=. Man hi r•, 
S•ni~r L• c: t u,..• r, 
D•pt., Marin• Sci•nce and Technology. 
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Appendix 0 
The following data were used to obtain surface and 500 mb wind 
errors. 
Data were obtained as follows: 
i, Plotted wind fields assumed as observed data 
ii, Manual calculation of geostrophic and qradient velocities 
usinq the contours as drawn 
iii, Model output of qeostrophic and qradient wind fields 
usinq digitised height and pressure fields. 
The type of flow is indicated as follows: 
i, 0 - straiqht or qeostrophic flow 
ii, 1 - sub-qeostrophic or cyclonic flow 
iii, 2 - super-qeostrophic or anticyclonic flow 
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SURFACE WIND ANALYSIS 
Position TypObserved Chart Model 
Lat Long GEOS GRAD GEOS GRAD 
Dir F Dir F Dir F Dir F Dir F 
45 45 2 295 20.6 295 31.4 260 17.0 270 14.0 
30 35 1 210 19.5 210 18.0 210 22.0 210 22.0 
35 25 2 305 14.0 305 18.1 300 11.0 310 12.0 
50 45 1 155 37.8 155 28.4 170 36.0 180 29.0 
45 45 2 210 10.8 210 12.6 200 10.0 200 12.0 
45 45 2 140 9.0 140 10.8 150 8.0 160 10.0 
45 60 1 110 7.3 110 7.1 130 7.0 142 8.0 
45 60 2 326 7.2 326 13.9 330 4.0 341 4.0 
55 60 2 335 7.3 335 7.6 330 6.0 327 6.0 
35 60 2 325 9.5 325 11.4 320 8.0 314 18.0 
30 70 2 215 5.4 215 5.6 240 3.0 248 4.0 
40 60 0 355 6.5 355 6.5 340 7.0 343 6.0 
45 50 1 350 19.0 350 15.9 340 21.0 347 15 . 0 
50 40 1 280 20.2 280 14.5 290 26.0 279 21.0 
25 55 1 255 38.9 255 30.6 261 35.0 270 31.0 
35 45 0 233 23.4 233 23.4 232 25.0 239 20 . 0 
45 35 1 228 15.2 228 25.7 214 19.0 217 23.0 
55 25 0 310 14.0 310 14.0 309 14.0 310 15.0 
50 35 0 70 3.0 70 3 . 1 80 5.0 80 6.0 
50 35 2 245 12.8 245 16.7 242 10.0 251 10.0 
50 35 2 215 10.2 215 12.1 251 11.0 254 16.0 
50 65 1 294 7.1 294 6.2 314 10.0 313 8.0 
40 55 2 270 7.8 270 10.1 248 6.0 250 7.0 
45 45 0 180 14.0 180 14.0 177 11.0 166 12.0 
30 35 2 154 12.5 154 13.6 158 14.0 160 14.0 
40 40 1 300 6.6 300 5.4 297 7.0 302 5.0 
45 40 1 120 13.8 120 10.6 134 10.0 138 9.0 
45 40 2 185 12.0 185 14.1 178 13.0 177 16.0 
45 40 2 210 12.4 210 12.9 217 9.0 205 9.0 
45 45 2 157 7.5 157 17.1 157 18.9 195 20.0 181 21.0 
30 35 2 250 7.5 250 15.9 250 22.0 210 15.0 212 17.0 
40 35 2 140 7.5 140 11.5 140 13.2 158 14.0 160 14.0 
50 65 1 265 6.0 265 11.0 265 10.6 268 14.0 265 15.0 
60 60 1 275 17.5 275 19.5 275 16.6 300 22.0 300 18.0 
45 55 2 180 5.0 180 9.0 180 11.0 210 7.0 210 6.0 
45 35 2 90 10.0 90 9.9 90 13.9 80 9.0 90 11.0 
45 35 1 210 12.5 210 26.9 210 24.0 190 25.0 200 33.0 
45 65 1 335 12.5 335 18.4 335 16.0 310 18.0 320 17.0 
30 40 1 275 15.0 260 12.8 260 12.0 271 16.0 267 15.0 
40 40 1 265 22.5 250 29.2 250 24.7 268 20.0 268 21.0 
50 55 0 315 7.5 320 16.2 320 16.2 348 18.0 352 18.0 
60 55 1 270 22.5 270 27.5 270 22.9 261 23.0 261 19.0 
50 45 1 205 20.0 205 20.6 205 19.0 232 25.0 239 21.0 
55 55 2 190 7.5 190 7.0 190 7.3 231 16.0 222 18.0 
45 25 2 315 5.0 315 10.7 315 12.2 312 11.0 313 12.0 
40 35 1 340 9.5 340 9.0 340 9.0 369 11.0 378 12.0 
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500 mb WIND ANALYSIS 
Position TypObservatiChart Model 
Lat Long GEOS GRAD GEOS GRAD 
Dir F Dir r Dir F Dir r Dir F 
45 65 1 298 44.3 298 38.6 304 40.0 308 52.0 
45 55 1 245 22.9 245 17.2 242 28.0 242 16.0 
45 45 1 190 20.2 190 18.1 189 20.0 181 17.0 
45 35 2 180 12.1 180 13.5 148 10.0 142 10.0 
30 40 1 250 16.2 250 14.6 247 16.0 247 15.0 
40 40 1 193 12.6 193 11.8 200 7.0 200 7.0 
50 40 2 190 19.8 190 27.4 159 18.0 156 19.0 
60 40 2 225 25.5 225 30 . 7 232 33.0 231 40.0 
45 55 1 238 53.0 238 36.3 230 49.0 227 38.0 
45 45 0 255 46.0 255 46 . 0 232 37.0 242 46.0 
45 35 2 292 27.5 292 37.0 280 27.0 280 30.0 
45 25 2 310 32.7 310 38.3 312 29.0 324 25.0 
30 35 1 320 13.9 320 13.1 321 13.0 327 13.0 
40 35 2 290 19.4 290 23.5 300 21.0 308 24.0 
50 35 2 283 28 . 8 283 50.7 282 28.0 282 33.0 
60 35 1 255 9.4 255 8.4 241 15.0 244 11.0 
45 60 1 310 17.2 310 14.2 285 25.0 280 22.0 
45 50 1 270 28.6 270 25.0 278 35.0 280 34.0 
45 4.0 1 250 49.0 250 35.4 236 47.0 250 51.0 
35 60 1 260 30 . 3 260 27.5 268 34.0 260 37 . 0 
55 60 2 295 8.5 295 8.9 267 10.0 270 10.0 
25 60 2 255 14 . 0 255 16.0 261 10.0 260 11.0 
45 45 1 224 42.9 224 36.5 220 47.0 230 39.0 
45 35 2 252 17.2 252 25.0 250 22 . 0 250 24.0 
45 25 2 315 31.2 315 37.3 310 29.0 330 31.0 
55 45 0 195 28.3 195 28.3 190 33.0 210 42.0 
35 45 2 215 18.8 215 20.7 210 14.0 210 13.0 
30 45 0 200 6.1 200 6.1 220 8.0 230 8.0 
40 65 0 268 37.8 268 37.8 267 34.0 270 34.0 
40 55 0 282 36.0 282 36.0 274 33.0 278 36.0 
40 45 1 265 29 . 1 265 22.3 264 29.0 268 24.0 
25 50 2 325 9.6 325 10.5 334 6.0 351 8.0 
35 50 1 280 32 . 6 280 28.7 278 37.0 279 34.0 
45 50 1 283 22.2 283 17.1 272 24.0 281 19.0 
55 50 1 248 22.0 248 18.8 234 21.0 234 16.0 
45 70 2 295 35 295 28.3 295 33.0 279 34.0 276 51.0 
35 65 2 320 15 320 18.3 320 22.0 314 17.0 316 18.0 
55 35 2 210 17.5 210 16.4 210 29.8 258 6 . 0 259 8.0 
50 50 1 185 30 185 31.7 185 24.7 164 37.0 159 35.0 
65 25 2 270 32.5 270 27.4 270 32.1 254 18.0 263 21.0 
50 65 1 315 15 315 14.1 315 12.2 292 19.0 295 21 . 0 
30 30 2 260 15 260 12.2 260 13.7 255 11.0 260 11.0 
45 55 1 235 32.5 235 53.0 235 35.0 230 49.0 227 38.0 
35 30 2 335 15 335 12.4 335 15.7 302 18.0 296 18.0 
35 15 1 270 20 270 28.3 270 22.7 257 27.0 252 22.0 
30 65 2 260 20 260 19.4 260 20 . 0 251 18.0 250 17.0 
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Appendix E 
The following Basic programmes were used in this project: 
i, programme for data input and manipulation 
ii, programme for field estimation - the diagnostic model 
190 
DATA INPUT PROGRAMME 
18 A£H OATA 
14 CALL - 9:J&e UTA8 1ee ""UNT "PfiO&AAH ~I)R OAT'A 1..-uT• 
IS ~OR NT • 8 TO 39e ~INT •.•ae NEMT NT 
lfJ FOR NT • fl TO I-• NEXT NT 
0!8 Otl • CHAt <13> • CHRt <4> 
Z9 DIN H<Jl.ll h DIN T<IJ.9 > 
J8 OIN Z<II.9>.Pt11.9>.t-"<11.9>.nttll.9> 
ll OIH 1..1( 11.9>e DIN U<l1.9h DIN NIJ( 11.9> 
l2 OIH HHC 11.9> 
34 60TO 1• 
~ PftiNT Dei"CATAL.08•e 8£T AS 
~ CALl - 9361 UT .. &1 PRINT •CHART ~oPE• 
17 PRINT 1 ltfiUT NI 
l8 ""INT 1 IIRINT 1 ~INT "CHART OAT£ •, ""INT 1 ""INT 1 1..-uT o 
J9 CM • sn.t <OhCt • NI • 011 au_ - !936 
.... ,_INT OIJ"'f'at•.ct 
41 PftiNT •L(JADIN8 "1Nl 
4l PAINT Oti"AEAO".Ct 
..a r.-.uT "' 
47 1.-.uT .NI 1.-.ul J)(e ·~T SP 
48 1.-.uT Jlt I~T lit INPuT .J21 INPUT 12 
'W FOR J • J I TO .J2 
68 ~OR I • 11 TO 12 
7'!5 I...._,T HC I.J > 
77 60SU8 17'8 
88 HEXT l1 HEXT .J 
• ""INT oe.·a.c.•.c• 
91 AET\AI 
92 CALl - 8J8e ~INT 1 ~INT M1"CATAl.08•1 8£T AS 
9J CAlL 9JI81 ,_INT "LOCATION f1F I!OTTOH lEFT &RIO fi'OINT• 
94 ""'INT "lAT • 1 INPUT .N 
en PftiHT "LON8 •, INPUT U< 
96 J • t1l • 81SP • 5 
97 Y • SP • J • .Ne)( • IX - SP • I 
,. Jl • 8111 - ••.JZ. 8112 ••• 
CJ9 IIET1JAN 
•• CA..l - 9llh VTIIB 41 ""'INT •HEMJ-
181 FOR NT • 8 TO 39e ""'INT •-• 11 NEXT NT 
182 ""'IHT I PRINT "I •• N£N•t PRINT 1 PAINT "2 • • Al.TER"I PRINT 1 ~INT •J •• O 
19\..AY" 
183 PAINT I ""'INT "4 •• A£CALl OAT'A"1 PAINT 1 PRINT -~ •• ~ OAT'A"r PAINT 1 PAINT "6 •• ADO DATA" 
IM ""'INT I PAINT "7 • • ~ AO..AJSTHENT• 
I~ ""'INT 1 PAINT "8 •• IIMIOUS• 
188 PAINT 1 PAINT "9 •• 0UIT" 
189 PAINT I PAINT 1 INPUT A1 CAU. - 936 
118 IF A • 6 THEN 80TO 21t 
Ill IF A • I THEN 80TO 888 
112 IF A • 3 THEN 80TO :.a 
114 IF A • 4 THEN 80Sle ~ 
118 IF A • 7 THEN 80TO 911 
117 IF A • 8 THEN 80TO 1888 
118 IF A • ' THEN 80Sle .... 
"q IF A • 9 THEN 60TO 999 
128 IF A • 2 THEN 60TO 124 
121 60TO 188 
124 PAINT "WHAT ro51TION" 
I~ ""'INT 1 PftiNT 
J 38 ,.....,T y .)( 
148 J • <Y - .N>, SPr I • (f)( - )() , <;P 
142 CALL - 9:J&r PAINT "VAlUE STOAED IN FILE" 
143 PAINT 1 PAINT 1 PAINT •lAT"."LONB•,•ttt• 
14~ PAINT 1 PAINT Y.X.NCI.J> 
J~ PAINT 1 PAINT 1 PAINT Y.lC1 PAINT 1 PAINT I" INPUTNCI.J> 
IGe &OTO 1• 
178 IF HI • "HEIGHTS" THEN Z<J.J> • NCJ.J> 
171 tF NI • "PA£1>SUE• THat Pt I.J> • Ht t.J > 
172 IF HI • "THICICHESS• THEN THCI.J> • NCI • .J> 
173 IF HI • "ntiJUS• TlEN HPti.J> • NCI.J> 
1741 IF Nt • •re.• TlEN T<I.J> • NC t.J> 
176 IF HI • "NINOU" llO U< I .J > • NC I.J > 
177 IF Nt • "NIHOU" THEH IJ<Io.J) • ltff,.J> 
178 IF Nt • "0111£CTION• THEN NIJ( I.J > • 1tt I • .J > 
188 IF Tt • "FfRST TDM" THEN T<I.J> • N<I.J> 
182 IF Tt • "SECOND f'I:N4• TlEN Pti.J> • 't<I.J> 
194 IF Ht • •JHY• THEN T< I.J> • NC I • .J> 
186 IF Ht • •nt)(• THEN TO .J > • HC I.J > 
l9e A£T\.A4 
288 CALl - 936r PAINT "WHAT POSITII)tt•r PAINT r PAINT 1 ""'INT 
218 INPUT Y.lb CAU. - 936 
228 .JU • <Y- .N>, SP1II • <IX- )Cl,~ 
2~ FOR J • JJ TO .J21 FOft I • 11 TO 12 
2Je IF I • 12 THEN 11 • 8 
241 Y • 5' • J + JYrM • JM - 9P • I 
241~ Oll..l - 9Jih PAINT "l.AT • ,y,• LIM •,)( 
~ ""IHT r ""INT I r.-.uT HCI.J) 
~' IF HC I.J) • 9995 TlEN HC I .J > • e 
~ IF NCI.J> • 8 THEN 90TO 188 
268 NEMT I I N£MT .J 
27'8 60TO a• 
J88 CALL - SJ181 UT-. 4it PAINT "l'ISPlAY RJAHAT• 
Jl2 FOR NT • e TO l91 ""'INT •-• 11 NEXT 141' 
Jl5 PAINT 1 PAINT •s .• Tea.£•• fiRINT t PAINT "2 .. 04ART"• PRINT 1 PRINT •J. 
• COLOft CHART• 
386 FOR NT • 8 TO J9r PAINT •-• u HE><T NT 
387 PftiNT •Q4AAT NAHE ., ... ,• OATE •,o 
J88 PAINT "ttfnt AHO Y£M • 1Ht 
189 ""INT 1 PAINT •lEfT 80TTOH CORHEJt •,NI" •1IIC 
Jt8 PAINT 1 PAINT 1 IHPVT 8 
ltl CAlL - 9J6a IF 8 • I THEH 80TO 311 
312 IF 8 • 2 THEH 90TO 688 
Jl3 IF 8 • J THEH 80TO ~ 
ll' PAINT t ""INT r PAINT •DISPlAY <;P££0•, PAINT 1 PAINT t fiRINT 1 1...,-
NWT r CALL - 9:J6 
3 18 PAINT 1 PRINT 1 PAINT •LAT•.•LONG•.Nt 
)28 FOR J • Jl TO .J2 
~ PAINT 1 FOR NT • 8 TO NWTt NEXT HT 
U8 FOft I • ll TO 12 
~ PAINT SP • J + .N.I)( - SP • l.lfC I.J> 
34'5 FOft NT • 8 TO NMT1 1EXT HT 
n8 NEXT l1 NEXT J 
J88 GOTO 188 
488 CALL - 9l6a UTili 61 PAINT • SAl-E OATA• 
48'5 IHPUT "MAH£ • , ... 
418 PAINT 1 IHPUT '"OAT£ • 10 
428 PAINT 1 IHPUT •I'OfTH AHO YEA! • ~.._ 
4441 0* • Snte <OhCe • He + oe 
.. , PAINT •SAUINS • 1He 
459 PAINT oe,•QPEN•.ce 
468 PAINT oe,•WRfl£• .ce 
47e PAINT He 
472 PAINT .NI PAINT llh PAINT SI" 
474 PAINT Jl1 PAINT ll1 PAINT J21 PAINT 12 
4~ FOR J • Jl TO J2 
416 FOR I • ll TO 12 
4n PAINT H(I.J) 
418 NEXT h NEXT J 
488 PAINT Of••OL09£•,ce 
49e AET\JfiN 
,.. CAL.L - 9l6 
"J18 PAIHT •tHPUT --·1 IHPUT QO 
'528 PAINT 1 PAINT •rH'Uf 8RADUATIOH•a IHPUT g 
'532 • 
'534 FOft J • J8 TO 4 STE~ - 4 
'5l8 FOft I • 8 TO l8 ·~ 3 
'538 CC • - H( I " 3.< J - 4 > " 4 \ + QO 
'5441 C • INT <CC " Q\ 
~ COLORe C 
~ PlOT I.JS - Ja PlOT I + l.l6 - J1 PlOT 
'5'54 PlOT 1.31 - Ja PlOT I + 1.31 - J1 PLOT 
'5~ Pl.OT 1.38 - J1 Pl.OT 1 + 1.38 - J1 pt I:IT 
'558 Pl.OT 1.39 - J1 Pl.OT I + t.JS - J1 Pl.OT 
"J68 NEXT la HEXT J 
'5n FOR 9C • 8 TO 1'5 
'578 COLORe SCA 
~ PlOT 9CA + 4.391 NEXT SCA 
,.. PAINT ~ITIUE •••••••••• HE&ATIV£• 
'S97 8£T All CAll. - 9J8• TEXT I 80TO 188 
eel CALl -9l8 
611 PAINT •Nil£ • •*• • DATE • •D 
61'5 PAINT 1 PAINT Ht 
619 FOft I • 11 TO 12 
62e TP • IX - SP • I 
~ IF TP > • 188 nEN TP • TP - 98 
Gl8 PAINT • • 1\?1 
1;441 NEXT I 
6:18 FOR J • J2 TO Jl S~ - l 
1;1'8 PAINT 1 PAINT 
688 FOft I • 11 TO 12 
682 019< t.J> • M< I.J> 
• l.l6 - J 
• 2.37 - J 
+ 2.38 - J 
• 2 . 39 - J 
682 OISO.J> • H( I.J> 
68'5 IF H(I.J) > • 188 THEN OIS<I.J \ • H(I.J > - <188 • INT <H(I.J)" 188 
\\ 
687 IF H<I.J> < ., - 198 THEN OISO.J\ •ltCI.J>- <188 • INT ((H(f,J> + 
188)" 198)) 
698 IF' OJS< I.J > > • 18 THEN 781 
692 IF OIS< I.J > ) • 8 THEN 184 
693 IFOIS<I.J>< • -18THEN?ee 
694 IF OIS< I.J > < • 8 THEN 186 
7e8 PAINT • •,oiS< I .J>u GOTO 74'5 
184 PAINT • • 10IS< t.J >u GOTO 74'5 
786 PAINT • • 10IS< I.J >u 80TO 74'5 
789 PAINT OIS< I.J)u GOTO 74'5 
74'5 NEXT la NEXT J 
r,e GET Ae1 CALL - 8J61 80TO 188 
168 CALL - 9361 PAINT 1 PAINT 
16'5 PAINT •HlJHIIER OF NOR. 61'10 POINTS• 
718 PAINT 1 IHPUT NH 
~ PAINT •NlJHIIEA OF lEAT. &RIO POINTS• 
788 PAINT 1 IHPUT ~ 
798 PAINT 1 PAINT •otFF. IN lONG IIEllE'A4 &RIO POINTS•• IHPUT 0 
7'9'5 GOTO 188 
888 PAINT • TO C{JHSTAIJCT A HEW CHART MTQ tS IHSOtTED AT &RIO II'OINTI OH ~ 
ROHI'"T. 1lEliE ~ ll IN TlE EAST .-.E'iT SPACED AT '5 DE8IIEE IMTmA.I AND 
9 FOft lATIT\JOE ALSO SPACED AT '5 OE&fiEES. • 
818 PAINT 1 PAINT •£MTER STARTIN8 Pf)INTS FOR THE CHART .AT THE 8IJT1Ut L8'T 
HANO COfiHER .uaT I T\JOE THEN LOH91 ru0£. • 
!Me FOA WT • 8 TO 1 .... 1 HEXT MT1 CALL - 9:J8 
844 PAINT a PAINT 1 PAINT •tQE OF CHQAT•I IHPUT .. 
946 PAINT 1 PAINT 1 PAINT '"OtAAT OATE•t IHPUT 01 CAL.L - 9J8 
8'52 PAINT ··NU LATIT\JOE '1•1 I HPUT .N 
8'54 PAINT 1 PAINT •WHAT LONGIT\JOE .,., tNPUT IX 
~ PAINT 1 PAINT 1 PAINT •1HPUT HEI6HT IIQl.lES ON ~· 
858 SP • '51JI • 8rll • 81J2 • 8al2 • 18 
968 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
862 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
864 Y • SP • J + JY1X • IX - SP • I 
866 PAINT •uaT•,y,• LOHfl•,x 
Q68 INPUT H( I.J > 
912 IF H< I.J > • 9999 THEN GOTO 882 
888 NEXT la NEXT J 
IJ82 FOR J • Jl TO J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
884 IF H(I.J> • 9!t95 THEN H<I.J> • I 
986 IF HC I .J> • I TlEH H<I.J> • H<l- 1·.1' 
1398 NEXT h NEXT Jr GOTO 188 
gee CALl - 936 
918 PAINT •t ••..•• •• SUAFACE AO.JIJSTten• 
928 PRINT 1 PRINT •2 •••••••• TNICKHESS• 
'Je IHPUT 6 
,3'5 IF 6 • 2 THEN 61lTO gee 
948 FOR J • Jt TO .J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
94'5 ~I.J) • 198 • <P(f,J)- 1888) "C 9.81 • 1.2'5) 
968 HEXT lr NEXT J 
~ F"OI' .J • .JI TO J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
964 HC I • .J > • INT <HP< I • .J > ) , 18 
967 N£)(1' la HV<T .J 
979 GOVO lee 
981 CALL -9l8 
982 FOR J • Jl TO .J21 FOI' I • 11 TO 12 
~ n« I.J> • Z<I.J>- HP< I.J> 
~ HV<T 11 HV<T J 
992 FOR J • J1 TO J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
994 HC I.J> • IHT <Tl« I.J> + 1 . 5> 
998 HV<T h NEXT Ja 60TO I ee 
999 EMO 
I 881 CALL - !tl6 
1881 PRINT "7 ••• OlYOZ ETC" 
1882 PRINT "I ••• rEM" F'AOH ll410CHESS" 
t9el PRINT "2 • • • SUN"ACE AUCTION AU.ON • 
t~ PRINT "3 ••• JWAY tEAM " 
lllr.S PRINT "4 ••• t4All4 RM:TIOHS " 
1886 PRINT "'· •• NET OII.EN" 
18e7 PRINT "8 ••• HAt£ CMINIIE"t I..UT NI 
teee IF" NI • 2 ll4EM eoTo ••• 
t88!J IF" NI • 3 THEM 60TO I,_ 
1811 '" NI • 4 no eoTO 1 .... 
1811 IF" NI • ' THEM 60TO I~ 
1812 IF" NI • & nEH eoTO 112e 
1813 IF" NI • 7 ll4EH GOTO 181e 
HH4 N(f.J> • .49313 • HCI.J> 
1815 FOR J • J1 TO .J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
1819 HCI.J> • .49313 • HCioJ> 
I 828 NEXT la NEXT J 
1~ eoTO 1ee 
18JI AOt FRICTION 
1834 PRINT "A£01..1. 8lJif'AC£ MIHDDS" 
1835 I ..uT • DATE • •0 
....... - .......... 80St.8 l9 
1142 .............. 80St.8 l9 
1144 .. • "OIAECTION-a 80ilJI ll 
le&e FOR J • Jl TO J2 
1861 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
1862 IF" tC>< I • .J) • tee THEM tC>< I • .J> • 'J6e 
1863 IF tC><I • .J> > 1 .. THEM WOCI • .J) • WOCI • .J>- tee 
14!164 IF tC><I • .J> <tee THEM WOCI.J> • MOfi.J> + 1 .. 
186' HC I • .J > • tC>< I.J l - ae 
1866 IF tC><I.J> > J88 THEM WOCI.J> • WOCI • .J>- :J6e 
1867 IF tC><I.J> < e THEM WOCI.J> • WOCI.J> + J&il 
1878 HCI.J> • WOCI.J>- 18 
1872 NEXT h NEXT .J 
1875 0 • 0 •••• 1 
1881 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
1881 FUR I • 11 TO 12 
1891 AAO • ~.3 
189'5 HC I.J> • <2 • U1: I.J> • SIN «WOC J.J> - 18> , AAO)) " < 3 • SIN «WOC 
I.Jl, AAO>>> 
1188 HV<T h NEXT J 
1185 HS • "NINDU"a 60Sdl 448 
1138 FOR J • .JI TO .J2 
1132 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
1134 AAO • 57.3 
11~ HCI.J> • <2 • 'I(I.Jl • CQC; «NDCI.Jl- Ull, .._.)l, <l • COl <CIIk 
I • .J), AA()))) 
1168 HV<T 11 HV<T J 
ll98 MS • "NIHOU"1 90StJ8 4441 
1199 60TOI8e 
1298 A£M NIMO AECA.L 
1285 1..-uf "St.IFAC£ NIHO DATE "ID 
1287 ... • "NIHOU"1 60Sdl l9 
1218 I..UT ·~ NIMO OAT£ "•0 
12., ... • "MINOU"1 eos.. l9 
122e F'OA J • .JI TO .J21 FOR I • ll TO 12 
1222 Y • JY • <SP • .Jl 
1223 AAO • 51.31F • (44 • SIN •Y , AAOH , <7 • 24 • :J&ee> 
12~ HC I • .J > • - U< lo.J > • U< I • .J > 
1227 HC I • .J > • F" • HC I • .J > 
1238 HV<T la H()(T .J 
123'5 HS • "Cel"a I..UT "OAT£ "1Da 60'>U8 448 
I~ I ..UT "St.IFAC£ NI MO DATE • 10 
I~ ... • "NIHOU"a ~ l9 
1268 I..UT .,_ NIHO DATE • 1D 
I~ Nt • "NIHIJU"a ~ l9 
1288 FOR J • Jl TO J21 FOR I • ll TO 12 
1282 Y • JY + < SP • J > 
1283 AAO • ,7.3aF • (44 • SIN <Y, AAO>>, <7 • 24 • 368e> 
1285 HC I • .J> • uc I.J> • uc I.J> 
1287 HC I .J > • F • HC I.J > 
1298 HE><T lt NEXT J 
I~ 1ft • "C•2"1 I..UT "DATE "101 80Sla 448 
1299 eoTO 1ee 
1398 ABt AECAU. TENtS 
1382 PRINT "FORMAT FIAST-SEC OR FIRST/SECOHO" 
1385 1..-ut' "FIAST TENt "11ft 
1386 TS • "FIRST ~· 
I 387 1..-uf "FiftST TENt DATE • 10 
1388 60Sdl 39 
llll 1..-t.IT "SECOND TrAH "11ft 
1311 IF" w• • "CONSTANT" THEM 80TO 1316 
1312 TS • "SECOHD TE'AH" 
1314 1..-t.IT "SEaMJ V'EJIH DATE "•0 
I 3" &OSU8 l!ta 60TO I 348 
1316 INPUT "CONSTANT "1CZ 
1317 F"OR J • Jl TO J2a FOR I • 11 TO 17. 
1318 P< I.J> • C2 
I 328 N£)(T la HE><T J 
1348 AETURH 
l l58 AEt4 HET DIU 
I~ 60SU8 I 388 
1368 FOR J • Jl TO J21 F"OR I • 11 TO 1.? 
1362 HC I.J> • T<I.J> • P((.J) 
1365 IF T(J .J> > 8 AHO P< I.J> ) ~ TlEM LET W I.J' • f T<I.J> + P< J .J)) , 
2 
IJ:o8 IF' Tf I.J > c 8 RHO P(( .J > < 8 THEN LET H< I.J > • < T< I.J > + P< I .J)) / 
2 
I J88 NF)(T h NF)(T J 
IJ98 90TO 1488 
141118 CR.L - ~ 
14411 PAINT •J ••• HOlM• 
t4e2 PAINT • 4 ••• ADO • 
1441l PAIHT • ~ •• • SU8TAACT• 
14&4 PAINT • 6 ••• HULTIPLV• 
1485 PAINT • 7 ••• 01UIOE• 
1486 INPUT NI 
1489 INPUT •HIHUS V/M • •FI 
Hl8 90Sl.a 13811 
142'8 f'OA J • Jl TO J2a FOR I • 11 TO 12 
I"~ IF NI • 4 TMEN HCI.J> • TCI.J> + f>(I.J> 
I•H8 If NI • ~ THEM H< I • J > • T< I • J ) - fO( I • J > 
1"32 If NI • 6 THEM H< I.J) • T<l.J> • fO( I.J) 
1436 If NI • 7 THEM W< I.J> • T<I.J> " fO( I.J> 
144f IF NI • l THEM W< I.J> • (f( t.J> • fO( t.J» I' 2 
144~ If FS • •v• THEN W<I.J) • - W<I.J> 
14~ PAINT J.l 
14U PAINT P<I.J>.T<I.Jh PRIHT W<I.J> 
1478 ~ h HE>CT J 
1488 IHPUT •CHART HAtE • 1HI 
14941 PAINT Hit I ..uT "'AT£ • 10 
14" ~ ..... 
1499 80TO 188 
,.,_ Rat HEAN 
I~H8 INPUT •CHAin' HAtE • •HI 
1528 IHPUT ·~T OAT£ •,o 
I ~Je 80SU8 lS 
15~ UAI • W<e.e> 
1537 FOR J • Jl TO .JZt f'OA I • 11 TO 12 
,,... IF W<I.J> < UAI THEM UAI • W<I.J> 
1,.2 PAINT UAI 
I,.~ NEXT h HEXT J 
I~ IHPUT •REQ CONSTANT• 1UAI 
1~ FOR J • Jl TO .JZ 
1'"7 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
l~ IF J • 8 THEM 60TO 1696 
1559 If J • 8 THEM 60TO 1696 
1568 IF' I • 8 THEM 60TO 1696 
1561 If I • 18 nEH 80TO 1696 
1564 eoro t&ee 
~~ W< t t • .J> • W<e.J>aW< t2.J> • M< te.J> 
1'578 W<J.S> • MCI.ehHU.Ie> • W<l.8> 
I~ IF J • 8 AND I • 8 THEM eom 16!"5 
1~2 If J • 8 AND I • 8 THEM 60TO 1668 
l'l84 IF J • 8 AND I • 8 THEN 90TO I~ 
1586 If J • 8 AND I • 18 THEN 60TO 1678 
1'588 IF J • 8 nEN 60TO l6r.5 
1598 IF J • 8 THEM 60TO 1688 
1592 If I • 8 net OOTO lliW-5 
1'5<)4 IF I • 18 THEM 60TO 16!18 
I~ PAINT 
16>48 TTTT • W< r - a.J) • H< r • 1.J) • W< r .J • s> • HC I.J - n 
tS45 PAINT TTTT .HC I .J> 
16~ T<l.J> • <UAA + W<I.J» I' (tJAA + <TTTT" 4P 
I~ T<I.J> • 1 .. • T<I.J>t PAIHT T<l.J) 
l~ 90TO 16!18 
I~ TTTT • «HCil.J> + HCI + J.J> + H<I • .J +I>+ HCI.9)) I' 4) 
1656 T<I.J> • <HCJ .J>- TTTT>" TTTT 
1657 OOTO 1698 
Ilia TTTT • <<H<l - J.J• + HCI2.J> • H<t.J +I>+ H<l.9»" 4) 
1661 T<I.J> • CH<f.J) - TTTT>" TTTT 
1662 GOTO 1698 
166:5 TTTT • ((H(II.J) + HC t + t.J> + H< lo18) + H< loJ- I>> I' 4) 
1666 T< I.J> • <H< t.J>- TTTT> " TTTT 
1667 GOTO 1698 
1679 TTTT • « HC I - I • J > + HC 12. J > + HC I • 18 > + HC I • J - 1 » " 4 > 
1671 T<I.J> • <MCI.J>- TTTT> I' TTTT 
t6n GOTO 1698 
16r.5 TTTT • «M< I- I.J> + HCI + loJ> + HCI.J + J) + HCI.9»" 4) 
1676 T<I.J> • <H<I.J>- TTTT>" TTTT 
1677 GOTO 1698 
1688 TTTT • «H<I- I.J> + H<l + t.J> + H<l.18> + H<l.J- I»" 4) 
1681 T<I.J> • <H<I.J>- TTTT>" TTTT 
1682 GOTO I 698 
1685 TTTT • «H<11.J> + N(f + 1oJ> + HCI • . J + P + H<I.J- I>> I' 4) 
1686 T< I .J > • < HC I.J > - TTTT > " TTTT 
1687 GOTO 1698 
1698 TTTT • «H<t- l.J> + H<IZ.Jl + HCI.J + l> + 14CI.J- I» I' 4> 
lli92 T<l.J> • <HCI.J> - TTTT>" TTTT 
1696 T< I.J> • 8 
1698 H£)(T 11 H£)(T J 
1699 FOR J • Jl TO J2a FOR I • 11 TO l?.tHC I.J> • T< I.Jh HEXT h HEXf J 
1788 INPUT •NAME• •HI• IHPUT •DATE• 1Dt fJOSl8 44ft 
1785 90TO 188 
1728 INPUT • CHART IAE • 1HS 
1738 INPUT • CHART DAVE •,o 
1748 GOSl8 l9 
I 758 IHPUT • HEW HAt£ • , ... 
ITGe IHPUT • DATE • •D 
1778 60SU8 ..... 
l?'S8 OOTO lee 
I 888 REM W-'OZ 
I M' f;Al..L - 9l6 
1818 IHPUT ·nnoc HAt£ • '"' 
1828 INPUT •CHAAJ DATE • 10 
18Je 60SU8 J9 
184e INPUT •THIOC: IN V • 1HS 
t858 (NPUT •CHART DATE • 10 
I 868 605l.ll J9 
1865 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
1878 FOR I • ll TO 12 
.... 
\0 
U'l 
I~ FOA J • Jl TO J2 
1878 FOA I • 11 TO 12 
1 ... V • ' • J • ..NtiC • IX - 9r • 
1882 AnD • 6JI / ll 
1884 8 • 9.81 
1886 F • 4 • 22 • SIN < Y ' '"IJ) ' < 7 • 24 • 6e • 6e) 
1898 Ul • - <8 • T<I.J)) / <F • MI.JH 
189'5 t« I .J> • Ul ' 18 
1988 NEXT I a NEXT J 
IS«S ... • ·uz· 
1918 GOSlJI ... 
1929 IHPVT •nuoc IN )( • '* 
1931 IHPVT •QtART DATE •,o 
19~ eos..e l9 
1948 FOA J • Jl TO .1l 
1945 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
19ee V • SI' • J + ..NtlC • f)( - SP • I 
19152 M) • 63e / 11 
'"" 8 • 9.81 I~ F • 4 • 22 • SIN (V ' Nll)l ' <7 • 24 • 6e • 6e) 
1911J41 Ul • <8 • T< I.J>> "<F • Tlt( t.J» 
aCJ7'8 .., r .J> • uz , •• 
I !1118 HEXT la NEXT J 
198'5 .... -uz· 1,. - ... 2eee 80TO 1• 
..... 
\0 
0'1 
DIAGNOSTIC MODEL PROGRAMME 
~ PRINT "OAT£ 161 ••• t6TH.SECT t.~· 
I> PRINT "OAT£ t61.1.16fH.SECT 1.1 .... 
7 PRINT "OAT£ 181.2.l&TH.fJECT t.llUOC" 
8 6£T QO 
9 "" •• ?.J 
lt Rat F' IELDS 
11 AAO • 6ll / l116 • 9.81 
12 CAll - SJ61 FOR NT • 8 TO l9 
14 VTA8 ll1 PfiiNT •e•u H()(T HT 
16 PRINT "MliaMPI TO I'IOJUC£ FIElDS" 
18 FOR HT • 8 TO l91 PfiiHT •e•u HEXf NT 
19 FOR HT • 8 TO l-1 1EXT NT 
le 0. • ,_. ( 13>. ~ (4) 
21 OIH Ol<llolh OIH 0201.9)1 OJH 03C'll.9ll OIH ~ll.9> 
22 OIH T)(( 11.5)1 OIH M 11.9> 
2l OIH tee( 11.5>1 OIH MY< u.tU 
24 OIH O<lt.9h OIH RDU<lt.9>t OIH SIP<II.<J> 
~ OIH YIVT< 11>1 OIH Y2Y1'(11 h OIH T< 11.9' 
26 OIH Z'D< l]h OIH N8( ll>1 OIH E8< 13) 
Z7 OIH VIX<II.S)I OIH Vl't'( 11.9> 
28 OIH )C8)0( t:J>1 DIN ~ ll> 
29 OIH>OOCI]h DIHYWCil)l OtHZl8<2l 
.. OIH Z<l1.9h OIH U<ll.9>a OtN UCII.!UI OIH UUCUI.th OIH tJZY<ll.tl> 
Jl OIH HC ll.t h OIH DISC lt.t > 
J2 OIH 1!40( 11.1 \t DIH Ul<llol h OIH \18CI t .1 > 
1] OIH 0'5Ctl.t>t DIN CJI(II.th DIM 07(ll.lh OIH 01(11.1) 
l4 eoTo 1•1 eAU. - sll 
l9 PfiiHT U.'"CATAL08"t 8ET M 
ll CALL - 831• U1M e1 PfiiNT "TW£S OF CNMT"1 FOR HT • e TO l81 f'ltiNT • 
-·u NEXT HT 
17 PfiiNT I f'ltiNT • PfiiNT "HEieMT'I-"'E"'-"!E.lMIOCNE'SS.TMOUI •• ~ •••• f'ltiNT 
1 PRINT "NfNO.UORTtCITV" 
18 PfiiNT I I"'UT "CHAI" NAHE ..... 
l9 PfiiNT t I"'UT • DATE "101 GOTO 42 
42 Ot • SllN <OhC. • HI • Get CALl. - t:JB 
44 PfiiNT U.•"CJJEN" .C. 
45 PfltNT Ot•~·c• 
44l , INPUT HI 
47 I"'UT .Nt INPUT Uh INPUT !P 
48 INPUT Jh INPUT Ill INPUT J21 INPUT 12 
'58 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
W FOR I • 11 TO 12 
"' INPUT t« I.J > 
7G 80Sl.8182 
81 HEXT l1 HEXT J 
tll PRINT Of1"CI.OS€" .c. 
84 IF A • 4 TMEM 80TO 11 
CJI 80TO 1• 
CJZ PRINT "lOCATION OF THE 80TTOtt LEfT &RIO POINT" 
CJ4 PfiiNT "LAT "1 I"'UT .N 
CJ'} PRINT "LOMI "1 I"'UT IX 
'J6 J • 811 •• 
'17 Y • SP • J • .N1X • IX - c;p • 
98 R£TUAH 
99 TEXT 
198 CAlL - 9361 VTA8 31 PRINT "t4EHU"t ~I)A HT • 8 TO l91 PRINT •-• u NEXT 
NT 
IEH PAINT 1 PRINT "I ••• ZONil. NINO CIJ .. PONEHTS" 
192 PRINT 1 PRINT "2 ••• HERIOIONAl WINO CCH'ONENTS" 
I&J PAINT 1 PRI NT "3 ••• 01SPLAY" 
164 PAINT 1 PRINT "4 ••• A£C$1LL [lATA" 
I~ PRINT 1 PRINT "5 ••• SAVE DATA" 
186 PRINT 1 PRINT "8 ••• AAT£5 OF CHAHBE" 
187 PRINT 1 PRINT •7 ••• UORTICITY £TC" 
198 PAINT 1 PRINT •e ... I~UlCITY"1 PRINT 1 PRINT "9 ••• OUIT" 
189 PfiiHT 1 PRINT 1 l "'UT AI C$1Ll - !'J6 
1 18 IF A • 6 ntEN 80TO 198 
ll I IF A • I n£N 80TO lee 
112 IF A • 3 THEN 90TO l88 
Ill IF A • 4 fH£N l9 • A 
114 I~ A • 4 THEM 60TO 3'5 
I 16 IF A • 7 THEN 60TO I lee 
117 IF A • 8 THEN GOTO 382 
118 IF A • '5 THEN 80TO 4ee 
119 IF' A • 9 THEM fiOTO 999 
128 CAll - 9J6 
121 I...UT • WX .. TlOC OR THOlJS)( • 1HI 
121 INPUT "'ATE • 101 80fll8 1215 
124 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
I~ FOR I • 11 TO 12 
127 80TO 145 
IJ8 Y • !P • J • .NtiC • IIC - SP • 
132..., ... / 11 
ll9 )(8)(( I> • X1Y8\IIC I> • Z< l.J> 
148 NEXT I 
141 )(8)((1 J) • )(8)((.) • SPI )(8)(( 12 ) • l<B)f.t .. ) - ~ 
142 Y8Y( ll) • Y9YI(8)aY8\II( 12) • ~ Jl) 
14] 80SUI 2188 
144 FOR CS • 11 TO 121 I • CS 
14'5...,. 131 / 1111. ~-·· 
146 Y • SI' • J + .N11C • IX - SP • IIF' • 4 • 22 • SIN <Y / AAO> " <7 • M e 
68 •• , 
147 UC I.Jl • <6 / F> • HX< I.J> • 18 
148 HCI.J> • V<I.J> 
158 NEXT I 
I~ HEXf J 
168 80TO 188 
162 IF NS • "THOUS)(" THEN L£T W)(( I.J l • W I.J) 
163 IF HI • "n«lUSV" THEN LET tNf 1. Jl • W I.J> 
164 IF HI • "THIC" THEN LET HI« I .J l • H< J.J > 
16~ IF HI • "THY" fH£H LET MY< I.J> • W 1. J) 
166 IF HI • "HZ.HIOC" TH£H LET T)((I.Jl • WI.J> 
167 IF' HI • "H'5.HYY" TH£H L£T M I.J\ • HC I.J) 
168 IF NS • •lH)(• THEM LET f)(( I .J > • W I .J > 
IG9 IF' HI • "THY" THEN LET M I.J> • HC I.J> 
178 IF NI • •HEI&NTS" THEM Z<I.J> • WJ.J> 
. • ')•WJ.J> 
4J4) PftiHT Jla fiRIHT Ill PAINT J21 PAINT 12 
448 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
4~ FOR I • 11 TO 12 
468 PAINTNCI.J) 
418 NEXT 11 NEXT J 
498 Pft I HT Ot 1 •a.OE• .Cl 
482 IF A • 8 nEM GOTO e28 
484 IF A • 7 nEM GOTO 14415 
499 IF A • 8 AND AA • 2 TlEH GOTO 88e5 
498 IF NS • •GAAO ~ • THEH GOTO 1'-'98 
491 IF A • 8 AND AA • I nEH GOTO 18'58 4" GOTO 1• 
,.. CAU. - 838 
~ 1..-ul' "FACTOit • ,. 
'.5el W • I , < 18 "' ~) 
~ fiRINT W 
~~· INPUT • MAICitUf UALI£ • tttU 
'512 QQ • ttU • w 5" PAINT 
52e 1..-ul' •8RAIJUATIOM INl"ERUAL • .e 
~0•6•W 
532 9A 
534 FOR J • l8 TO 4 STEr - 4 
'H& FOR I • 8 TO l8 STEP l 
'5l8 C • INT ((QQ- M( ( I , l >.<.J- 4), 4) ) , Q) 
'5~ COLOR- C 
552 P\.OT I • 31 - J1 P\.OT I 
'"" P\.OT I • J7 - J1 P\.OT I 
'556 P\.OT 1.31 - .J1 P\.OT I 
.,. P\.OT 1.38 - J1 P\.OT I 
56e HE)(T la NEXT J 
• l.l8 - J1 P\.OT 
• loJ7 - J1 P\.OT 
• I .38 - J1 fit OT 
• I .39 - J1 P\.OT 
~ FOR H • 8 TO l8 STtP 2 
567 se • " , 2 
'57e Oll.CJAe se 
51'5 P\.OT N... NEXT M 
,_ FOR H • I TO 15 ITtP Z 
'584 ... • INT ((QQ - (N • 8)) , PF> 
,.-s IF HA > W n9 LET ... • INT <HA ' 18> 
,.. ""'"' ..... . ' 
'5911 HE)(T H 
,g:J ""(HT I .. UHT •)C• fW 
• z.:JS - J 
• 2.J7 - J 
• z •• - J 
• 2.38 - J 
'597 8£T All CAl.1. - SJ11 T£)(1' I 80T0 1 .. 
se. CAU. - tl81 fiRIHT •t ••• t£18MTS AND Mt ... •l fiR IHT I ll'ttiHT •z. · .UORTIC 
nv•1 fiR IHT 1 fiRIHT •J •• • UARIOUS •1 ll'ttiHT 1 l...vf AeC 
1;11 IF Ht • •veJ~tTICI'rn• nEM l£T MD • ID 
1ie2 IF A8C • l n9 80TO 728 
Gel ""I"' W4 PftiHT .. ,. •tTit• OAT£ •, IHT <O, t8>1 PftiHT HI 
685 IF A8C • I TMEM 80TO 818 
6e6 IF Ht • "UURTICITY" ntEH L£T ~ • IE'5 
lilt FOR J • Jt TO J21 FOR I • ll TO 12 
1;11 1(1( ••• 5 
1;13 ~ • (M( I.J> • MIU • ICIC 
614 o1s.: 1 .J> • H': 
6 16 NEXT 1t NEXT J 
6 17' 60TO 628 
618 FOR J • Jl TO J21 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
619 IF HI • •TtOJS• TMEH 60TO ,_. 
62e IF HI • •P"AEsSUAE• nEN GOTO 9ll2e 
621 OISO . J> • IHT <HCI.JH 
622 IF HI • •&AAO OlR• TlEH 015( I . J) • 
623 60TIJ 1588 
INT « DISC I.J> • 5>, te> 
624 IF HI • •fEM'• THEM DI<;(J.J) • 
.;25 IF Hi! • ·wuo.1· THEM 01!1;< I.J > • 
626 IF ..- • •wuo.1• nEM 015( I.J> • 
627 Hf:)(T I 1 NEXT J 
tNT <815( J.J) ' 18) 
IHT C DISC I.J)) 
628 CALL - 9361 FOR I • 11 TO ll 
629 TP • t)( - SP • I 
6Je IF TP > • IM TlEN TP • TP - IM 
631 IF TP < 8 1lEM TP • - TP 
1)32 IF TP < 18 nEH 60TO 638 
634 PAINT • • tTPt 
6:r.5 60TO 64e 
6l8 PAINT • •tl'Pt 
648 NEXT I 
6~ F'OR .J • J2 TO Jl STEP - 1 
67'1 PAINT 1 PAJNT 
688 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
685 IF 0 ! 5( I.J> < 8 TlEH 80TO 695 
686 IF Oltl( I.J> < 18 TlEN 60TO 693 
698 ""IHT •• t019<1.J >• 
692 60TO 718 
693 fiR IHT • • t019( I.J lt 
694 80TO 718 
695 IF 015( I.J> < - 9 THEM 60TO Tee 
69G PftiHT • • 1015( t.Jhl 90TO 718 
7ee PAINT OIS(t.Jh 
718 fE)(T h HeCT J 
714 IF MO • 8 nEN 80TO 71El 
715 PAINT 1 ""INT •)C •tt 'MO 
716 PfttNT I ""IHT I --~ 
718 IF 1C$ • "'v- TMEM 80TO 1-
728 If' N • 2 TMEM 80TO ..., 
725 80TO IM 
ne 1..-ur • MD 8CAL£ ••• v'" • ... 
729 HQ • IEI81ND • IEII 
7Jit IF Ht • •ot• TMEl4 HQ • HO 
1JI IF Ht • •oz• nEN HO • HQ 
732 IF MS • •o:ye nEN MO • HO 
733 tF NS • •04• THEM MO • HO 
734 JF Ht • •cr.s• nEN HO • HQ 
735 JF Ht • •gs• TMEl4 HO • HO 
n& IF N* • •o7• TMEl4 MD • HQ 
r.J7 IF NS • •oe• TMEl4 HO • HQ 
T..t8 tF HI • ·~TOR· THEN MD • HO 
:>48 IF e• • ·v- THEN eoTo 1'45 
142 60TO 7"58 
INT < 015( I.J)) 
171 IF' NI • •&AAOIENT u• THEM U( I.J\ • H< I .J> 
an IF' HI • •P"f:SSURE• THEM H< I.J> • H< I.J> 
171 IF' HI • •&AAOtENT u• THEM U(I.J) • H<I.J> 
11'5 IF' HI • •fHIO<l£SS• THEM ZU.J> • H<I.J> 
177 IF' HI • •TMQUS• THEM Z<I.J> • ltCI.J\ 
178 IF' HI • •T(M'• THEM T< I.J > • HI I .J l 
181 IF' HI • •NIHOU• THEM U(I.J> • HCI.J> 
181 IF' HI • •e. ne• THEM LET TlC( I.J> • HC I.J> 
aez IF HI • •wuo.1• THEM uc 1 •• n • HC I.J > 
181 IF HI • •e. rv• 'THEN LET TY< I.J> • HC I.J> 
184 IF HI • •e.UIC• TlEM LET UU« I .J> • HC I.J) 
lln IF HI • •05• 'THEM LET 05<1.J> • HCI.J) 
186 IF HI • •e.w• THEM LET U2WI.J> • HCI.J> 
187 IF HI • •05• THEM LET Q&(f.J) • HCI.J> 
188 IF HI • •e.IJIC• THEM l£T VU« I.Jl • HC I.J> 
18'1 IF HI • •o7• Tl4Elt l£T 07'< I.J > • HC I.J > 
198 IF HI • •e.w• nEH LET U2Y<I.J> • H<I.J> 
191 IF HI • •oe• THEM LET ae<I.J> • H<I.J> 
192 IF HI • •e.~nc· 'THEM LET T>«I.J\ • HCI.J> 
191 IF HI • "HV• THEM l£T tM I.J> • HC I.J> 
194 IF HI • •e.~rv· THEM LET M I.J> • H< I.J> 
'" IF HI • -..c• THEM LET HI« I.Jl • H< I.J> 
196 IF HI • ~TIRO• ll4EN LET AOU< I • H • HC I.J> 
I 'M 609I..e 285 
199 Ot I.J > • HC I.J )t 'IE\"URH 
O!IM CQl.L - 9318 
~ 1..-uT • HY • • llN OR 1'HOUII • aHI 
C!el INPUT •DATE • aOt II06la 1215 
2e7 Flll' I • tl TO 12 
2e8 Flll' J • J I TO .Jl 
299 80TO 247 
218...,. 631 / ll 
zze v • • • J • JY1M • IK - SP • 1 
ZJI )C8)((J> • Y1\18YCJ> • Z<I.J) 
Zl2 HEMT J 
2n )(8)(<t> • JeCCe> - •• ,..,., • )C81«8> • • 
23& YBVU > • \I8YC 8 >t \I8YC 18 > • Y8'fl( 8 > 
z .. 80!U8 nee 
245 FOR CS • Jl TO .121 J • CS 
247 Y • SP • J + JYtM • tiC - SP • I 
248 AAO • 831" 111e • 8.81 
lA F • 4 • 22 • SIN IY "AAO>" 17 • 24 • 6e • Mh8 • 9.81 
261 80TO Z6l 
Z62 U( I.J> • ce / Fl • I - H8CCS> • 18\ 
~3 U(I.J> • <e /F) • ( - HY(I.Jl • Ill 
254 H<I.J). U(J.J) 
267 eoTo 2~ 
268 HEMT CS 
Z?e HEMT .h HEMT I 
288 80TO 1 .. 
zr.1 IF HI • •T4.THICADMX• THEN LET OOI.J> • H<I.J> 
Z96 IF HI • •f7. THICAIJY'r THEM LET M I.J > • H< I.J > 
;?87 IF HI • •wu•• THEN LET U(I.J> • HCI.J> 
288 IF HI • •wu•• THEN LET UCI.J> • HCI.J> 
298 IF HI • •IJMTAO• THEN LET nctt.Jl • HC 1. J) 
292 IF NI • •LAPTHICAO• THEN LET T'Y( 1. J) • HC I.J \ 
:?99 A£TUAH 
lee CALL - 9l6a UTA& 6 
Je2 PAINT •TYPE OF OISPlAY• 
384 FOA NT • 8 TO l81 ~INT •-• 11 NE)(T MT 
385 PAINT 1 PAINT •t •• TA8l.E•t PAINT •z .. CHAAT•1 PAINT •J •• COLOA 0A1r 
Je6 lNPVT 8 
387 DO • 0 • I810I • INT <O>tDZ • 01 • I81T • INT. <OO - DZ>t PAINT T 
lee IF T • 8 THEM LET Tl • •5e1• 
389 IF T • I TWEM LET Tl • •1188• 
ll8 IF T • 2 TlEM LET T1 • •fHtQC• 
311 CALL - Sl61 IF 8 • I TWEM 60TO 31., 
312 IF 8 • 2 THEN OOTO 688 
313 IF 8 • J THEM 60TO ~ 
315 PAINT 
Jl6 PRINT 1 PRINT 1 PAINT •o1SP\. AY SP££0•1 PRINT 1 PRINT 1 ...... , 
1 INPVT MNT1 CALL - SJB 
311 oos..- zeee 
318 PRINT Hta• •aTia• •, IMT <O" 18> 
Jl9 PRINT Jl • .Jl 
328 FOA J • Jl TO .12 
325 PAIN:r 1 FOR MT • 8 TO MNT1 NEXT MT 
338 FOA I • tl TO 12 
348 ""INT SP • J • JY.tl< - SP • J,H< I.Jl 
345 FOA MT • 8 TO NMT1 NEXT MT 
J58 tEXT l1 tEXT J 
~ 8£T~ 
368 60SL8 28'5e 
388 eoTO •• 
382 CAU. - 93&1 80TO 1 ... 
J&4 FOA J • Jl TO .Jl1 FOA I • 11 TO 12 
l86 WIN • U( I.J) "' 2 + UC I .J > • Z 
188 H<I.J) • SGR <WIN) 
J98 HEMT lt NEXT J 
391 IF M • •ea• THEM LET * • •eAAD •e. • 
392 60TO 416 
J9J F'OA J • I TO 1t FOR I • I TO 9 
J94 If' A • I THEM LET H<I.J> • U<I.J\ 
195 OOTO 1 .. 
J96 IF A • 2 THEN LET MC I.J> • UCI ... P 
"f97 lf'A•6THEN lETMCI.J>••I<r.J> 
198 NElCT I 1 HEMT Jt AFI\Itf 
488 CALL - 9361 UTR8 81 PRINf • SAil£ DATA• 
~ INPVT •CHAAT NAHE • •* 
418 PAINT 1 INPVT •OATE •10 
412 PAINT 1 1..-uT •NOMlM ANI YOIR ••NI 
416 PRINf 
417 01 • ST'Rt <D>tCI • NI + 01 
418 PRINT •SAVIN6 • •* 
428 PRINT 01••0P£N• .Cl 
438 PAINT Dl•••fnTE• .c. 
4~ ""INT ... 
4J7 PAINT JY1 PRINT IM1 PRINT SP 
..... 
\D 
\D 
745 I ..UT •MQ SCALE • 1ND 
~ 80TO 813 
~ ~ - 9361 ""INT 1 PftiNT 1 PftiNT •t ••• ZONAL HINDS• I PftiNT I PftiNT • 
l .. . MERIDIONAL MIND s•, PftiNT 1 PftiNT •s ... UORTICtTY• 
7"J3 I..UT Aa CALL - 9lla ""INT 1 PftiNT 
7"J4 PftiNT •NAH£ OF' QAU•a ""INT 1 I..UT •• CALL - Ill 
~ PRINT 1 PAINT "'tAAT DATPa I...UT T 
7'57 Ot • sn.. < T hCt • ,_ + CM 
7'59 PRINT M• •c.£N• .C. 
1641 PRINT M• •R£RD• .c. 
782 FOR J • l TO 1 
7'64 FOA I • I TO t 
765 1.-.uT I« I.J > 
766 IF A • I THEN U(( .J> • I« I.J) 
767 IF A • 2 THEN U(f.J) • I« I .J ) 
:'68 IF A • 6 TtO SI~I.J > • Nli.J > 
769 NElCT la IEKT J 
;o&e PRINT o-.•a.O!£• .w. 
792 GOTO a• 
798 CALl - 936 
792 I ...uT •NAH£ OF' CHART • , ,_ 
="M PftiNT 1 I tAll' •CHART DATE • 10 
7!16 90'.iUI 121' 
798 CALL - 936• .... • 81 ... • W. 
;"99 I F W. • •lE 19NfS• THEN LET W. • •HI(• 
1MMt I F W. • •nuOCJESS• THEN LET W. • •nee• 
811 IF W. • •HINDU" THEN LET ... • •e.UII:• 
IMJ2 I F H* • ·wt NOU" THEN LET ... • •t.,l)(• 
883 I F N* • ·~ THEN LET ... • •e. ne• 
1NH IF N* • ~TICtTY• THEN LET W. • •e.UCJRT)(• 
~ I F W. • •THOUS• THEN LET H* • •lMQUIX• 
,. ~851 
----
889 F"OR J • Jl TO J2a FOR I • 11 TO 1:!' 
1118 Y • SP • J + ./'latt • IX - !P • I 
9 12 )(8)(( 1 ) • tt1 't'8Y( I) • OC 1 • .1) 
414 NElCT I 
915 )(8)(( tl) • 18«8> + Sf"a)CIIM(12> • )(8)(<18> - SP 
tU6 Y8Y( tO • Y8YIC8>aY8YIC 12> • W¥r 18> 
~~· eos.. 21 .. 92e FOR et • 11 TO 12a I • CS 
1122 t« t.J ) • £8(CS) 
92'5 N£)CT CS 
826 N£)CT J 
1127 GOTO 4 16 
828 IF" .... • 2 TMEN 80TO let 
929 80!Ut .. 
938 60SU8 .. 
831 fOR I • 11 TO 12 
9J2 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
All Y • 9P • J + ./'laX • f)( - SP • I 
IJ34 )Cl)(( J > • Ya 't9fl( J) • 0<1 .J > 
tt:JS NEXT J 
838 )81(1) • )81(8) - 9Pale« 11> • )Cl)(( I) • 9P 
937 YBY<9) • Y8Y<8hY8Y< t8 > • YIIY(I> 
94e 60SW 25le 
842 FOA CS • Jl TO J21J • CS 
843 t« I .J> • H&<CS> 
946 NEXT CS 
947 HElCT I 
948 ..... 2 
949 GOTO 416 
~ 80TO ... 
~~ IF N* • •THtCAO• THEN LET H* • •rz. THICAJIC• 
~ I F Nt • •ot• THEN LET ... • •CJ!5• 
W-!3 I F NI • •oz• nEN LET NI • •(16• 
~ I F H* • •o3• THEN LET H* • •Q7• 
~ I IF HI • •04• THEN LET H* • •ge• 
1r.!6 I F .... • •HI(• nEN LET HI • •H2.HIOC• 
~7 IF .... • • ...,. THEN LET ... • •HJ. HYM• 
lr.58 I F .... • •T2. THtCADIC• THEN LET W. • •T4. THtCADICtt• 
~ 60TO l ist 
86e IJ" ••• • •&.UI(• THEN LET H* • •e. w• 
961 I~ ... • •H)(• THEN LET ... • •HY• 
962 1~ ... • •e.ux• THEN LET "* • ·s.w· 
863 IF HI • •lM)(• THEN LET ... • •fHY• 
964 IF Nt • •e. ne• THEN LET H* • •&. TY• 
866 IF Nt • •&.UORnc• THEN LET * • •&. UORTY• 
867 IF N* • •THOUS)(• THEM LET M* • •TMJUSY• 
968 IF Nt • •H2.H)O(• THEN LET N* • •1f4.HI<V• 
869 IF Nt • •w3.HYX• THEM LET * • •1f5.HYY• 
978 IF Nt • •TZ. THtCADIC• THEM LET N* • •n. THiomv-
671 IF ... • •T4, THtCAOIOC• THEM LET * • •T"J, THtCAIJCY• 
an IF Ht • •f8. THICADY)(• THEN LET W. • •T7, THICAD\1'1" 
979 A£lUWol 
88e I F Ht • •os• THEM 80TO eelt 
881 IF H* • •as• THEN 60TO ~ 
992 IF Nt • •o7• 114EN 60TO 838 
883 I F Nt • "08• THEN 90TO 8 .. 
889 AE1\JAN 
998 I F ... • •os• THEN GOTO est 
991 I F Nt • •as• THEN liOTO &SI 
992 I F W. • •ore THEN 60TO 831 
993 IF Nt • •oe• THEN 80TO 831 
IJ99 RE'T\.IAH 
9M CALL - 936 
982 VTAIJ 61 1.-.uT ·~E LOM• 1FF 
985 PRINT 1 t.-.uT ·~ HUNt •,f'H 
'H2 6R 
934 FOR J • 36 TO 12 ST£P - 4 
CJl6 FOR I • 8 TO 24 ST£P l 
937 I F' He< I+ J>" J.( J- 8)" 4) ( FF THEN 60TO 942 
938 I F' I«( I+ l>, 3.<J- 8> , •0 > F'H THEN 60TO 945 
9441 C • 7a 60TO 95ft 
942 c • •• 60TO 95ft 
945 C • l 5a 60TO 958 
958 ca.OR- c 
952 PLOT 1.38 - Ja PLOT I + 1.36 - J1 PI .OT I + 2.38 - J 
954 PLOT 1.37 - Ja PLOT I + 1.37 - J1 PLnT I + 2.37 - J 
t\,) 
0 
0 
"" PLOT I.J8 - J1 PLOT I • 1.38 - Jt PLOT + 2.38 - J 
~ PlOT I .39 - J1 PlOT I • t.l9 - J1 Pl.OT • 2.39 - J 
96e H[)(T I 1 H£)(T J 
96'5 FOR se • 8 TO l5t COLOR- 9C 
S75 PlOT se • 4.391 HE>CT 9C 
<J9e ""IHT •POStTIUE ••••••• • •• HE&AT"E• 
1S8 GET At1 CALL - 9lltt T£XT t 80TO 188 
999 £HO 
leN PRINT 
1888 t~T ·CMAI'T DAT£••o 
181119 80TO ,.,. 
1812 r..-ur ·u TENt· .... , eosue 121~ 
1e1J tff'UT ·v fEAt•, ... , eosut 1215 
1818 I~ AA • l THEN 80TO le!M 
181~ IF AA • l no 80TO 1 ... 
1~4 ... • ·e.UM•a -.. 1215 
1826 ... • •&.lN"I ~ 1215 
1827 ... • ·e.UM·• 809le t215 
1828 ....... lN" • ..,... 1215 
1e::. r..-ur -..c nee 01t TNDUSX ., ... 
1831 80SUt 1215 
1832 ('*'UT ...... 1M'I Olt ntOUSY ..... 
1833 80St8 1215 
, .... 60TO ltl94 
llee PRINT •I •••• UELOCITY-
1851 PRINT •2 •••• &AAO COtr' 
185Z PRINT •:J •••• DI~CTI~ 
1853 II'RIHT •4 •••• MaU' 
185ol PRINT "5 •••• &AAO UEL...Oflt• 
186e 1..-uT AA 
1861 t~ AA • l no IOTO 1854 
1862 IF AA • 4 1Mf)f 80TO 1• 
1863 IF AA • 5 1"NEM IOTO 7'811 
1865 IOTD 1112 
le!M IF AA • I 1"NEM ... • ~ocnv• 
1895 IF AA • 2 1"NEM ... • .._,IENr 
1896 IF AA • J 1"NEM .. • "'IRECTI~ 
11• MINT • CALCUUtTI.. • '* 
11.. IF AA • I no IOTO _. 
1185 IF AA • Z no IOTD .. 
11.. IF AA • J THEH 80TO IS. 
1118 IF AA • 4 THEH 80TO a• 
1128 IF AA • 5 net 80TO 7'818 
11,_ IF ... • "T:J. THtCAIJII• THEM LET Ht • •rs. THJCAIJII)(• 
116e AETIJAM 
1288 AEtt UORTIC I TV £TC 
1281 CALL - !tl6 
12e2 PRINT •a •• • I.O'TICtTV•a ""IHT 
1283 II'RINT •z ..• UOitTAD•• PRINT 
1284 ""IHT •J ••• ~·· PRINT •4 ••• TH1a10• 
1285 ""IHT •5 ••• I.O'TICITY2• 
1286 ""'IHT -.t •• UI'TMICAD-1 ""'INT t PRINT •7 •• Ptt!ll. •, INPUT AI 
1287 lti'UT •0111tf DATE • tO 
1288 809UI t.a 
lle!t HI • •s.IJ)(•, 60SU8 1215tHt • •&.IIY•• GOSl8 1215tNt • •s.UM•1 - 12 
1., .... • ·s.uv·, 9()g.8 1215• eom 1285 
1218 ... • •wtNOU•a ""IHT *' I~T •QAT£ • tOt 60SUt 1215t ... • -..1..,-1 f'ltiNI' 
Ht.Dt eosuB 12l5aHt • •&.I.Qnc•a PRfHT Ht1 1..-uT •OAT£ •.oa - lZl 
5tNt • •s.UORTV•a ,_tHT Nt.Oa eosuB 121~h &OTO 12CS 
1211 INPUT •toM" AEQUIAEO •• y.-,.• •ASia fF ~ • .... THEM 60TO 12115 
1212 INPUT •wiHD OATE • •D•Ht • ·e.UM•a 60'.iUJ 12l5a ... • •s.w•1 - 121 
''"' • •s.IJ)(•, 60SU8 1215aHt • ·e.uv• a eost.e 1215 
121J I~ •l£W TENt OATE • •Da INPUT •TEMP TERM HAH£ • ,..., - 12151 ...uf 
•2 rntT TEAH NAitE • .... , eosut 121'5 
1214 &OTO 1285 
1215 PfUHT Tl* 5>"Lc.w:JIH8 ., ... 
1218 Ot • Slltt ( D hCt • Ht + Ot 
122e ""'"' Ot•·~· .et 1225 PfUHT Oft•REIIJ•.Ct 
1237 INPUT .. 
1238 I~ .IYa IHP'UT tlCI tHPUT 9P 
1239 INPUT J1• INPUT I I 1 I ..UT J21 I .-.uT 12 
12441 FOR J • Jl TO J2 
1241 FOR I • 11 TO 12 
1242 INPUT t« I.J) 
1245 60SUt 162 
125"5 H£)(T I I H£)(T J 
1258 PRINT Dtt•CLOSE•.cs 
1268 A£TUAN 
1267 GOTO 1282 
1268 FOR J • Jl TO J2a FOR I • 11 TO 12 
127'8 SIP< I.J> • <UIK I.J> • LO< I.J»" 2 
1272 MC I .J> • «iiP< I.J> 
1273 I£)(T I I HE>CT J 
1274 &OTO t• 
1275 PR IHT •HIHUS TENt •••• Y.-H •a ltfi\.IT Ft 
1276 A£TUAN 
1288 60TO 1• 
1282 PRINT •PAOC£SS NAMES• 
1284 PRIHT •PtfSl.. • 
1285 PRINT "UPlMICAD-1 f'ltiHT •QtiEfiiiiJE.lr.£•1 ""IHT •fHt~• ""INf ~C 
ITY2· 
1281 ""INT 1 ""IHT -uoltTICilV"t ""'IHT •\JOfn"AD•a ""IHT -o1•1 f'ltiNf ._., f'ltiNf 
••;n•, PRINT •04• 
1287 ""INT •o-u£CnJt-e ,_IHT •te~.~• 
1288 I~T • fWX:E£ NAitE • •NI 
128') IF Ht • •tEMJ• fHE" 80TO lee 
1298 IF NI • •o-u£cfOR• THEH 80TO 14,_ 
12!tl IF Ht < > •VOATICITV• TH£N er'ITO ll'JJ 
1292 INPUT •ABS VOATICITV ••• Y ...... "JOt 
tl!tJ 60StJt t275a ""IHT '"DCECUTINli • iHt 
1294 FOR J • Jl TO J21 FOR I • 11 TIJ I? 
I~ Y • SI' • J + JY1F • 4 • 22 • ~IH <Y ; -..J> " l7 • 24 • &e • .) 
12!t7 IF Nt • •PtfSl.. • Tl40f QllTO 137'8 
1298 IF Ht • ~~THtCAD• THEN 8I)TI) lJiiZ 
IZ!t!t IF Ht • "\QATICITW• THEH IOT(I I~ 
1388 IF HI • •fHJ()ID• THEM OOTO I~ 
IJII IF Nt • •ortEMOtCE• THEM 80TO I:M 
1382 IF HI • ·o~CTOR" THEM 60TO I~ 
1383 IF HI • "UORTICITY- THEM &OTO 1389 
13&4 IF HI • "UORTRO" THEN 80TO Ill' 
I~ IF HI • "01" THEN 60TO ll2e 
1386 IF HI • "02" THEl4 80TO llZ' 
13el7 IF HI • "03" THEl4 &OTO 1331 
!388 IF HI • "eN" 11491 60TO 134e 
1Je9 SIP<I.J) • UUC<I.J>- UlV(I.J) 
1318 IF 0. • "H" THEM LET F • 8 
1311 MC I.J> • SIP< I.J> + F 
1313 GOTO 14el 
IJ" QOU(I.J> • <<UCI.J> • TXCI.J>> + <UfJ,J> • TVO.J))) 
1317 WI.J> • QOU(I.J> 
1318 IF F'l • •y• THEN LET MC I.J> • - QOU( I .J> 
1319 60TO 14M 
1328 Ol<I.J> • -Ut)(( I.J > • TXO.J> 
1321 MC I.J > • 01< t.J > 
1323 60TO 148e 
13~ Cll<I.J> • - U1XCI.J > • MI.J> 
13ZG MC r.J> • ca2< I.J> 
1328 &OTO 14ee 
13318 03< I.J> • - U2Y< I • . J> • TX< I.J> 
1Jll HCI.J> • CD<I.J> 
ll3'5 80TO 148e 
1348 CMO.J) • - Ul\'t i .J> • TV<I.J> 
1342 MC I.J> • CMC r.J> 
134' 80TO 148e 
tr.Je MC I.J> • G5< r.J> • 01( r.J> • o7f J,J) • 09< r.J> 
t l6e 80TO 14M 
1362 WI . J> • <2e7" F> • <l')((I.J> + MI,J>> 
IJ64 IF Fl • "V" THEM LET MC I.J> • - MC I.J> 
~~ &OTO 14ee 
13,_ AEM IIM9l 
I 371 MC J.J > • TMC I.J > + TY< I.J > 
137'5 80TO t4ee 
138e MC I.J> • UU« J , J) +OM I,J) 
1382 60TO 148e 
1384 AEM TMIDCJC. IN OH 1 +18 FOR N£1l'ES 
1Je5 0 • INT <O> 
l:JM HCI.J> • • «UCI.J> • HI((I,J)) + <Ufi.J> • IMI.J»> 
t~ HCJ,J) • 98.1 • t«I.J>" 287 
IJ92 80TO 1 ... 
1395 HCI.J> • <98.1 "F> • <TX<I.J> + TV<I.J>) 
1488 N£)(T la N£)(T J 
1481 IF 0. • "V" THEN LET 0 • 0 + 8.81 
1482 PRINT "SAUIN8 • 1HI 
1483 1..-uT "OATE • •0• eom 416 
, .., 80TO 1285 
1428 IF AI • I THEM &OTO l2t9 
1422 IF AI • 2 n4a4 60TO 121ft 
1424 IF lal • J TlEM OOTO 121 1 
1426 IF' AI • 4 TlEM 60TO I~ 
1428 IF At • ' THEM OOTO 1448 
1429 IF AI • 6 THEM OOTO l4!!e 
1438 IF AI • 7 THEH GOTO 1496 
143-9 RET\JAN 
1 .. 4<8 HI • "HZ,N)()("I 60SU8 IZ" 
1442 HI • "H5. H'IY"• 60SU8 1?.151 60TO 1285 
14!511 IF HI • •o-..I£CTOR" 1l4EN OR • I 
14'2 FQA H • I TO 4 
1453 IF H • I 1l4EN HI • ·~· 
14!5ot IF H " 2 ntEH HI • "Q6" 
14, IF" H • J THEM HI • "{J7" 
14'!56 IF" H • 4 TMEN HI • "08" 
1468 60SU8 12" 
1465 H£)(T H 
l47e HI • ·~TOR· 
147'5 GOTO 1293 
14M AEH TM IOC ADUECTI OH 
1482 HI • "NUOJ"1 1..-uT "OATE"•D• 009. 12" 
1 4~3 Ht • "WIND0"1 INPUT "OATE"•01 60SU8 1215 
1484 "* • "ntl<"1 INPUT "OAT£ " 101 QOSII8 121' 
1485 HI • "TMV"1 INPUT "OATE"•O• 60SU8 121' 
1487 GOTO &282 
l498 HI • "T4. TMICAOIOC"1 60SU8 12l"l 
1492 Ht • "T7. TMiavtv-1 60SU8 12., 
1495 GOTO 1282 
l496 HI • "UURTRO"• ..,.INT Hie INPUT "OAT£ • 101 60SU8 t215 
1497 Ht • "UP'OUCAO"t .... INT Nit INPUT "OAT£ "101 _. l2l~h 801'0 l2112 
1'58e IF NI • "HE IOHTS" n€N 015( (,J) • INT <015( I.J> " te> 
I~ IF "' • "TMICICH£55" ntEH 019< I.J> • INT <OI9C I.J>" te> 
1"8 IF "' • "DIRECTION" TMEN 015(( .J > • IHT <OIS< I.J> " te> 
15~ OOTO 624 
1588 IF 61 • "8+" THEN LET "' • "8AAO Ollt" 
1582 FOR J • Jl TO J21 FOR I • ll TO 12 
1688 IF UC I .J) • 8 ANO \1( I .J > > e n4a4 (111 • 368 
16411 IF UC I .J> • e ANO U< I.J> < 8 THEM r:rv • 188 
16e2 IF UC I .J> < • 8 ANO UC I ,J> • 8 THEN fill • 21t 
168} IF UC ( .J> > • e ANO UC I.J> • e THEN fill • 98 
1684 IF uc t .J> • 8 THEM OOTO I~ 
1686 IF UC J .J > • 8 TMEN 60TO I~ 
1619 fill • Ant <UC loJ)" UC I.J)hflll • (111 • 57.3 
164e IF UC J .J > > • e ANO UC l .J> > • e n4a4 fill • fill 
1&42 IF UC I.J> < • e ANO U< I.J> > • 8 TlEM fill • fill+ Jl8 
1644 IF UC I ,J) > • 8 AND Ill' I.J) < •" TlEM (111 • fill+ t• 
1646 IF UC f,J> < • 8 ANO Vf I.J) < • 8 THfN fill • fill + t• 
1658 H( I.J> • fill • 188 
1655 IF HCJ.J) > 368 THEN HCJ.J) • WJ. J )- J6e 
1788HCI.J>• INT<HCI.JI) 
I 7J8 NEXT h N£)(T J 
1748 GOTO 416 
1888 PAINT HI•• "•TI•" DATE "• IHT t(l ' UP 
188l PRINT HI 
1919 F"OR I • 11 TO 12 
1912 TP • IM - 9P • I 
191'5 IF TP > • 188 THEN TP • TP - I~ 
1817 IF TP < 8 THEN TP • - TP 
1818 IF TP < lt THEN 60TI) I~ 
182e PAINT • ••TP•• •, 
1822 IJOTO 1131 
I~ PRINT • •,TP,• • , 
183'8 HEXT r 
1832 F~ I • 11 TO 12 
18JJ PAINT • a•e 
18J4 NE)(T I 
18:r.J F~ J • J2 TO Jl STEP - I 
1838 "'INT 1 PAINT 1 .-..tHT 
1_,.8 FOft I • ll TO 12 
t&U IF ABC • J nu 80TO 18ae 
1_,.2 IF H< loJ) > • 1- THEM 80TO lW!!' 
1844 IF HC I .J> ) • 1 .. AHD H< I.J> < 1 ... TI4EH 801'0 tsl8 
18441 If' HC I.J) ) • 18 AHD H< I.J) < IN TI4EH IOTO lS2e 
1e-.1 IF H<I.J)) • 8 AHO HCioJ> < 18 THEl4 IOTO 18:Je 
1858 IF H<I.J> > -18 AHD HCI.Jl ( 8 TWEM IJOTO 1948 
tiiJ52 IF Mfi.Jl) - t• AHD HCI.J> < • - 11 T+4EM 6lOTO l~ 
tn-4 IF H< I.J> < • - 181 net 80TO '"" 
ISE:At MC I .J> • HCt.J> • MD 
1862 OOTO 1842 
1988 ""INT • ., INT <HCI.J l )J• ., 
l 'J85 GOTO I,_ 
19~8 PftiHf • • 1 INT OK loJ))J• • I 
t9t 5 80TO 1!81 
t S2e PftiNT • • 1 INT < H< I.J >>I • • 1 
~~ 80TO 1,_ 
19:JI .... tNT • •, INT (HCI.J))J• ., 
l9:r.J GOTO I,_ 
1948 PAINT • • 1 INT <MC loJ))J• • 1 
19o"l IOTO tIll 
lt:.'l PAINT • •, INT <H< loJ>h• ., 
I~ 80TO ttll 
I~ f'tiiiNT • • 1 INT (MC loJ))J• • 1 
l~ NEXT h MTAB la FOft I • ll TO 12t PAINT • •• •• HEXT I 
1961 NE)(T J 
196l PRINT 1 PAINT 
1963 iF MD • 8 nu 80TO 1985 
1964 PAINT •x • Jl " MD 
•~ eosue ~ IDTO • 
28QI8 l ..uf "'PAINT Y~ • ~~ 
28te tF x• • -v- net eoro 2112e 
281, A£l\JNf 
28211 PRINT l»t ...... t• 
28Je IWrnM 
28',. IF x• • -v- THUf 801'0 :Z.. 
2e5'5 N::l\JIIM 
~ f'tltiNT l»t ...... 
281'1 ~
211111 ~INT 
2191 PAINT -eEWTI .. INTPP'OlATION• 
21182 ~ MOAIZ'IIml.. 
21tl lll9t Wl f EA!Jf UAl.UE 
21M R9t W2T NEST UAl.UE 
2U il!5 let CUI 9Pl INE 
2116 N • 4 
zte7 est • 11ecsz • 12 
2188 FOR CS • ll TO 12 -
2189 X • I IC - SP • CS 
2118 PRINT . 
2112 IF Cl • • ll4EN tiOTO 1tltl 
2 U 4 IF CS • 9 1'l4EN 80TO 2118 
21 ~ )()(M( 1> • )11« CS - 1>1 )()(M( 2 > • )11« CS h 100« J > • )C8)(1( CS • UdOO« 4) • X 
BX<CS + 2 \ 
2152 WY< l l • YBY(CS - I >eWY<2> • YBY(C"J>tYYYCJ) • W'f'ICCS • t )t'W\11(4) • ¥ 
8Y<CS • 2 l 
2 154 60TO 22el 
21 S. )()(M( l) • ~CB* t1 h 100« 2 > • )11« CS >t)O()« J > • )11« CS • I )1100« 4) • - C 
s. 2) 
2U12 WY< t l • Y8W 11 )IW¥(2) • WWCCJltWY<:J) • ~CS • I )tW¥(4) • WWICC 
s. 2> 
2163 Y'ZYT<I> • WY<2) 
2164 90TO 221111 
2168 PRINT 
2178 )()()(( I > • lCIBM( CS - l >dOO(I( 2) • )(8)(( r.5 >t 100« 3 > • )C8)(1( CS • I )1100« 4) • X 
8)(( 12) 
2172 WY< t > • WWCS - I hYYY<2> • Y8YCCShYYYtJ> • W¥CCS • I )tW¥(4) • ¥ 
8Y( 12) 
2175 YIYr< 11> • YYY(J) 
2198 60TO 221111 
2199 CO • 21 60TO 2215 
2288 PftiNT 
l28Z CO • I 
0:2«1 IF CO • I TtEH LET JOCNT • I< - HQ 
Z287 IF CO • 2 TtEH LET IOefT • I< - !P • HO 
22te....., • N- I 
2228 F~ IC • l TO N1M 
2238 WNT • 8 
Z2:r.l I(P • I( + I 
2248 FOR IL8 • 1 TO ICP 
224!5 PAOCT • ''W( IL8) 
Z~ FOR JLI • I TO ICP 
~ IF IL8 • JLI TtEH IOTO lZ7W 
2268 "" • < )OCHf - )00(( JL8 » " < )00(( run - )()()(( JLI » 
2263 PNJCT • PNJCT • "" 
:!27'8 lOT JL8 
2Zr.5 WNT • YYNT • "~JeT 
2288 NEXT IL8 
2298 NEXT K 
2Z92 IF CO • l THEM L£T YtYf(CS) • Wlff 
2Z94 IF CO • 2 THEM LET V2YT< c<; + t ) • WNT 
2298 IF CO • I net GOTO 2199 
Z299 NEXT CS 
23811 FOR CS " 11 TO 12 
2~ ZD<CS> • YtYTCCS)- V2YTfCCJ) 
2328 B;(CS) • ztiCCS)" <2 • HQ • et • t..., • COS <Y" NIO)) 
2JJ8 IF CS • U 1'l4EN £8( CS) • 2 • E8C M , 
2JJ2 IF CS • 12 THEM E9<CS> • 2 • E'8f~ \ 
2342 PRINT V2YT<CS>t PRINT HCCS.J)a PRINT YlYT<CS) 
.., 
0 
w 
2343 ,_INY' J.ll PAINY' • ••£eft::~) 
~ NEXT CS 
23']1 A£lUIIt 
~ "''"' 2511 "''"' "£)C(CUTIN8 INTfN'Ol.ATIOM• ~ ..at uan reel. 
~ A£M YIYT4ti.JATM AND Y2YT-srunt 
~ AEH CUB Sf'l. IHE 
~ .... 
~ F'Oit CS • Jt TO J2 - I 
~Y•SP•CS•JY 
2511 ''""' 2 IF CS • t T'Ma4 tOTO r.l8t 
~14 IF CS • 7 THEN 90TO ~ 
~ XIO« I > • )18)(( CS - I h )00(( 2 ) • MIIW C9 )I lOO« l > • )CIIM( CS + I >1 )()()(( 4 > • )( 
8)((CS + 2> 
~ YYYI(I > • YW't"CCS - I>1YYY'C2l • ....,.,C";)IWY(:J> • YBWCS + l>IW¥(4) • Y 
BY<CS • 2> 
2':54 801"0 ~ 
r.l8t XIO« I > • M8* 9 h 1001C 2) • M8* CS \1lCO«' l > • M8* CS • I >t )00(( 4 > • 11111« CS 
• 2> 
Zttl YYY< I > • YW't"C ! h WYIC 2 > • YW't"C CS h WY( l> • YW't"C CS • I >• YYY'C 4 > • YW't"C CS 
• 2> 
~ Y2YT<e> • VVY<2' 
2S4 801"0 2'lee 
~ ..... "' 
257t XIO« I ) • JeCit CS - I l1 )00(( 2 > • M8* CS \1100« l) • JeCit CS + I >1 :100« 4 > • K 
1*18> 
2571 WY< I> • YW't"C CS - l'tYYY'C 2 > • WY< CS h WY( 3 > • Y8YC Cl • llt WY( 4 > • Y 
8Y( tl> 
~ YIY'T'(I) • Y"Nrl> 
~ 80TO a. 
~ CO • 21 801"0 2815 
2fia "''"' ZtiC!2 CO • t 
2ee5 IF CO • I net lET )OCNT • Y + HO 
2917 IF CO • 2 nee lET )OCNT • Y • '!;P - HO 
~ ...... • N-I 
262e F'Oit IC • t TO ,._. 
~ YYNT • t 
~~·ec•t 
2Mt F'Oit tl8 • I TO ICP 
~ PROCT • Y"NC IL8 > 
~ F'Oit .A.t • I TO ICP 
28'-' IF Ill • .A.8 nee 801"0 261'1 
2t88 FU • < )()Off - lOO« .A.8 ) l " OOOtUUI> - )()CM( .A.8 )) 
2el5 PROCT • PNJCT • F\1 
81'1 NEXT .A.t 
~ YYNT • YYNf • ~ 
.,.. NEXT' ll8 
2&115 ..,_INT 
zae ~ te 
28!12 IF CO • I TMEN Ln' YtYT'<CS> • Wf#f' 
~ IF CO • 2 nee lET 'fZVT'< CS • I > • 'f'Mf 
------
2G98 IF CO • I nee 80TO 25!! 
~99 NEXT CS 
2798 ~ CS • Jt TO J2 
279'5 ZO<CS> • 'IIYT<CS> - Y2YT<CS> 
Z7l8 Nf7(CS> • ZDCCS> "<2 • HO • 81 • l~l 
2739 IF CS • Jl n4EM N9CCS) • 2 • N9CCS l 
2732 IF CS • J2 net N9CCS) • 2 • N9f'CS> 
2742 ""INT 'IIYT<CSh PAINT OU.CSll PRINT Y2YT<CS> 
2743 PRINT J.lt PAINT • •tN9(CSl 
Z74' NEXT CS 
27"SS8 AenR4 
&e8lt ou. - 1318 
5~ RJA J • Jl TO J21 ~ I • 11 TO 12 
.;ea~ ., • SP • J • JY1K • rx - SP • r 
~;ell-, F • 4 • 22 • SIN <Y" AAO>" <7 • 24 • 6e • 8eh8 • ~.81 
l>ei:J!I 61 • - 6 • MY( I.J> • te 
se3'3 42 • - un.J > • IJ2Y( r .J > 
634111 61 • uuec 1 .J > 
6&4,? 001'0 .., 
6&4~ IJ9< I.J) • (81 + 62)" <91 + F> 
~ 901'0-
~ U9(J.J) • <81 + 62- <U< I.J> • f']H "F 
,~ 84 • - e • N)((I.J> • ae 
l;ll!S'3 6:5 • - U< I.J > • Ut)(( I.J > 
6e7llf 98 • tJ2'II( I .J ) 
61972 801"0 6885 
61!1~ U9< I .J> • <84 + 815> " HI& - F") 
61!1911 90TO ~ 
6WS IJI9(f.J). - (84 • ..,- <88. U<f.J))) ",. 
79819 NEXT l1 NEXt J 
79r.J 90TO .... 
7011lf Nt • ·&RAOra.T u-
7\llt'5 90SUt 1215 
~ Nt • •fMADra.T 11" 
7112'5 609tll 121, 
70:n •• • ·ee· 
7e4(J 801"0 .. 
6Mf!IN•I 
8lllr.S F'UA J • Jl TO JZt F(Jit I • tl TO 12 
8ee7 IF N • l nEN 80TO 1..,_ 
9888 IF N • 2 801"0 lea 
8889 .,.. • •INI)tf!NT u· 
eete M<I.J> • uecr • .J> 
set~ .-mJ 81125 
982e MC r.J> • uec r .J> 
ee22 Nt • -...orENT 11" 
882:s NEXT It NEXT J 
8826 .. • .. • t 
9928 .-mJ 411 
88JII 801"0 .... 
9888 Dt9U..J) • INT' (M(I.J) , 18)1 .-mJ 8Z7 
tMI28 •" MC t...J> > • ... nee or•cr • .J> • M< r.J > - , .. 
tMir.J IF MC I.J) < 1 .. TMEN DI8C I .J) • MC t .J> - _. 
9838 80TO 6V 
Appendix F 
Data used for analyse ~torm movement, showing location, 
tendency, actual movement, Ten indicator, warm sector wind field 
and the 500 mb wind indicators 
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DATA ~or Dir•c~ion An•ly•i• 
Mon~n l•~long dp/d~ Mov•m•n~ TEN FIVE WARM 
DirSpeed DirSp••d DitrSp••d DirSp••d 
M•y 44 38 - 6.3 115 B 135 11 . 4 135 14.9 50 11.2 
m•y 42 34 .4 120 15.4 105 13.6 105 10.7 95 8 
M•y 53 50 -1.0 380 10 360 24.4 360 28.9 380 25.8 
J•n 49 57 -12.0 55 8.5 35 17 40 35 30 22.5 
F•b 54 39 -13.0 22 8.2 JO 24 0 40 43 24 
M•r 55 53 -10.0 25 10 10 21.5 50 24.7 70 26.9 
S•p 57 40 -4.6 68 17.4 74 15.9 74 23.2 68 19.2 
S•p 50 49 -2.8 48 10.3 60 6.3 60 15.9 52 18.4 
S•p 52 37 2.0 90 13.9 90 9.3 90 12.3 110 15.4 
S•p 54 54 - 1.7 68 10.3 45 19.5 45 17.2 45 16.2 
Aug 49 47 .0 55 17.5 57 22.5 57 16.9 57 23.8 
IV Aug 52 44 -5.5 315 0 320 13.9 320 22.8 405 17.5 0 
U1 Aug 58 22 - 1. g 415 7.7 340 14.3 340 1 g. 1 395 14.7 
Plug 54 41 - 2.3 58 1 1 52 13.5 52 12.5 60 18 
Jun 55 50 -1.0 365 5. 1 320 9.6 320 13.2 360 19 
Jun 58 43 .4 428 9.3 325 10 325 11.5 440 14 
Jun 47 42 -5. 1 68 14.4 65 17.2 65 16.3 50 23.4 
Jun 47 48 .o 320 7.7 320 10.8 320 20.4 360 17.5 
D•c 51 30 5. 1 373 2.6 360 3. 1 360 13.9 395 23.4 
D•c 47 59 -28.4 57 12.8 48 38.3 48 30.2 70 21.4 
D•c 55 40 -15.6 425 11.6 315 13.3 315 14.8 430 19.5 
D•c 51 41 -4.3 90 14. 1 38 12.5 37 16.5 58 17.5 
Nov 40 32 2.0 55 6.4 30 23.6 30 25.2 48 16.8 
Nov 56 36 -8.7 110 11 . 8 ss 21.2 55 16.7 50 20.2 
Nov 53 38 -to. 1 50 18 55 33.5 55 26.5 75 18.5 
Nov 47 49 -21.3 65 21 35 39 35 36.9 74 25.9 
Nov 50 54 2.3 450 7.2 328 2.4 328 12. 1 375 31.8 
Nov 47 24 -1.9 300 3. 1 314 3.3 314 14.8 315 23.4 
Feb 62 18 -25.0 65 20 65 37.7 6 1 so 66 35 
Apr 48 58 -2.5 25 12 24 15 22 29 36 15 
Mar 64 10 1. 0 28 3.8 23 4 27 25 45 14 
Mar 54 35 -11.0 38 19.2 50 33.8 so 42.3 45 35.9 
Mar 53 12 7.0 130 4.8 135 15.2 130 30.2 105 18.5 
M•r 52 37 -.4 130 7.2 25 22.2 25 23.4 30 18.4 
F•b 43 30 -9.5 22 11.6 20 15. 1 20 25.4 10 30.3 
F•b 65 35 -5.7 so 9.8 50 18.4 50 27.8 65 13.7 
F•b 52 28 5.8 50 9.5 42 35.4 42 45.3 42 27.8 
F~~tb 45 50 -18.8 76 25.7 68 36 68 39.6 95 24. 1 
Jan 43 45 -6.0 90 10.8 75 24.9 70 23 80 30 
May 53 50 -1.0 20 10 0 24.4 0 28.9 20 25.8 
J•n 49 57 -12.0 55 8.5 35 17 40 35 30 22.5 
F•b 54 39 -13.0 22 8.2 10 24 0 40 43 24 
1\) Mar 55 33 -10.0 25 10 10 2 1 .5 50 24.7 70 26.9 
0 Jan 59 50 -2.3 350 7.7 315 26.2 315 30.8 385 16.2 
0\ Jan 46 60 -9.7 360 7.7 355 2 1 • 1 360 28.6 400 16. 1 
Jan 50 23 -10.4 78 17.5 72 20.6 72 22.7 55 15.8 
Jan 45 22 -15.6 50 15.9 42 34.4 45 34.4 50 25.7 
Apr 50 34 -1.8 385 5. 1 328 15. 1 328 27. 1 380 20.3 
Apr 56 32 -7.9 40 17.5 18 17.2 18 34. 1 70 21.6 
Apr 55 42 -10.0 390 7.2 300 11.7 300 16.9 428 18.8 
Apr 47 54 -2.6 335 5. 1 380 3 .. 4 380 34.4 380 28.5 
May 52 50 . o 48 14. 1 22 23. 1 22 23. 1 50 10.9 
May 48 34 -1.8 56 11 0 6 85 29.4 85 34.4 68 15.2 
May 48 43 -6.3 20 11.6 18 25.3 18 34.4 53 23. 1 
S•p 53 20 -2.5 90 12.8 0 12.9 0 15.2 60 16.7 
s.p 45 50 2.2 70 15.4 62 13.7 62 19.6 50 24.2 
S•p 53 38 -4.7 360 10.3 350 12.9 350 15.2 385 18 
S•p 49 55 -7.5 35 14. 1 35 21.7 35 42.9 90 12.5 
S•p 62 20 .o 68 1 1 0 4. 1 0 24.0 75 21.6 
S•p 45 31 -9.4 60 g :38 22.3 38 22.9 35 21.9 
S•p 53 38 1. 4 110 8 10 28. 1 10 30.4 20 10.8 
S•p 53 54 -2.5 75 g 53 17.5 53 17.4 75 7.8 
Oct 52 28 -10.7 80 7.7 48 27 48 29.4 55 15.4 
Oci:. 53 41 1. 0 18 25.7 0 21.6 0 24.3 0 23. 1 
Oci:. 65 34 -7.8 18 15.4 12 24.8 12 22 12 23.4 
Oct. 51 56 -1. g 42 7.7 5 23.4 5 27.2 55 17.5 
Appendix G 
Data output from the Oceanroutes Operational Routeing Model. 
Two runs were accomplished using analysis and forecast data. 
Each run provides an optimum route and the time taken if the 
least time track was followed. 
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ROUTEING MODEL OUTPUT FORECAST DATA AT 1st May 1991 
SHIP SPEEDS 16.00 19.50 23.00 POWER 11765.07 
(+)EAST (-)WEST MOVEMENT -1.000000 
GREAT CIRCLE POINTS 
59.00 -15.00 
59.00 -15.00 
57.13 -20.22 
55.07 -24.92 
52.84 -29.14 
50.48 •32.94 
48.01 -36.37 
45.45 -39.47 
42.81 -42.31 
40.10 -44.91 
40.00 -45.00 
238.19 
231.84 
228.19 
225.00 
222.22 
219.80 
217.69 
215.85 
214.98 
GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE • 1607.435 
INITIAL GREAT CIRCLE COURSE (RAOS) • 
NUMBER OF STAGES • 10 
2.126024 
**** LEAST DISTANCE ROUTE **** 
VALUES ARE THOSE TO THE POINT 
GCRDIST ON GREAT CIRCLE • 1607.435 
H LAT LON TOT TIME HEADNG TIME SPEED 
Oeq Deq Hours Deqs Hr Xts 
DISTNCE 
N•s 
------------------------------------------------------------40.00 -45.00 94.5691 214.98 0.38 19.50 7.4 
40.10 -44.91 94.1909 215.85 10.27 19.50 200.2 
42.81 -42.31 63.9258 217.69 10 . 27 19.50 ~00.3 
45.45 -39.47 73.6556 219.80 13.53 14.81 200.4 
48.01 -36.37 60.1228 222.22 13.84 14.48 200.5 
50.48 -32.94 46.2813 225.00 12.32 16.28 200.5 
52.84 -29.14 33.9624 228.19 13.37 15.00 200.6 
55.07 -24.92 20.5893 231.84 10.29 19.50 200.7 
57.13 -20.22 10.2966 235.99 10.30 19.50 200.8 
59.00 -15.00 o.oooo 0.00 o.oo o.oo o.o 
1611.2 
AV SPEED • 17.04 
***** MINIMUM TIME ROUTE ***** 
VALUES ARE THOSE TO THE POINT 
H LAT LON TOT TIME HEADNG TIKE SPEED DISTNCE 
Deq Deq Hours Oeqs Hr Jet a NIIS 
--------------------------------------------------~-------40.00 -45.00 91.5665 214.98 0.38 19.50 7.4 
40.10 -44.91 91.1883 231.00 10.67 19.50 208.1 
42.28 -41.34 80.5158 232.80 10.65 19.50 207.7 
44.38 -37.56 69.8635 235.64 12.74 16.33 208.0 
46.33 -33.50 57.1203 238.80 13.52 15.40 208.2 
48.13 -29.14 43.5998 228.22 11.14 18.06 201.1 
50.36 -25.33 32.4601 217.01 10.53 19.50 205.4 
53.09 -22.01 21.9263 217.55 10.43 19.50 203.3 
55.78 -18.47 11.4981 210.16 11.50 19.50 224.2 
5!i.OO =15.00 0.0000 o. oo o.oo 0.00 o.o 
1673.5 
AV SPEED • 18.28 
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ROUTEING MODEL OUTPUT ANALYSIS DATA FROM 1st May 1991 
SHIP SPEEDS 16.00 19.50 23.00 POWER 11765.07 
(+)EAST (-)WEST MOVEMENT -1.000000 
GREAT CIRCLE POINTS 
59.00 -15.00 
59.00 -15.00 
57.13 -20.22 
55.07 -24.92 
52.84 -29.14 
50.48 -32.94 
48.01 -36.37 
45.45 -39.47 
42.81 -42.31 
40.10 -44.91 
40.00 -45.00 
238.19 
231.84 
228.19 
225.00 
222.22 
219.80 
217.69 
215.85 
214.98 
GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE • 1607.435 
INITIAL GREAT CIRCLE COURSE (RADS) • 
NUMBER OF STAGES • 10 
2.126024 
**** LEAST DISTANCE ROUTE **** 
VALUES ARE THOSE TO THE POINT 
GCRDIST ON GREAT CIRCLE • 1607.435 
H LAT LON TOT TIME HEADNG TIME SPEED 
Deg Deg Hours Degs Hr Kta 
DISTNCE 
Nms 
------------------------------------------------------------40.00 -45.00 90.1308 214.98 0.38 19.50 7.4 
40.10 -44.91 89.7527 215.85 10.27 19.50 200.2 
42.81 -42.31 79.4875 217.69 10.27 19.50 200.3 
45.45 -39.47 69.2174 219.80 11.40 17.58 200.4 
48.01 -36.37 57.8199 222.22 13.06 15.34 200.5 
50.48 -32.94 44.7556 225.00 12.97 15.46 200.5 
52.84 -29.14 31.7830 228.19 11.19 17.92 200.6 
55.07 -24.92 20.5893 231.84 10.29 19.50 200.7 
57.13 -20.22 10.2966 235.99 10.30 19.50 200.8 
59.00 -15.00 o.oooo 0.00 0.00 o.oo o.o 
1611.29 
AV SPEED • 17.88 
***** MINIMUM TIME ROUTE ***** 
VALUES ARE THOSE TO THE POINT 
H LAT LON TOT TIME HEADNG TIME SPEED DISTNCE 
Deg Deg Hours Deq• Hr Kt a Nas 
------------------------------------------------------------40.00 -45.00 89.9383 214.98 0.38 19.50 7.4 
40.10 -44.91 89.5601 215.85 10.27 19.50 200.2 
42.81 -42.31 79.2950 217.69 10.27 19.50 200.3 
45.45 -39.47 69.0248 219.80 11.40 17.58 200.4 
48.01 -36.37 57.6298 237.90 12.95 16.16 209.3 
49.86 -31.88 44.6750 226.06 12.71 15.79 200.7 
52.18 -28.07 31.9602 229.31 11.15 18.01 200.8 
54.36 -23.84 20.8111 230.73 10.20 19.50 199.0 
56.46 -19.33 10.6068 222.34 10.61 19.50 206.8 
59.00 -15.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 o.oo o.o 
1624.90 
AV SPEED • 18.07 
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